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Press Release Secretary-General

UNITED NATIONS

Department of Public Information• News Coverage Servlc;~' N.~w York

SG/SM/5517
PKO/35
31 December 1994

SECRETARY-GENERAL CONSIDERS CEASE-FIRE SIGNED IN SARAJEVO AS IMPORTANT
FIRST STEP TO PEACE IN BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA

Hopes It Will Clear Way for Early Return to Negotiating Table

The following statement was issued today by the Spokesman for the
Secretary-General:

The Secretary-General is extremely pleased with the agreement on the
complete cessation of hostilities which was signed by the parties in Sarajevo
today and which comes into effect from 1200 hours 1 January 1995 along all
lines of confrontation and for an initial period of four months.
The Secretary-General considers this agreement an important first step
towards the achievement of a real peace in Bosnia and Herzegovina and hopes
that it will clear the way for the parties to return to the negotiating table
in the near future.
This achievement is a wonderful New Year's gift for the inhabitants of
this war-torn country. The Secretary-General congratulates his Special
Representative in the former Yugoslavia, Yasushi Akashi, and the Commander of
the Bosnia and Herzegovina Command, Lieutenant-General Sir Michael Rose, and
the entire United Nations Protection Force {UNPROFOR) team, for successfully
brokering this agreement between the parties and hopes that 1995 will be a
year of peace and reconciliation.

* *** *
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LETTER DATED 27 DECEMBER 1994 FROM THE PERMANENT REPRESENTATIVE
OF BOSNIA
D HERZEGOVINA TO THE UNITED NATIONS ADDRESSED TO THE
'--"'
PRESIDENT OF THE SECURITY COUNCIL
While there is supposed to be a cease-fire throughout the Republic of
Bosnia and Herzegovina, the Bihac region continues to be under the coordinated
attack of the so-called Croatian and Bosnian Serb forces. It appears that some
United Nations spokespersons have adopted the view that this does not constitute
a violation of the cease-fire because, as they claim, the attacks are coming
solely from elements directed by the so-called Croatian Serbs. (These
assertions are being made by the same authorities who, at the height of the
onslaught against the Bihac safe area, when it was politically convenient,
maintained that there was no evidence of involvement on the part of the socalled Croatian Serbs.) In our view, this endeavour of ignoring the coordinated
and unified command/attack between the so-called Croatian and Bosnian Serb
forces seriously undermines the credibility of the cease-fire and those who are
empowered to enforce it.
May I ask for your kind assistance in circulating this letter as a document
of the Security Council.
(Signed) Muhamed SACIRBEY
Ambassador and Permanent Representative
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Enclosed herewith is copy of a letter dated 23 December 1994
from the Secretary - General addressed to President Carter.
original is being sent by regular mail.
Regards .

The

•

THE SECRETARY- GENERAL

23 December 1994

Dear President Carter,
Thank you for your letter of 21 December 1994.
It was most thoughtful of you to have written to me so
soon after your visit to Sarajevo, Pale and Belgrade.
I have, of course, been kept informed by my Special
Representative Mr. Akashi about your visit, but I
sincerely appreciate the brief personal report on your
visit that you have shared with me.
I wish to extend to you my gratitude for your
dedicated efforts in search for progress towards peace
in the complex and tragic conflict in Bosnia and
Herzegovina.
I believe that you have achieved
commendable success in your mission.
I am convinced
that it is important to build upon the momentum that
has been achieved as a result of your visit.
I have
already asked Mr. Akashi to follow up on your mission.
As you know, ceasefire agreements were signed today in
Sarajevo and Pale .
I have instructed the Department of Peace-keeping
Operations to keep your colleagues fully informed of
developments.
Please accept, Mr. President, renewed assurances
of my highest consideration and best wishes for the
holiday season . ~ J ~c.i " " ~ t-"-rcNI (

Boutros Boutros-Ghali

The Honourable Jimmy Carter
Carter Center
Atlanta
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December 21, 1994
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EXECl!Tl'JZGfflCE
OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL

Excellency:
I have the honor to transmit the following letter from
former President Jimmy Carter regarding his trip to the
former Republic of Yugoslavia and Bosnia-Herzegovina.
Accept, Excellency, the assurances of my highest
considerati on.
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His Excellency
Dr. Boutros Boutros-Ghali
Secretary General of the United Nations
New York, New York.
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UNITED STATES

December 21, 1994
EXEC\.!: ,;:: GrflCE
OFTHE SECR£1Al{Y-GENERAl

Excellency:
I returned to FFaQk~~rt from Belgrad~, Pale and~
SaraJ evo c. and_ want to , give __you ,_✓a _b,:~:J~~f _r.eport_,,Qn_my. tz:_ip .
. ·As- you know, I w_e!}!___ ~'?._}3o~-~~~..:~~!.~-~9~~in~t-~e
.
invitation of Dr. Radovan Karadzic, leader of the Bosnian
Serbs, arid -wTt]i nis assurance ·of willingness to make
progress toward peace. ~y goals were limited: to assure
the continued openness of the __ sar~jevo ___ airp-0rt, a
·cessatlon of attacks by the Serbs against __the city, and
freedom of convo~ tq _ 11!9.~~--wi th r~_!J_gf___~_y._pp].J._g~. I also
naaa- vague- promise of _a _ cease-fire and somewillingn,_ess
to .negotiate.
As the attitude of both sides became clearer, my
efforts went beyond these goals to include a permanent
nation
wfde
-cease-fire
both
s'.ides .to
- -- ---0---------- , - the commitment
--.~.--..-., . . . -.. .,_ . .. , .. . ., . . . .~. ot"---, -----··
------- --•-·-•-·--····--·a
total cessation of hostilities, the negotiation of a
comprehensiv~p~ace agreement with the proposal of the
five=-iiaETon Contact Group as a basis, the honoring of
human rights with access by international observers to
assure compliance, the right _of __all __Eersons to live ___in
locatioi:i~ __ pf~!l~ir___Q_~ .c:J1_9fce, and the exchan_g~ __qf___ai1
prisoners of war and other detainees under supervision of
the International Red Cross.
As you will _see___ from t_he enclosed , documents, ____which
w~:r: 7 ~ gn~d . bY... Bosnian _P:c:es ic;l~nt .,.Al ij ~ _I,zg~k>~go-v ~c ~ and __ the
politi~al_...a~~ --military __leaders of_ t}:le Sf!.rps...,__ t~se g.9.~ls
~~~e achieved.
There are many uncertainties that ~~main,
of course, but the military leaders in UNPROFOR are
prepared to work closely with the U.N. Special
Representative of the Secretary General to effectuate the
cease-fire and permanent cessation of hostilities,
beginning at noon on December 23rd. Ambassador Charles
Thomas . and the __other members_ of the Co.J1tact Gro_yp~re meetinc~L !,o_day in __Belgrade .. _to __p).an how_to __ f o! low ~P._ on __ the
negotiations _based _on_ their __pea_ce __ py~osal ._____ I _ have
~ffered 1::~~-. ~e~_ices_ of __ The ___Carter XCenter ✓_ if_, _ they , are
needed, since we know the leaders well and believe we have
their confidence.

You can tell from the detailed agreements that the one
notable _difference __between the __two .R.arties _that·-~t ~·wiis .. not
able to __ resolve___in__my two days of _talks concerns language
about _the_ Contact_Group's_pr<;>p_osal. My effort was to gain
acceptance of the language given to me by the U.S.
government officials and members of the Contact Group.
The Serbs agreed to this language, but I was not able to
convipce .. Pr~deJ:t_t__:i;_z ~_~ ];!ggpyj.£_ t9 a~.B!:~ ~l'.s.£t.
wording. In my~~nion, however • .his •~~ep_tanceof. t he
proposal of the Contaq_-t;.__Gr~p a~-wc~ s~A~:iz!l.9.aP8i!J.t " is ~h~
practical egyiy~],_eni. Ambassador Thomas is confident that
the Bosnian officials will be willing to negotiate on a
permanent peace despite this difference in wording.
Our Carter Ce~t~~ t~am received full ~~:eeQ..rt fE.9..~. q.J!.
officials, inp!~gi~g __!nvalu~ble .transportation from Za~reb
to Sara~~ We __we~e -~pecially impressed with the

- :~~~;;: 1~~F~~n~e~!~~~~ 0~~~~~a:~~t~!£~~-~,

and
-~~!sQ__~9.!"~ Y9.\lr app~QY.~l._Q_t our peace _effo_! t• If both sides
are treated_ with __firmness_ and respect,_ there is a_good
chance __that . permanent . benef i ts __can Fesul t _from our trip.
I should add that President Slobodan Milosevic is fu~
supportive of the ~eace .,P._rocess and will continue to use
his maximum influence to help with its successful
consummation.
I believe strongly that, once good faith is
demonstrated in honoring a cease-fire and in peace
negotiations, the economic sanctions should be lifted. I
would be glad to help with some of those who would oppose
this.
Best wishes for the holiday season.

/s/ Jimmy Carter
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t.he ur.ce ro i gned E:..g.:::-e:e. that
~\ithcr- ily will:

\.le:

I

t..:P.

f_':d t.hc::.c l.:.nder- cur

1. Cc~,ence nego't-ic• ::.ens on an 2.gre~ir.er.t for Q
ce5s at:icn c,f ho~~i)itie:; er. Dec€r.ber 27, 19S4., ,,:!.t.h t he
:ir, tt:.-nt to ccnc-:lude t:!:::e .SF"E t'me:nt ty Ja::1,;or-Y l~ , :.S!:5 . Thi e
cgre:e;ment would be i.IJ;p) ~mer;tf;ci ii..imec:ia t.e:ly by inst j t..tH. i1:ig c.

cecee-fire by .inte1·~c~; tier, ci U. N. force~ along the: 1 :ne cf
confrontation, by ces~~t1cn cf all military ectivitjes anc
the cxchan6;e o:f J:·riSOLEr~.~c. This cessa~.10n of
·

nths or fer a lcnger ~~riod
~rt1es.
·

ho~tilitiea will last for
if mutually agreed by 'bc:th

--

~

W.o,.~~

2. "v1hile 'the cesgc.tic11 cf host:i li ti&aa i~ in effect.
w,e_.,h ~necotiate a comprehensive peace agreement. with the P):"ep,:>5el

oi the Cont.act Group as the ca5is for negotistion of all
l)Oints. ·· This will be do!lt!: at. • rnutuall}' acceptable site,

under the au=pices of the Ccntact Group. using medi&tors
mutualry-agreed by tl:e
parties. All 1e:ru~s are to be resolved in £ull coo~ratior.
with the Contact Group. In all respect~> both sides will t~
given equal treatment.
.,
~.
prcposed b:.• the Contact Group and

3. Durir.a thi~ .PErioci thGre wiJ l be unreetricted
zr:ovenlent cf~ re11·e! cc,nvo}·s, U:!e of the airport at Sar&je.v~in accordonce with exi!'-ting ~greemente.:·~ and the delivery c>;
·. · humanit.arian ~ervlce-r by of!ic1al . ine:t1tutions and non-

I 11

/.

i

Fovornment~l cr~anizetion~. Each iide ~Y ·Jcin ~ith U~'PROFCR
inepectore to aosure chat no ar.1Dam6nts or WE:apons of war a1·e
included
·1n the
..
.
.car15oes. to be .delivered.
:··. ...- . - . .
".
.
4. Each side will. be responsible within it:s controlled
areas for the total elimination and prevention of the firing
.

.

.

of any guns or "'--eaporus of any kind that mi&ht be d8.Dla81ng to
people. ox_- pr-o_p er_ty.
·
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•
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5. Each side will be reeponsib~b within its controlled
are~s for the protection of human rfghte in accordance with
'international standards. All peopl~. regarp.lea5 of
eex. · or ethnic origin, shall have the ri&ht"'to live. 1n •
location o~ their choic&. Internatjfonal ob§Srver8. ·including
the Special Rappcrteur of the Commfes1on on Human Richts.
will be free to ob~erve compliance with tbie agreement. ·

ae•.

..
J

e·. rn,:;re- •,.:ill be. e1n eorly e.xchc:!:~~ of all det.;:!r;ee~.
·..::-cer lhe ausp!.cf:£ of the Int.e-rm:.tionol R~d Crc~l" end in
cC"c. ·. :;r c a;;cE ,;:ith t.LE: Gtrneva Ccnver.t1ons.
The JC.RC 1;eill hEive\;1,j:: :j:E"CE.d. c:ccE~£ to ell cetcine-cs to :insure 4:..J-,at t~e
p·c·vj_;-i.cn£ of tr.i~- 2.greement ere !ul:jlleci.

:i't. ::.~ H:cljztac t.hat, cth(;r ci!f:icult- i;t"UF.~ c:::::
.;:·. :·(:c!v~c c;uF-~-t!c::~ ""111 ha·ve. tc, be re~c-l,·e.c .
.:.r::;:· ..-::.11 t -c
CC!j[: ;~ ecefl:ll,i•, utilizing the eervic-e~ C·f the Cc--:;t,:.Ct. Group
o.: · t~fRC,FOR a!! apFropriate.

I

Signed 19
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December 1994
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Comprehensive Peace AgreeI1Lent
We the unders igned agree that we and those under our
authori t:y will:

I

1. I nonediately im.plenent a cease-fire, nonitored by
U.N. forces along all iines of confrontation, by cessation
of al.l Jllilitary activities and the exchange of prisoners,
etc. , . as described below.

..::

.

..

i. c~~~~ce ~egotiations onan agreeJRent for a t~tal
cessation _·o t hOGtilities on December -:A1, 1994, with the
intent to . conclude, ..the agreeiaent "by January 15, 1995. 'l'his ·

cessation· of hostilities will last for tour 111.0nths, or for a
. ::· · ionger.. -~ i.od· if ■utually agreed by both parties. . . · · · . ·
....... _:·;:-•~:;--..~-1-·"~~;~.\~~.:.;~·::. :·~ ~;~;;, <: ~ ·; ..... ~--~·::"''· . .... (·,.:.·.,: . ~ .. ·:- :_:..
: ·-~ '".;~: =:;,:<·.:.: .. ·.... . .. •'
·. _ · -t~t::.f.i:- 3';.. While;' the cessation of hostilities is in effect, ··
. :.~ . ,\;,-,-:. :, . negotj.~t~__-a_ COllprebensive peace agreement; on the basis ot
j:1:-: .;_t:• -' ,: :· th~~acceptahce- of tbe: peace plan of the contact Group as ··a , ·
f;..- :.
~< ..2, ·s tarting! poine'...'. _. This·: will be done at a mutuallj acceptable ·•.
1::17f'~~~i=:;.fs_r.t~-;-Z~t::ll«(auspicas of the eontact Group, ...using:-~-.·.
~ --~· · ><-:?.:.;j;.. ~a,~9.~. PfO~sed bf. the contact Group and :sutually a~e-ed . .
.f:-r-•: :·'-~·~
~.thd"'~es ;:-:.- All;· issues are to .be resolved in full - ... .
... ' ' :-- ; <,.:~,- ~perati'on-with the''~ CC:mtaot Group-:_,·
-~., :. ?> ·... -.· .
' . -... ~ ::.:.'¾:.~~:~~~:~··f.."\ ~-~- ~.~::::: -~~·-· ·_.~ ~-- :· ·~·-· :~-: . : :. . . . __·;:!,• _'.:. • .
. • . ..
.
:··:.·· ·::.-~-:~;~~: It is understood that there will be unrestrictect · · ·
ot:··relief convoys, use Qf the airport at sarajevo . .
in .accordance with ·existing agreements, and the delivery -of
hUJBanitarian services by official institutions and· non90vernmentai OJ;"ganii!atiorus. Each side may join with UNPROPOR
inspectors-.to assure that no arJlUlenta or weapons o~ war are
included. in the ~go~ _to be del~vered. .
.
.
. ::.;\_... .:;;./~('-t'>-i:.-~::•.~-~~.-,~?.{t:f·-:.·(:,;.:_·:>:; ·.-~--.:-·.· ..-.: ·_, .. · . . . ··:· ': ."'·'·'· ··- -:

>·:.:

0

:~ ~

··.. ·.:- movement.

. --.: ·.·.:::/. Ea~ ..s~~ will__ be __responsible wi.thin its oontrolled

' ·,·, . az-:eas .~~. ~e _total: elaination

and prevention of the firing
of· any gu.ruC or · weapons · ot any _k ind that might be damaging t~
. opltf or· -·t'\-rnpertv: r;.:<.'~-.
·
.·•·, ·..'
·
•,.
· .'· .•.
pe
.:"!!-....
.. •
. ..•... '

___ :i":. ,:

/:.-);-\t.t!?1J~
¾f
fi[f:~:~Iff~t :\i~po~~-ibi~-- ~~;i~. ts:--~~~ii~~ ··
f'or:.._t;Jie · pro~ion of hum.an ri_g hts . in
i

,.: ~, :·:::.::::::.- ';'.~ells. ,.

II
/

l

.''I
I,

·

accordance with

. · intornat!onal. standards. All people, regardless of age,
sex, or ethnic origin, sbal.l have tlie right to live in a ·
location of their Choice. International. observers, including
the Special Rapporteur of the. CoJIDaJ,ssion on HuJaan lU.ghts,
.
will be free to observe compliance 1/with this agreement..

l 7 : Sr1
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There will be an early exchange of all detainees, under
the a~pices of the international Red cross. In accordance
with the Geneva Conv~ntians, the ICRC will have unimpeded
access to all detainees to insure that the provisions of
this agreement are _ fulfilled. ··
..
In a fintil agreement, all has to be agreed; otherwise,
nothing is agreed.
.

.

_.

. .· ~-.

·:

..

·
·. . . :·

It is reali~ed that other difficult issues and
unresolved questions wil.l have to be resolved. This will be ·
done peacefully, utilizillg the services of the contact~roup ·
or ORPROFOR as appropriate • . ::"•.
·
·= ·

-.-.· ..

.

Signed 20 December 1994 . . .
·- · .
·. ~ .: :_ ·._ . .,,. . ...... .
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Press statement, Sarajevo, 20 December, · 1994

Since arriving in the Balkans two days ago, we have had
extensive discussions with the president of Croatia, the
U.N. special representative, present and former members of
the multi-national Contact Group, corrmanders of L"NPROFOR,
representatives of relief agencies and human rigbts groups,

and the leaders of the government of Bosnia-I!e:-zogovina and
the Bos~ian Serbs.

Mutual agreements have been reached between the warring

parties as follows:
l. An implementation of a nationwide cease-fire within
72 hours, including monitoring by U.N. forces along all
lines of confrontation.

.
,.

.

.• '
'. ~

. ~
...
·. .

..._ -. .

. .· .

•!:;.~_) .-

·-----·- - --

· . . 2. The commencement · of oe.g otiations on an agreement for
a tota1 ··cessation of hostilities on December 23, 1994, with
the intent t'o·conclude the agreement by January 1, 1995.
Thi~ cessation of hostilities ~ll last ·for four months, or
· for a longer peri-od if niutua1-ly agreed· by both parties.

.

.

3. The negotiation of a comprehensive peace agreement,

with [the proposal of the Contact Group as the basis for
negotiation of all points] [acceptance of the proposal of
the contact Group as a starting point]. This will be done
at a mutually acceptable site under the auspices of the
Contact. Group, using mediators proposed by the Contact Gr.oup
and mutually agreed by the parties.
4. During this period there will be unrestricted
movement of relief convoys, use of t)le airport at Sarajevo
. ''---- --4 t-h

existing agreements, arid the delivery of
· · · --: ......... ~nn non-
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LETTER DATED 22 DECEM~ER 1994 FROM THE PERMANENT REPRESENTATIVE
OF BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA TO THE UNITED NATIONS ADDRESSED TO
THE PRESIDENT OF THE SECURITY COUNCIL
I have the honour to present to you the attached letter, dated
20 December 1994, from Mr. Mirko Pejanovic, member of the Presidency of the
Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina and President of the Serb Civic council of
the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina, which encloses the "Declaration of the
Assembly of Citizens of Serbian Nationality and Serb Ethnic Origin" (see annex).
May I ask for your kind assistance in circulating the present letter and
its annex as a document of the Security Council.
(Signed) Muhamed SACIRBEY
Ambassador and Permanent Representative

241294
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Annex
Letter dated 20 December 1994 from the President of the Serb
Civic Council of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina to
the President of the Security Council
Since the beginning of the war in Bosnia and Herzegovina, neither the
aggression against its territorial integrity, nor the genocidal assault on its
Moslem population, nor indeed the aim of ethnic partition, have ever enjoyed

support among the majority of Bosnian citizens of Serb nationality. We wish to
remind you in this regard that, out of their original number of 1.3 million,
today less than 600,000 live on the territory under Karadzic's control - under a
brutal military regime that brooks no dissent. As for the other 700,000,
400,000 have become refugees in other countries, 200,000 still live on the
territory remaining under the control of the Government in Bosnia and
Herzegovina, while an estimated 100,000 have lost their lives as a result of the
war.

We assure you that this other half of the Serb community of Bosnia and
Herzegovina favours peace and a political resolution of this conflict. It
supports an integral and multinational Bosnia and Herzegovina as a State in
which Bosnian Muslims, Serbs and Croats would live on the basis of full
equality. As you know, Serbs who live on the territory under the control of the
legal Government participate in political parties of civic orientation, in
common organs of the state administration and in the army. In March this year,
an assembly was held of citizens of Serb nationality living on free territory.
It adopted a declaration, a copy of which we enclose. It also established a
Serb Civic Council, which was mandated to represent the will of those Serbs who
desire peaceful coexistence for all our country's peoples within the integral
borders of the internationally recognized State of Bosnia and Herzegovina.
The Serb Civic Council believes that the peace process cannot be
successful, and in particular sufficient pressure cannot be put upon Karadzic's
side to accept the Contact Group peace plan, unless the international community
recognizes the interest and will of this other half of the Bosnia and
Herzegovina Serb community, who have accepted the plan. The will of these Serbs
is represented by the Serb Civic Council. We wish to mention here that our
Council is in touch with Bosnian Serbs who have fled the country and with
clandestine dissident groups in the area under Karadzic's control, as well as
with democratic forces in the Republic of Serbia.
For this reason, in the interests of peace and the defence of human rights,
we ask you to support our demand that the legitimate will of these Serbs be
recognized within the mechanism of the peace process; and that, consequently,
Karadzic be denied the usurped and fictitious right to represent all Serbs in
Bosnia and Herzegovina.
In other words, we demand formal recognition by the Contact Group countries
of the existence of two separate and politically opposite Serb options: one
represented by Karadzic and based on naked force; the other represented by the
Serb Civic Council, which has chosen peace and inter-ethnic coexistence. Since

S/1994/1444
English
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we are convinced that long-term peace and stability in the Balkans depends on
the tolerance and cooperation of all who live there, and that the Contact Group
countries wish to see a solution based on this postulate, we appeal to you to
support solutions reflecting the actual reality among the Serbs of Bosnia and
Herzegovina, thus enabling the Serb Civic Council to take its rightful place in
the peace process .
With this in view, we kindly ask whether you would be prepared to receive a
delegation of the Serb Civic Council and give us an opportunity to put to you
our views and suggestions for the political solution to the war in Bosnia and
Herzegovina.
We hope you will give our request urgent consideration.
(Signed) Mirko PEJANOVIC
President of the Serb Civic Council
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Enclosure
Declaration of the Assembly of Citizens of Serbian
Nationality and of Serb Ethnic Origin
Citizens of Serbian nationality and of Serb ethnic origin in the Republic
of Bosnia and Herzegovina, of various political convictions, both believers and
atheists, condemn the aggression against Bosnia and Herzegovina, demand peace,
without any delay, and negotiations as the civilized way of resolving conflicts
and disputes.
The Assembly emphasizes that no ~,litical objective whatsoever can justify
the suffering of innocent people, genocide and ethnic cleansing committed
against all the citizens, against Bosnian Muslims in particular, and destruction
of huge material and spiritual assets.
Therefore, we voice our protest again, in order to bring to trial all those
who have inspired and perpetrated war crimes, based on the principle of
individual responsibility and guilt and against every form of imposing
collective responsibility.
Bosnia and Herzegovina is an historical fact and its future lies in its
independence and sovereignty within its internationally recognized borders. It
is only the citizens of Bosnia and Herzegovina who have the inalienable right to
arrange their country the way they want it.
We plead for a republic constituted on the principles of parliamentary
democracy and political pluralism in which human rights and freedoms will be
guaranteed equally to all its citizens.
The Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina should be arranged as a federal
State, on the principle of regional and local self-governance, without ethnic
connotations and dominations . Federal authority should be established on a
parity basis, while regional and local ones should be established on the
proportional participation of citizens of all ethnic groups. Mechanisms should
be established on the entire territory of Bosnia and Herzegovina in order to
prevent every form of hegemony and domination by a majority based on ethnic or
religious grounds.
We plead for a social and economic system founded on a market economy,
equality of all forms of ownership, free enterprise and openness to new ideas,
know-how and knowledge.
It is in such solutions that we see the fulfilment of the interests of
Serbia~ people, on equal grounds, together with Bosnians and Croats as well as
other ethnic groups.
The Assembly particularly ' underlines that the crucial prerequisite for
peace and for the stable development of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina
is the reciprocal recognition of all the States originating from the former
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Yugoslavia, the restoration of mutual confidence and cooperation and,
eventually, joining on the basis of full equality.
The Assembly insists on the complete recovery of human and civic rights.
These are the presumptions of modern and democratic society within which the
full appreciation and fostering of specific ethnic traits, heritage and culture,
full national equality within and outside the government institutions and
bodies, would be realized.
The Assembly calls upon all the citizens, particularly those of Serbian
nationality and Serb ethnic origin, to commit themselves to the building of
confidence among people based on the tradition and mutual understanding, respect
and appreciation of national, political, cultural, religious and other specific
traits.
Today, the citizens of Serbian nationality and Serb ethnic origin, those
who have always declared themselves in favour of peaceful settlement of the
existing problems, are looking for a fair peace, freedom and a democratic
society.
They have endeavoured and will continue to do so, despite all temptations,
to build the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina, jointly and equally with its
other citizens.
We deny anyone, particularly the Serbian democratic party, which is the
principal culprit of the ethnic conflict and aggression, the claim to represent
all the citizens of Serb ethnic origin. We deny the same to any political
subject who could cause ethnic conflict and suffering of the citizens.
We underline the importance of the struggle against every nationalism
within its own people. Because, besides causing damage and evil to its own
people, it generates nationalism with other peopies. We also oppose all
individuals who, through their secret and open actions, provoke ethnic hatred
and conflict for the sake of their selfish interests, which they promote as
national interests and even as the interests of the State itself. They provide
ground for fascism and pose a lethal threat to the Republic of Bosnia and
Herzegovina and its citizens.
The Assembly rejects every attempt to create a new demographic map of
Bosnia and Herzegovina, and strongly condemns the methods of ethnic cleansing
and forcible displacement of peopl•. We demand from the international community
and all the authorities to create the necessary conditions for the safe return
of all citizens to their homes, and also to provide compensation for all their
hardships.
Fully aware of the evil caused by the war, national fascism and ethnic
divisions, we appeal upon all the political parties, civic associations,
cultural institutions and religious communities to convene jointly a convention
of confidence of the citizens of Bosnia and Herzegovina. We want to live in
peace and freedom and to share it with all the others.
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Our lasting objective and task is to struggle for an integral, democratic
Bosnia and Herzegovina, a community of free and equal citizens and peoples.
The Assembly considers that the will of the citizens of Serbian nationality
and origin who live on the territory under the control of the legal authorities
of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina should be represented by the Serb
Civic Council before the international factors and in the peace process.
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LETTER DATED 22 DECEMBER 1994 FROM THE PERMANENT REPRESENTATIVE
OF BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA TO THE UNITED NATIONS ADDRESSED TO THE
PRESIDENT OF THE SECURITY COUNCIL
I have been asked to convey to you the following by Mr. Alija Izetbegovic,
President of the Presidency of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina.
Mr. Yasushi Akashi, the Special Representative of the Secretary-General,
came to see President Izetbegovic this morning. The major basis of his visit
was to seek the demilitarization of the Bihac and potentially other safe areas.
President Izetbegovic offered that we would be willing to consider this on a
case-by-case basis as long as the United Nations and other relevant forces were
willing and in a position to guarantee the safety and defence of the safe areas
in question.
Mr. Akashi indicated that they were not in a position to undertake this
responsibility, but that any attack upon the safe areas would be condemned in
the strongest terms by the international community. President Izetbegovic
responded that the Government had the responsibility to defend the territorial
integrity, sovereignty and population of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina,
including the safe areas, and that we were not prepared to consider
relinquishing this responsibility unless the United Nations and other relevant
forces were willing and in a position to assume such responsibility.
May I ask for your kind assistance in distributing the present letter as a
document of the Security Council.
(Signed)

Muhamed SACIRBEY
Ambassador and
Permanent Representative
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LETTER DATED 21 DECEMBER 1994 FROM THE PERMANENT
REPRESENTATIVE OF TURKEY TO THE UNITED NATIONS
ADDRESSED TO THE PRESIDENT OF THE SECURITY COUNCIL
I am writing to you concerning the letter dated 16 December 1994 from the
Minister for Foreign Affairs of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia and
Montenegro) addressed to the Secretary-General (S/1994/1426, annex). Upon the
instructions of my Government, I have the honour to state the following.
The newspaper reports and interviews concerning alleged arms shipments to
Bosnia and Herzegovina, as published ·in the Turkish daily Hilrriyet of 4 December
and Sabah and Giln of 5 December, have been fully and publicly denied by the
Turkish authorities. Such claims are unfounded and do not reflect the facts.
Turkey complies fully with the resolutions of the United Nations Security
Council regarding Bosnia and Herzegovina, as well as the former Yugoslavia.
However, like many other countries, we have also been continuously
emphasizing the inalienable right to self-defence of the Government of Bosnia
and Herzegovina under Article 51 of the Charter of the United Nations and, in
that context, we have been calling for the lifting of the arms embargo in favour
of Bosnia and Herzegovina.
On the other hand, there are serious indications that armaments, military
assistance and logistical support are being provided to the Serbs, which enable
them to continue their aggression. The Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia
and Montenegro) should be held accountable for these violations.
The Turkish contingent, which was deployed in Zenica, has been carrying out
its mission successfully under the authority of the United Nations Protection
Force (UNPROFOR). Its presence in Bosnia and Herzegovina and its strict
impartiality in fulfilling its tasks have been recognized and appreciated by the
international community as well as by the Bosnian peoples.
The Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia and Montenegro) should,
therefore, be advised to refrain from attempts to undermine the task being
carried out by UNPROFOR in the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina. It should
act in a constructive manner vis-a-vis UNPROFOR and the Turkish contingent,
which is a successful comp~nent of UNPROFOR.
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The Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia and Montenegro) should exert
every pressure on the Bosnian Serbs to accept the Five-Nation Contact Group
Peace Plan unconditionally and to support the multi-cultural, multi-ethnic and
multi-religious character and sovereignty of the Republic of Bosnia and
Herzegovina. A convincing expression of such a will on the part of the Federal
Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia and Montenegro) would be the recognition of the
Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina within its internationally recognized
borders. We would also like to recall that the Federation established by the
Washington Agreements is open to the participation of the Bosnian Serbs.
Turkey expects from all States strict compliance with all the relevant
Security Council resolutions on Bosnia and Herzegovina. We will continue to
seek full implementation of these resolutions.
I should be grateful if you would have the present letter circulated as a
document of the Security Council.
(Signed)

inal BATU
Ambassador
Permanent Representative
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SECURITY COUNCIL
Forty-ninth year

GENERAL ASSEMBLY
Forty-ninth session
Agenda item 39
THE SITUATION IN BOSNIA
AND HERZEGOVINA

Letter dated 20 December 1994 from the Permanent Representative
of Bosnia and Herzegovina to the United Nations addressed to
the Secretary-General

In response to the report of the Secretary-General of 1 December 1994
(S/1994/1389) pursuant to Security Council resolution 959 (1994), we would make
the following response. Our observations and comments will not address all the
various assertions of fact and conclusions contained therein; rather, we will be
concise, limiting ourselves to only a few critical observations in favour of
maximizing the possibility of constructive conclusions.
Critical observations
First, the report (S/1994/1389), in most key aspects follows the rationale
of the Secretary-General's previous reports of 9 and 19 May 1994 (S/1994/555 and
S/1994/600), generally addressing the same subject. We believe that our
responses of 16 and 25 May 1994 (S/1994/575 and S/1994/615) are still relevant
to the discussion and we strongly encourage serious review of these documents.
Second, we believe that, in order to ascertain responsibility for the
current situation, it is essential and, after all, just to examine the
accountability of the "parties" and the decision makers within and outside the
United Nations system.
Third, the steady erosion in the effectiveness of the United Nations
Protection Force (UNPROFOR) and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO)
should not be casually blamed on the mandate without undertaking a more thorough
analysis of political factors and decision makers lacking the will to execute
the mandate, and in some instances, persistently seeking to neutralize such
mandate and the forces responsible for implementing it.
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Fourth, the report too casually ignores the historical accountability and
the legal responsibility of the "parties". With respect to the former point,
the so-called Bosnian Serbs have a heavy burden that certainly cannot be ignored
in terms of a long pattern of human rights abuses, systematic intimidation of
and interference with United Nations-mandated operations and, lastly , the
rejection of the Contact Group peace plan. On the other hand, the
responsibility of the Government of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina to
its territorial integrity, sovereignty and population cannot be diluted. The
Government has acted in a most responsible manner, especially in view of the
circumstances, towards its population, its legal status and, most indicatively,
the United Nations-mandated international factors who have come to our Republic
to provide assistance.
It does not serve our deliberations or justice to
overlook these historical and legal distinctions.
Options for review
We believe that the report comes to one erroneous conclusion contrary to
the facts as reported on by numerous international authorities, including the
Special Rapporteur, Mr. Tadeusz Mazowiecki. The Secretary-General's report
seems to adopt the rhetoric of those who assert that the presence of government
military forces and facilities is the prompt, the "provocation" for the Serbian
attacks on the safe areas and their civilian population. Although we do take
issue with the factual basis behind this assertion as well as its
appropriateness in view of the legal responsibilities of our Government to
defend our Republic and population, we will only focus our analysis on the
inherent assumption that the safe areas and their inhabitants are only the
incidental targets of these Serbian attacks .
To quote the report of the Special Rapporteur dated 6 November 1992,
"Ethnic cleansing does not appear to be the consequences of the war, but rather
its goal" (A/47/635-S/24766, annex, para. 6). The worst civilian casualties,
the targeting of innocent women, men and children and ethnic cleansing were
initiated in areas where there were no government military forces or facilities
and no military confrontations (such as in the towns of Banja Luka, Prijedor and
Bijeljina). To paraphrase the report of the Special Rapporteur dated
17 November 1992 (A/47/666-S/24809, annex), the reason for the greater
prevalence of ethn i c cleansing in Serb-held areas was the lack of weapons and
other resources on the part of the Government to defend the targeted civilians .
Clearly, government forces are the defence and deterrent against ethnic
cleansing.
Consequently, several preliminary conclusions must be drawn here as the
basis for our further consideration:
1.
Demilitarization of the safe areas (of government forces) as a stand-alone
measure could actually have the counter-productive impact of exposing the safe
areas and their population to greater danger;
2.
The refortification of the safe areas concept must be primarily based on
the strengthening of the will and capacity, including of UNPROFOR and NATO, to
defend and deter attacks on the safe areas;
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3.
The Secretary-General's report must be supplemented to overcome the basic
contradiction of, on the one hand, promoting the withdrawal of Bosnian
Government forces while, on the other hand, rejecting the idea that United
Nations-mandated forces have in turn to assume the full responsibility for the
security of the civilian population;
4.
The United Nations-mandated forces cannot assert deterrence of attacks
against civilians while rejecting the responsibility to defend or even deter
attacks against the territory of the safe areas on which the civilians live;
S.
Regardless of the Secretary-General's view as to whether United Nationsmandated forces should defend the territory of the safe areas as part of
deterring attacks on the civilians therein, the Government of the Republic of
Bosnia and Herzegovina cannot abrogate its responsibility to defend the
territorial integrity of the Republic;
6.
Demilitarization, therefore, could only be an effective mechanism where:
UNPROFOR and NATO assume full responsibility for the population and territory of
the safe areas; the act of demilitarization serves as a further deterrent by
significantly raising the symbolic and practical consequences of attacking the
safe area by removing any real or fabricated pretexts for the attack; this is
specifically agreed to and is consistent with the territorial integrity and
sovereignty of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina; other practical measures
are implemented to improve the situation of the civilian population and UNPROFOR
forces therein;
7.
Practical measures that should be implemented include but are not limited
to:
(a) enlargement of the safe area as may be necessary to promote security
and normalcy and deflect intimidation (and to be consistent with the Contact
Group map); (b) establishment of "buffer zones" and demilitarization of
surrounding Serbian occupied areas; (c) upgrading of mechanisms and commitment
to humanitarian assistance delivery; and (d) exhibiting the will and capacity to
confront any attack upon, encroachment upon and abridgement of this "United
Nations-controlled safe area".
The Government of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina has agreed that
the city of Sarajevo (the 10 opstinas - undivided and open) and Srebrenica could
be appropriate for consideration as demilitarized "United Nations-controlled
safe areas", with potentially other areas to be subsequently reviewed depending
on the lessons learned and particular circumstances. We are prepared to engage
in a further, more detailed discussion with the proper United Nations
authorities, including the Security Council and the Secretariat, about how next
to proceed. Several obstacles must be resolved, including the most
determinative factor:
Are the United Nations, UNPROFOR and NATO prepared to
·assume full responsibility for the security of the territory and population of
the safe areas, and, if so, is there truly a will to live up to such a
commitment?
Unfortunately, the previous responses of UNPROFOR and of NATO to attacks
upon the safe areas do not engender confidence. Moreover, the SecretaryGeneral's report does not exhibit the necessary will or confidence to assume the
responsibility.
Finally, while the deliberations are now being pursued within
.,
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the Security Council, another key meeting has been under way in The Hague
between troop contributors, NATO and UNPROFOR. Preliminary indications are that
those very Member States and factors that are promoting demilitarization are
also blocking consensus on a more muscular UNPROFOR and a more active and
resolute NATO. This is a contradiction that undermines any real potential for
progress on the concept of demilitarization specifically and a more effective
UNPROFOR and NATO in general. Those who are responsible for this contradiction
deserve to have their motives publicly questioned, and they owe our Republic and
people, as well as the international community, an honest explanation.
May I ask for your kind assistance in circulating this letter as a document
of the General Assembly, under agenda item 39, and of the Security Council.

(Signed)

Muhamed SACIRBEY
Ambassador and
Permanent Representative
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SRPSKO GRADJANSKO VIJECB BiH
~ARAJEVO
Mr. Boutros Bou Iros-{ ih11li,

Secrc-tary Oenernl,
U11itcd Natioui-,
UN Plaza,
New York
United States of J\1ncric11

o II@f!nw
DEC t. 31994

20 December 1994

_EOSGICENTRAL
Denr Mr. Routrot--Ohnli,
Sinoe the boginninp, of' lhc war iu Bosnia and Herccgovin~L neitJter th~ as&res~io~
against its territorii,f integrity, i1or the··seit-oct<iai issiui1 on its Moslem pov.ulation, nor
i11deed the· a1n1 or ethnic partition have eVer.. eoloyjd -;uppjiifamoni the -naj_orityof
Bosnian citiz.cus of Serb nntionality. We wish to remiuct you in this regard that, out of
their orlglnaJ ~l11l1f1c1· of t".-3 1l1i11ion, to~ay less than 600 000 Jive on the territo .J.lll~~r
Karadifc's oontrof -~ utidcr a brntal military regime that brooks no dissent. As for the
other 700,000, 400,000 l11wc become r~fug_oes_in other countries, 200,000_still live 011
the tenitory still 1111clcr the control of~~- g_o__ycmm~.!.1.U >f._D.9agi_!!._~.d...B.~rQ.eg9yj.11a,
while an estimated I00,000 have lost their lives as a result of the war.

thi~ other half of the Serb 0ommw1ity of Bosnia and Hercegovina
a political -r~soiution _ of _this conflkt. It supports an integral and
mUl!inational BosniH and _l Icrzcg_ovina as ~_statu!LWhiclLB.osnian...Muslims, Serbs and
Cwats w~u!~Jiv_l! .~l~J__t~~_basis of fll~_eq~]ty1 As you know, Serbs who live 011 the
territory under the control of the legal government pil rticipate in political parties of
civic orientatiou. in common organs of the state administration and in the anny. In
March this year, nn n~s~mhly _was _held of citizens of Serb_nationalijy..JM!lg__on _free
territory. It adopted n dcclf,rntion, a.~J!Y_Q_
fw.bich we enclose._Jt also established a
SorlJ · civi~ QQ.onciJ which was mandated to represe111 the -~ of those__§~J)~_who
dosire peaceful cocxii:.t ence for 1111 our country's people~ within the integral borders of
the ioternationnli,,-;:-;cognizcl state of Bosnia and Hercegovina.
We assure you

tlJHI

fllvo,irs~p~ace··n-nd

111e Serb Civic <:011ncil believes that the peace process cannot be successful, and in
particular sufficient pressure cannot be put µpon Karadzic's side to accept the Contact
Otoup Peace Plan, unless the_intemational oommwlity ,~cognlse~the interest aJld will
of this other h_~li_' of the Bosnia ~nd H~r~g_Qyi,uL~-~rf?.s. oimn~ wbo have accepted
the phm. The will of these Serbs is representod by the Serb CMc Cowicil. We wisb to
mehtion here that our Council is in touch with Bosnian Serbs who have fled the
oountry and with cl1111clc.c;1inc dissident groups in the area under Karadzic's control, as
well as with democrntic forces ln the Republic of Serbia
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For this reason, in the interests of peaoo and tho defcnco ofhumm rights, wo....aak.)'.OU
to support our demand that the legitimate will of these Serbi be recognised within the
mechanism of the Jleace process; and ~Mi._~!l~_411_eµtly,. _~~~J>-~- d~d ~~
usurped and_fictitious right to repres~!_ all Se~'!..~.!3.~-~~-~~-!l~~~-~8'!".!n•·

In other words, we ~~m_and formal reci:,gnition by the Contact group countries of the
existence of two separate and politlcaµy :~pposite .~erb options: on~_~J~ted ~y
Karadr:ic and basc_d_on naked force; the other ~JO_se~cdby_the Serb CMc _COUDJ)il,
which has chosen peace and inter-ethnio ooexlstonoe Sinoo we are convinced that
long-tenn peaoe an<l stability in the Balkans dependa on tho tolerance and cooperation
of an who live there, and that tho contact group C0\dltnc1 wiah to see a solution based
on tbts postµlatc, we appeal to you to support solutions rotloctlng the aotual reality
a01ong the Serhs of 13osnia and Hercegovina, thus en11bling the Serb Civic Council to
tako its rightful placo in the peace process,
With thlR in viO\v we kindly ask whether you would be preparocl to receive a delegation
_?f tho _Serb _Civic C01111cil a!•~-~ -~ aa an.~pportunitv to put to you our views and
suggei,iions
for the political solution to t.lic-war in Bosnia andHeroeB2_vina.
-- - - ·
-·----- -- - --We hope you ....,;11 give our request urgent·oonsideration

Yours sincerely.

Dr Mirko Pejanovi\;.

Presldont of the ~crh Civic Council
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_,, The Ass~mbly of Citizens of
Serbian Nationality
DtCLAR(\TION

or Ttte ASSI!.M6LY10I' CITIZI!.~5
SERBIAN NATIONALITY AND. Of S~RB

or

ETHNIC ORIOIN

Citizens of Serbian nationality and of Serb ethnic origin ln the Republic of Bosnia
and Hertegovtna, of various political co~vtctlons, both believers and atheists, .
condemrt the aggression against Bosnia a*d Herzegovina, demand peace, without
any delay, and negotiations as the civlllzed way of resolving c:onfllcts and disputes.
The Assembly empha:;lzes that no politlcill objective whatsoever can Justify the
suffering of Innocent population, genoclde 1and ethnic cleansing committed against
all the c:ltlzens, against Bosnian Muslims In particular, and destruction of huge
material and spiritual assets.
Therefore, we voice our protest again, In order to bring to trial all those who
inspired and perpetrated war crlme&o. based on the principle of lndlvldual
responsibility and guilt and against every form of lmposlng collective responslblllty.
Bosnia and Herzegovina is the historical fact and Its future Iles ln lt:s Independence
and sovereignty within its internationally recognized borders. It Is only ·the cltlzens
of Bosnia and Herzegovina who have the inalienable tights to arrange their country
the way they want IL

We plead for the Republic constltute4 on the principles of parliamentary
democracy and political pluralism in which human rights and freedoms wtll be
guarantied equally to all its citizens.
The Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina ~hould be arranged as federal state, on
the prtndple: of regional and local self-governance, w ithout ethnic connotations and
dominations. l"'edcmi authority should be' established oti the parity basis, whlle
regional and local one-~'> should be established on the proportional participation of
citizens of all ethnic groups. Mcchanlsm;s should '.le established on the entire
tenitory of Bosnia and llcr1.cgovina in ord~r to preve:1t every form of majorlzatlon,
hegemony and dominalion based on ethnic or religious grounds.
We plead for the social and economic system which would be founded on the
market economy, cqur1llly of all forms of 6wner5hlp, free enterprise and openness
to new Ideas, know-how and knowledg~.

It Is In sucli solutions that we sec the fulflllment of t·he Interest of Serbian people·
on the (lqual grounds, together with 6osriJacs and croB:ts as well as other ethnic
groups.
The Asst;mbly particularly underlines that the crucial prerequisite for peace and for
stable development of Republic of Bqsnia and Herzegovina, the reciprocal
recognition of all the stales orlglnatlng frqm fonner Yugoslavia, the restoration of
mutual confidence and c:oopcratlon and, : eventually, Joining on the basis of full
equality.
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The A,sembly lnslst.s on the complete recpveiy of human and dvtc tights, niese
arc the presumptions of modem and dehlocradc socletf within which the fUlt
appreda6on :and fost~rlng of specific ethnic tndts, heritage and culture, the full
national equaUty within and outside the government 111.Stltutlons and bodles, would
be realized.
·
The Assembly calls upon all the citizens, pmttcularty those of Serbian natlonallty
and Serb ethnic origin to commit themselves to the building of confidence among
people based on thr. tradition and mutual µnderstand.lng, iupect and appreciation
nnUHt-111 rt 1lhtml ,-,.11ntn11~ ,inn :nt-h•" •YY>rlflr .,._,,._
-· ··---··-·• r-----··
-·······-··• · --o---- -·------.. -r..-·••- ---•
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Today, the citizens of Serbian nationality

and Serb ethnic origin, those who have

always declared themselves in favour. d,f peaceful settlement of the existing
problems. are looking for a fair peace, freedom and democratic society.
They have endeavorr.cl and will continue tq do so. despite all temptations, In order
to build the R.epublfc; of Bosnia and Herze(lovtna. Jointly and equally with Its otller
citizens.
· We deny anyone, particularly the Serbian democratic party (SOS) that ts the
principal culprit of the ethnic conflict and ~ggresston. to clalm .to represent all the
citizens of Serb ethnic origin. The same
deny to any polltlcal subject who could
cause ethnic conflicts and suffering of the citizens.

w~

We underllne the impo,tanc:c of the struggle aga.lnsc every nationalism within Its
own people. 5ecausc. besides causing 4amagc and cvll to lts owri people, lt
generates nationalism with other peoples. We alSo oppose all the Individuals who,
through their secret and open actions, provoke ethnic hatred and confilcts for the
sake of their selflsh intcrC'~c,;ts which they promote as itational lnterests and even as
the Interests of the state it.<;clf. Tuey pro~de ground for fasclsm and pose· lethal
"''··~--'- ,.__- •·•-- n--••'-- 11 .... ,._ t" ,,_..,,_, _ _ _ ...., "'-•--j.-.J-- __ ...,ta..-. ...,.., ___ _
\.IU~C.\\, \.U '-U'-' ,,-..p,., ... ,. \,ll '-"'--"-'IUU. &A.AIU ··~'~"tl""'"l4 CUI\.J · ~ """'~"dftr,J•
The Assembly rejects cw<'.I)' attempt of cre_atlng a new demographic map of Bosnia
and tterr.egovlna an<I strongly condemn~ the metr.ods of ethnic cleansing and
forcible dlsplacemcnl of r,cople. We dcntand from the International community
and all the authorities to create necessary conditions for the safe return of all
citizens to their h<Hnc-~'i ,md also to provide the. compensation for all their
hardships.

Fully awnre of the evil cau~cd by the war, national . fascism and ethnic divisions,

.w ,u,pp~J

upon all tt1<'. pollttc-al partlP.~:

<:!.v!~ ~-~,c:sr:J:.tlon!. ctdtt!nt.! !n~t!tut!.on~ ~nct

religious communitk~-; to convene jointly Convention of Confidence of the Citizens
of Bosnia and Herwnovinu. We want to llve in peace Md freedom and to share It
with all the others.

Our lasting objectiv~~ ;ind task Is to strugg~e for the Integral. democratic aosnia and
Herzegovina, the community of free and equal citizens and peoples.
•· The Assembly consict~rs .that the will of : the citlze:is of Serbian nationality and
origin who llve on the t~mtory under the control of legal authorities of the Republic
of Bosnia and Herzegovina should be repr~ented by the Serb Civic Council before
, the International fac.:tu,s .1nd In lhc peace process.

Sarajevo, Mnrch 27th . I DfM
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EX cUTtVE omc
OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL

el'vem J:1-ork

22 December, 1994

H.E. Dr. Boutros Boutros - Ghali
Secretary General
United Nations
New York
Excellency:
I have the honor to present to you the attached letter, dated 20 December, 1994, from Dr.
Mirko Pejanovic, member of the Presidency of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina
and President of the Serb Civic Council of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina. Also
enclosed is the "Declaration of the Assembly of Citizens of Serbian Nationality and Serb
Ethnic Origin".
Please accept, Excellency, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration.

Slllcere~l;;t
IJ
c6~(:r

Muhamed Sacirbey
Ambassador and Permanent Representative

866 UN Plaza, Suite580 • New York, NY 10017 • PhoRe (212) 751-9015 • Fax(212) 751-9019
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SECURITY COUNCIL
Forty-ninth year

GENERAL ASSEMBLY
Forty-ninth session
Agenda item 39

THE SITUATION IN BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA
Letter dated 16 December 1994 from the Permanent
Representative of Turkey to the United Nations
addressed to the Secretary-General

I have the honour to transmit herewith the text of a declaration adopted by
the Turkish Grand National Assembly at Ankara on 1 December 1994 regarding
Bosnia and Herzegovina (see annex).
I would be gratefu l if you could have the present letter and its annex
circulated as an official document of the General Assembly, under agenda
item 39, and of the Security Council.

(Signed)

inal BATU
Ambassador
Permanent Representative
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ANNEX
Declaration on Bosnia and Herzegovina adopted by the Turkish
Grand National Assembly on 1 December 1994

The Turkish Grand National Assembly (TGNA) has deemed it necessary to bring
the following considerations concerning the Serbian aggression and brutality in
Bosnia and Herzegovina to the attention of world public opinion:
Bosnia and Herzegovina, which is one of the sovereign and independent
States that emerged after the collapse of the former Yugoslavia and is actually
a prominent member of the United Nations, has been subjected to Serb aggression
and brutality. With the help and support of Serbia in terms of arms, equipment
and manpower, the Serbs have violated the basic principles of international law,
attacked this independent and sovereign State to carve up its territories by the
use of force and waged ethnic and religious cleansing, killed hundreds of
thousands of innocent people, including young children and pregnant women, left
millions of people homeless, tortured the people in concentration camps, before
the eyes of international public opinion.
While all the values of humanity were being grossly violated in the heart
of Europe, first the United Nations and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization
(NATO), under the command of the United Nations, have seemed to be in search of
a solution. However, neither diplomatic initiatives nor military measures which
were expected to maintain peace have proved to be fruitful. On the contrary,
Serbian brutality has continued unabated.
At this point, there are serious risks for the escalation and widening of
the conflict into a general one in Europe. These risks exist because the United
Nations peace-keeping forces deployed in the region are unable to maintain peace
in the region, let alone protect the innocent Bosnian people and provide
security for the United Nations-declared safe areas and even for their own
troops. NATO's limited air strikes have by no means been effective. On the
contrary, this ineffectiveness encouraged the Serbs, because those air strikes
were not actually intended to deter Serbian aggression, but rather to satisfy
world public opinion by giving it the impression that they were doing something
about the ongoing situation. Finally, since the United Nations and NATO have
failed to perform their duties, the Serbs have become more aggressive, the
tragedy in Bosnia and Herzegovina has intensified and the tendency for
destabilization, chaos and even the spread of armed conflict in the region have
further increased.
Today, some circles are trying to stage a similar Andalusian game in Bosnia
and Herzegovina. For this reason, TGNA is compelled to bring this game to the
attention of world public opinion.
Therefore TGNA calls upon the United Nations, NATO, the Western European
Union, the European Union, the European Council, the Conference on Security and
Cooperation in Europe and the Organization of the Islamic Conference to take new
and effective measures to stop the massacre immediately and to redress the
consequences of the territorial acquisition by the Serbs through the use of
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force and to place Bosnia's legitimate international borders under international
guarantees, to activate the mechanism for the trial of war crimes as soon as
possible, to compensate the material and moral damages and losses caused by the
aggressor, to declare the aggressor a war criminal and force it to compensate
for the losses, and to replace the present UNPROFOR Commander.
We believe that one of the ways to end the ongoing conflict would be to
give the Bosnians the opportunity to use their legitimate right to self-defence.
And to this end, we consider it essential that the lifting of the arms embargo
in favour of the Government of Bosnia and Herzegovina be immediatel~• put into
effect and that it be provided with all the necessary economic, financial,
political and military assistance.
We also consider it necessary that the United Nations mechanisms which were
mobilized during the Gulf crisis be deployed in the crisis in Bosnia and
Herzegovina. Therefore, our Government and the prominent United Nations Member
States should undertake all necessary initiatives to solve the crisis.
TGNA believes that, should the States Members of the United Nations be
allowed effectively to use their rights and authority envisaged under the
Charter of the United Nations, a solution to ~he tragedy in Bosnia and
Herzegovina would be found. TGNA invites the States Members of the United
Nations to act accordingly.
Within the framework of the statements issued by TGNA dated 12 May 1992 and
12 January 1993 and on the basis of the above-mentioned facts, TGNA, acting on
behalf of the Turkish nation, demands that all the efforts and initiatives are
continued more effectively in order to put an end to the catastrophe in Bosnia
and Herzegovina and to achieve a just and lasting peace in that country, with
the inspiration of our great nation, by mobilizing all the capabilities of our
people and our State. TGNA deems it necessary to communicate to the Turkish and
world public opinion at this most crucial stage that it will support all such
initiatives by all means on behalf of the Turkish nation.
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LETTER DATED 16 DECEMBER 1994 FROM THE PERMANENT REPRESENTATIVE
OF BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA TO THE UNITED NATIONS ADDRESSED TO
THE PRESIDENT OF THE SECURITY COUNCIL

We remain prepared to engage in a comprehensive review and dialogue with
respect to the report of the Secretary-General of 1 December 1994 on "safe
areas" (S/1994/1389). We will seek to present both a critical and constructive
analysis and proposals to the Security Council and the Secretariat.
In order to
proceed with this review and dialogue, we all have to gain a better
understanding of the future role and perspectives of the Member States
contributing to the United Nations Protection Force (UNPROFOR), of the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), and of other relevant organizations that
are critical to the effective implementation of the existing as well as
potential Security Council resolutions.
For exactly this reason, we welcome the scheduled meeting at The Hague on
19 and 20 December of the various troop commanders, troop contributors, NATO and
others as an essential first step in the evaluation process.
In view of the
far-reaching and, at times, apparently contradictory proposals outlined within
the Secretary-General's report, we believe that it is important that both our
Government and all members of the Security Council are correctly informed
regarding the position and commitments of the relevant troop contributors, NATO
and other parties.
The Government of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina as
well as the responsible members of the Council should not once again be asked to
gamble with the safety of the civilian population and the territorial integrity
and sovereignty of the Republic on the promise of resolutions and mandates with
respect to which there may not be the necessary will to execute. We continue to
give full weight to the relevant Security Council resolutions equally. The
questions is, do those who originally committed themselves with respect to, and
even promoted, such resolutions continue to recognize their responsibilities?
As a consequence, we would suggest that we await the report of the meeting
at The Hague (which we understand will be forthcoming within 10 days thereafter)
before the Security Council proceeds with further deliberations on the matter.
We express our hope that all the troop contributors will be provided with the
equal opportunity to participate in the report's preparation, and remain
committed to further cooperation.

94-50432
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May I ask for your kind assistance in circulating the present letter as a
document of the Security Council.

(Signed)

Muhamed SACIRBEY
Ambassador
Permanent Representative
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16 December 1994

Dear President Carter,
Further to our telephone conversation on your
forthcoming visit to the former Yugoslavia, I should
like to provide you with an update on recent
developments. As you know, the conflict in the former
Yugoslavia is one of the most protracted and complex
the international community is facing. I admire your
readiness to become personally involved.
Since you have mentioned that you would insist on
the implementation of the six commitments made
publicly by Or. Karadzic before meeting with him, I
should like to provide you with the following
information which I have received today from the
United Nations Protection Force (UNPROFOR):
1.
Freedom of movement for UNPROFOR and UNHCR
convoys on territory controlled by the Bosnian Serbs
The safe areas of Bihac in north-western Bosnia,
Srebrenica, Zepa and Gorazde in eastern Bosnia and the
city of Sarajevo almost entirely depend on supplies
provided by UNHCR convoys escorted by UNPROFOR.
Particularly since the crisis in Bihac began in
November, the Bosnian Serbs have increased their
restrictions on the movement of these convoys.

The Honourable Jimmy Carter
The Carter Center
Atlanta
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While over the past few dayJ, some of the
restrictions have been- eased, the picture remains a
mixed one. Since the announcement was made by
Dr. Karadzic, UNPROFOR had requested clearance for 44
convoys to the above-mentioned safe areas. For 22
convoys clearance was granted, 17 were refused, and 5
were cancelled by UNPROFOR for its own logistical
reasons.
On 14 December, one UNHCR convoy reached Zepa and
two Sarajevo, and on 15 December, one convoy reached
Gorazde. on 16 December, one UNHCR convoy reached
Bihac. During this period, none of the convoy
clearances requested by UNHCR was refused : on the
whole, however, the humanitarian situation in the
eastern safe areas is far from satisfactory. Only
regular access for convoys, without restrictions on
fuel or shelter materials, for example, can help
improve the situation.
2.

Release of all detained UNPROFOR personnel

Following the NATO air strike against the Udbina
airfield and, subsequently, against a number of
surface-to-air missile sites, the Bosnian Serbs
detained over 400 UNPROFOR personnel in various
locations in Bosnia and Herzegovina, in particular at
the weapons collection sites within the 20 km
exclusion zone around Sarajevo. All detained
personnel had been released by 13 December, i.e.
before the announcement made by Dr. Karadzic. Certain
restrictions still apply to UNPROFOR units: they can
guard the weapons collection sites, but are not
allowed to .neive in the other Ser!:-~o~tr:Jlled areas
within the 20 km exclusion zone.
·
3.
Release of all Bosnian prisoners of war under the
age of 19

According to the International Committee of the
Read Cross (ICRC), the overall number of prisoners of
war held by both sides was approximately 700. In the
context of the fighting in the Bihac enclave, it is
believed that a further 100 soldiers have been taken
prisoner by both sides. The number of individual
prisoners of war under the age of 19, therefore, can
be expected to be relatively small.
UNPROFOR does
not yet have any reports that any of them have been
released by the Bosnian Serbs. However, prisoners of
war are a mi\tter for the ICRC, not for UNPROFOR.

.,
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cease-fire around Sarajevo

Sarajevo has been relatively free of major
artillery and mortar fire ever since the 20. km
exclusion zone was established in February. However,
there have been continuing exchanges of small arms and
mortar fire. An anti-sniping agreement signed by both
sides and related measures by UNPROFOR have not been
able to completely eliminate this menace to civilians
and soldiers alike.
Yesterday was a relatively quiet day in and
around Sarajevo. However, sniping and occasional
mortar fire from Bosnian Serb positions continued and
two civilians and one soldier were killed. Some of
this fire is related to the ongoing advance of
Government forces from the Demilitarized Zone in the
Mount Igman area, which they had earlier promised to
vacate. There are no indications of a unilateral
cease-fire since Dr. Karadzic's announcement.
A cease-fire around Sarajevo can only be
meaningful in the context of access to the city for
UNPROFOR and UNHCR convoys, as well as for the
humanitarian airlift {see below).
5.
Re-opening of Sarajevo Airport for UNPROFOR and
humanitarian flights
The humanitarian airlift to Sarajevo, which
provides some so% of the city's essential needs, has
not been operating for over three weeks. Following
negotiations with the Special Representative and
UNPROFOR military colnl!landers ir. Sarajevo over the past
few days, the Bosnian Serbs have agreed to allow
UNPROFOR troop rotation flights and promised to permit
a resumption of the humanitarian airlift as of
17 December.
The reason for the shutdown of the airlift was a
surface-to-air missile launch which the Bosnian Serbs
had moved to the vicinity of the airport in violation
of Security Council resolution 761 {1992) and the
related airport agreement. The presence of this SAM
launcher made the security risk for the aircraft
participating in the airlift unacceptable. According
to NATO sources, this SAM site appears to have been
removed over the past 48 hours. A decision to resume
the airlift must be made by the participating
countries, not by the United:'Nations. UNHCR aircraft
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contributors will meet on Monday to determine if the
humanitarian airlift should resume.
6.

Full respect for human rights

The worst abuses of human rights, the .s o called
"ethnic cleansing", occurred between spring 1992 and
spring 1993. As a result, the areas under Bosnian
Serb control are now mainly inhabited by Serbs.
However, a substantial number of non-Serb civilians
remain in these areas and there are continuing reports
of deliberate harassment, intimidation and
imprisonment, particularly in the towns of Banja Luka
and Bijeljina. Despite several specific demands made
in statements by the President of the Security
Council, UNPROFOR and the ICRC have not been given
access to these areas.
Dr. Karadzic, ignoring
repeated requests, did no·t even permit the Special
Representative of the Secretary-General to visit Banja
Luka.
UNPROFOR is not deployed in areas under Bosnian
Serb control and has, therefore, no systematic
information on the human rights situation there.

*****
The six-point undertaking given by Dr. Karadzic
has therefore been fulfilled only in part. ·~me of the
points relating to the freedom of movement of UNPROFOR
have been implemented, but given the vulnerability and
deployment structure of the peace-keeping force,it
might be reversed at any moment. Others, such as the
release of young prisoners of war, are of relatively
minor importance in view of the small numbers
concerned . . Witr r~~~~d to the last point, respect for
human rights, UNPROFOR and other international
agencies have not been permitted to monitor
developments.
As agreed, my Special Representative and the
military staff of UNPROFOR will provide a concise but
comprehensive briefing upon your arrival in Zagreb.
Beginning this week, Mr. Akashi held a round of talks
with both the Government and the ~osnian Serbs. His
objective in these talks was threefold -- to obtain an
immediate cease-fire for the Bihac safe area and
subsequently a cease-fire through0uc Bosnia and
Herzegovina. He also explored, a~~ third step, the
possibility of a countrywide cessa~ion of hostilities
agreement which would ir:c 1 ude monj t::ring arrangements
by UNPROFOR and bilater:=u. i'.lechanis::--1s f or -the

•·
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resol~~ion of violations. These three steps, if agreed
by the parties, could establish conditions conducive
for political negotiations in the framework of the
Contact Group. While the parties have listened to
Mr. Akashi with great interest, no tangible results
have as yet been attained. Mr. Akashi will. provide
you with a detailed account of his recent talks.
I should mention, however, that, during a meeting
with Mr. Akashi in Split today, President Izetbegovic
expressed certain concern that Dr. Karadzic's
initiative to invite you, Mr. President, may be an
attempt to reopen negotiations outside the Contact
Group framework. As you know, the Contact Group's
territorial proposal is based on a 49/51 percent
formula (a map is attached for your convenient
reference). The Bosnian Government is also
apprehensive that an open-ended cease-fire might
freeze the existing military status quo to their
disadvantage.
I hope the above information will be helpful in
your preparations for this important visit. I wish
you every success and I look forward to hearing from
you upon your return.
Please accept, Mr. President, the assurances of
my highest consideration.

f10klM~-C4Jf.
Boutros Boutros-Ghali
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THE SECRETARY- GENERAL

16 December 1994

Excellency,
I have the honour to refer to your letter dated
14 December 1994 addressed to the President of the
Security Council which was copied to me~
I can assure you that I am closely monitoring the
situation of the Bangladeshi Battalion of the United
Nations Protection Force (UNPROFOR) in Bihac.
I should also like to record my outrage at the
deliberate attack against the Bangladeshi peacekeepers in Velika Kladusa on 12 December.
I wish once
again to express my deep sympathy to your Government
and to the family of the deceased soldier.

I have instructed my Special Repre s entative in
the former Yugoslavia and UNPROFOR to make every
effort to improve the supply situation of the
battalion.
During the past few days, UNPROFOR has been in
contact with all concerned to make arrangements for
regular humanitarian and supply convoys to the Bihac
enclave. As you know, two UNPROFOR convoys were able
to reach the area on 3 and 8 December. A convoy with
medical supplies has been authorized by the local Serb
authorities and the forces loyal to Mr. Fikret Abdic,
but I have yet to receive confirmation that the convoy
has arrived in the Bihac enclave.

His Excellency
Mr. Reaz Rahman
Permanent Representative of
Bangladesh to the United Nations
New York

The food stocks currently available to the
Bangladeshi Battalion in the Bihac enclave will last
until 1 January, diesel fuel until 9 January and
gasoline until 25 December. The recent convoys have
already eased the logistical situation and we continue
to make every effort to ensure that UNPROFOR personnel
in Bihac are adequately supplied on a continuing
basis.
Please accept, Excellency, the assurances of my
highest consideration.

Boutros Boutros-Ghali

MISSION PERMANENTE D'OBSERVATION
DE LA SUISSE AUPRES DES NATIONS UNIES

L'Observateur permanent de la Suisse aupres des Nations Unies presente ses
compliments au Secretaire general de !'Organisation des Nations et a l'honneur de lui
rappeler ce qui suit: a la suite d'une requete du Secretariat general des Nations Unies
qui leur etai_~--~Oll:1_!1!~~-i_g uee le ler fevrier l 9941 Jes _c!._~!_2-~ites suisses ont~_xamine__l-3:
possibilite de Ipettre a ]~gisp.<;>J)ition de l'Org~nis~!io!!__uI!_Qf_ficier g~grade de ~r:i~~l
de brigade poud_'.~~~!§Je..r_g_<!ns di verses ta~b~~re.l~Y-'1.Dt<iu _commt!.Q.Q.~1Jle~1.ge J~.

FORPRONU.
Par sa note du 30 mars 1994, le Secretair._~ geneI_al acceptait le~ conditions enoncees
clans Ia~os1tion d 'accord entre la Confederation suisse et l 'Organisation, officiali§e
lors de la ~i~tt~ du Con~~iJJ_~~..f¢<!.~I.al Fla_yio (_()t~!!.U. ~~~r~~4.~ _g_~~~~al le 23 mar_s
demier.
Depuis, et en application de cet accord, le Briga~j_er _general suisse Peter Arbenz a
assume le mandat d_'insp_ecteur g~neral de la FORPRONU.
Ce dernier, ai:rive_a!:l_!e!_lll~_fixe de ses at_!ributions, a remis un rapport contenant ses
conclus10ns et recommandations
aux instances~- militaires
et
la --·Force.
- -·-- .. ----- ·-----· ···-- ---·--- ---,.- - ...
· - -civiles
- ---- --- ~-de
- ······-·
·- Les autorites suisses formulent a cette occasion le voeu que ce document contribue
aux efforts _~n~r~prt~ pai:_l~-~-N.~tj9n_~ Dni~~-_en vue Q.~J.)dentificatio_Q__g~_C:~rtains
P!.~bl~I]l_es !!1~-~~ent~ _a la conduite, au q_~ploiem~nt, de me_n.:1e_qu' ~ I' act!Q!l__de la Force,
et puisse servir de reference pour toute mise sur pi_~d future d'un~__Qp_~ratiQ..l!_de
maintien de la paix sous les a!_!§pices onusiennes. ·
L'Observateur permanent de la Suisse aupres des Nations Unies saisit cette occasion
pour renouveler au Secretaire weral de ]'Organisation des Nations Unies !'assurance
de sa tres haute consideration.ca---

New York, le I 4 decembre 1994

Au Secretaire general
de !'Organisation des Nations Unies
M. Boutros Boutros-Ghali
Organisation des Nations Unies
New York
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STATEMENT BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE SECURITY COUNCIL

At the 3478th meeting of the Security Council, held on 13 December 1994, in
connection with the Council's consideration of the item entitled "The situation
in the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina", the President of the Security
Council made the following statement on behalf of the Council:
"The Security Council strongly condemns the deliberate attack on
Bangladeshi United Nations peace-keepers on 12 December 1994 in Velika
Kladusa, in the region of Bihac in the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina .
The attacked personnel of the United Nations Protection Force (UNPROFOR}
were travelling in an armoured personnel carrier, unmistakably carrying
clear United Nations markings.
It was hit by a wire-guided anti-tank
missile resulting in one death and injuries to four other Bangladeshi
personnel.
"The Security Council expresses profound regret at the casualties
suffered by the United Nations peace-keepers as a result of this unprovoked
and dastardly attack.
It wishes to convey its deep condolences to the
Government of Bangladesh as well as to the families of the affected
soldiers.
"The Security Council endorses the protest that UNPROFOR has made to
the Abdic forces and to the local Serb authorities in Knin, and its warning
to the authorities in Pale.
"The Security Council is outraged at this incident of direct attack on
UNPROFOR personnel and demands that such attacks do not recur.
It warns
the perpetrators of the attack that their heinous act of violence carries
corresponding individual res ponsib ility."
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EOSG/CENTRAL

United Kingdom Mission
to the United Nations
New York

Press Release 130/94

One Dag Hammarskjold Plaza
(885 Second Avenue)
New York, NY 10017
Mailing Address:
PO Box 5238
New York, NY 10150-5238
Telephone: (212) 745-9200
Facsimile: (212) 745-9316

COMMANDER OF BOSNIA-HERZEGOVINA COMMAND IN UNPROFOR

The United Nations announced today that Lieutenant General
Sir Michael Rose will be succeeded as the Commander of
Bosnia-Herzegovina Command in the UN Protection Force in
the former Yugoslavia (UNPROFOR) by Lieutenant General
Rupert Smith of the United Kingdom. General Smith, who was
Assistant Chief of the,Defence staff.-(Operations and
Security) until November 1994, will assume his new
appointment on 24 January 1995 when General Rose's term of
appointment expires.
General Smith's curriculum vitae is attached.

*****

...

LIEUTENANT GENERAL RA SMITH DSO OBE QGM

Lieutenant General Rupert Smith was born in 1943 and was
educated at Haileybury and at the Royal Military Academy
Sandhurst.
He was commissioned in 1964 into The Parachute Regiment. ,,
Since them he has served
in Kenya, British Guyana, (
Australia, Malta, Libya, Cyprus, Arabia, ~alaysia, B iz e,
Zimbabwe, Nort hern ...... eland and th~Persian Gulf . ·
He attended the Staff College in i975 and was subsequently
appointed to the staff of HQ 19 Airportable Brigade . After
a tour as a Company Commander in Northern Ireland, and as
Chief Instructor, Royal Military Academy, Sandhurst, he was
promoted and from 1980 to 1982 served with the British
Military Advisory and Training team in Zimbabwe where he
was involved in integration of the three previously warring
armies.
From 1982 to 1985 he commanded 3rd Battalion The
Parachute Regiment.
In 1985 he was promoted to Colonel and was appointed Chief
of Staff, Headquarters 3rd Armoured Division in Germany.
In December 1986 he was promoted to Brigadier and appointed
to command 6 Airmobile Brigade.
In April 1988 his Brigade
re-roled as 6 Armoured Brigade, and in December he was
appointed
Deputy Commandant of
the
Staff
College ,
Camberley.
On promotion Major General Smith took command of 1st
Armour ed Division on 29 October 1990 and deployed with his
He aaqu rters to .Saud i Arabia t o comma nd the Di v i s ion during
the Gulf War, returning with his Division to Germany for
the remainder of his tour. In September 1992 he assumed
the appointment of Assistant Chief of the Defence Staff
(Operations/Security) in the Ministry of Defence. In this
appointment,
amongst other responsibilities, he has been
deeply involved in the formulation of the United Kingdom's
policy towards the Former Yugoslavia.
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With regard to the enclosed~aterial, it seems to me that UN
personnel at all levels need to recognize that these demands from
the Bosnian Serbs are just the latest in a series of deliberately
manipulative manoeuvres by Karadzic designed to keep the
UN/NATO/US effort off-balance, fragmented and ineffective. So
far, Karadzic's strategy and tactics have worked brilliantly. We
should have known that when the Secretary-General went to
Sarajevo, Karadzic would use the occasion to play his game to our
detriment.
These demands given by Gvero to Rose obviously are another
attempt to split the UN from NATO. The proposed answer to
Karadzic, in effect, has the UN acting as NATO's lawyer. The
Serbs know perfectly well that NATO operates over Bosnia only in
support of UNPROFOR. They will not open Sarajevo airport on
these terms or any terms until they wish to do so or are
compelled to do so . .
All this I know is obvious to you.
I mention it only
because I feel that the time has long since come when we have to
stop playing Karadzic's game. Rose should have rejected Gvero's
demands on the spot. And we need to be constantly aware that,
based upon his profession as a psychiatrist, Karadzic is
ceaselessly trying to exploit every weakness and deepen every
difference that exists among the forces trying to end the war in
Bosnia. We should try to come up with ways to play upon
Karadzic's fears and weaknesses.
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LETTER DATED 12 DECEMBER 1994 FROM THE PERMANENT REPRESENTATIVES
OF FRANCE, GERMANY, SPAI-N AND THE UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN
AND NORTHERN IRELAND TO THE UNITED NATIONS ADDRESSED TO THE
PRESIDENT OF THE SECURITY COUNCIL

We have the honour to draw to your attention the text, in French and in
English, of a declaration on the former Yugoslavia adopted by the European Union
at the European Council held at Essen on 10 December 1994 (see annex).
We would be grateful if you could have the present letter and its annex
circulated as a document of the Security Council.

(Signed)
Jean-Bernard MERIMEE
Permanent Representative of France

(Signed) Detlev GRAF ZU RANTZAU
Permanent Representative of Germany

(Signed)
Juan A. YANEZ-BARNUEVO
Permanent Representative of Spain

(Signed) Sir David HANNAY, KCMG
Permanent Representative of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland
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Forty-ninth session
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THE SITUATION IN BOSNIA
AND HERZEGOVINA
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Letter dated 11 December 1994 from the Permanent Representative
of Bosnia ~and Herzegovina to the United Nations addressed to
-C::: the Secretary-General
I have the honour to present to you the attached letter dated
9 December 1994 from my Prime Minister to you.
May I ask for your kind assistance in circulating the present letter as a
document of the General Assembly, under agenda item 39, and of the Security
Council.
(Signed)

Muhamed SACIRBEY
Ambassador
Permanent Representative
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ANNEX

Letter dated 9 December 1994 from the Prime Minister of Bosnia
and Herzegovina addressed to the Secretary-General
At its special session of 6 December 1994, the Government of the Republic
of Bosnia and Herzegovina dealt with the humanitarian situation in Biha6,
Sarajevo, and Gorazde, which was said to be very difficult, and it was decided
to turn to the United Nations and ask for the following:
1.
The consistent implementation of United Nations Security Council
resolutions 824 (1993) and 836 (1993).
2.
Implementation of the NATO Council decision of 9 February 1994 concerning
the Sarajevo exclusion zone.
3.
Adoption of a Security Council resolution on the opening of a
Pazarit-Hrasnica-Sarajevo humanitarian route, which would be protected by the
United Nations Protection Force (UNPROFOR).
4.
Start of air drop operations for Bihat, Srebrenica and !epa, and the
airlift operation for Sarajevo as soon as possible.

s. Securing of the functioning of Sarajevo Airport and the road from the
airport to Sarajevo, in accordance with the Airport Agreement.
6.

Delivery of food for western Bosnia through the Karlovac-Biha6 direction.

7.
Take-over by UNPROFOR of control of gas installations around Sarajevo, and
help in bringing sufficient quantities of butane gas for humanitarian purposes.
The Government holds that the most indispensable aid to Biha6 can also be
delivered by helicopters of UNPROFOR and the United Nations High Commissioner
for Refugees (UNHCR).
We would appreciate it if you would make every effort to implement the
above.
(Signed)

Haris SILAJD!Ie
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SECURITY COUNCIL
Forty-ninth year

Letter dated 9 December 1994 from the Permanent Representative
of-Bosnia and Herzegovina to the United Nations addressed to
7
the Secretary~General
I have the honour to present to you the attached letter dated
8 December 1994, from my Prime Minister, Dr. Haris Silajdli6, addressed to you
(see annex) .
May I ask for your kind assistance in circulating the text of the present
letter and its annex as a document of the General Assembly, under agenda
item 39, and of the Security Council.
(Signed) Muhamed SACIRBEY
Ambassador and Permanent Representative
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ANNEX

Letter dated 8 De cember 1994 from the Prime Minister of Bosnia
and Herzegovina addressed to the secretary-General
I turn to you with the request that the United Nations undertake, as soon
as possible, all necessary measures to fulfil the Agreements on the Saraj e vo
Airport and the road connecting the airport and the city of Sarajevo .
The road is now under the complete control of the Serbian aggressor forces,
although according to th• Agreement, it should be under the authority o f the
United Nations Protection Force (UNPR0F0R).
At the airport, UNPR0F0R employed about 100 locally recruited Serbs , who
have the airport in full control. According to our information, they a r e also
armed, so that there is a real danger that they could take over the a irport.
It is indispensable that UNPR0F0R re-establish full control of t he airport
and the road connecting the airport and the city of Sarajevo, and limit the
airport local staff to controllers only .
Unt i l the road is under complete UNPR0F0R control, it will be necess ary to
u se the a i rport to Dobrinja and Dobrinja to Hrasnica roads for humanitari a n
purposes. Although a new Se curity Council resolution should not be required to
implement the above steps, we would ask for your support if, in fact, one is
proposed on the matter.
The measures we insist upon are indispensable, for by breaking the
Agreements on the Sarajevo Airport and the road connecting the airport and the
city of Sarajevo, the survival of more than 300,000 citizens, who are now under
complete blockade, is thre atened.
UNPR0F0R has the means available to take the necessary steps and we expect
prompt action.
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Letter dated 8 December 1994 from the Permanent
Representative of Hungary to the United Nations
addressed to the Secretary-General

I have the honour to forward herewith the text of the statement given by
the Minister for Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Hungary, Mr. Laszlo Kovacs,
in his capacity as Chairman-in-Office of the Conference on Security and
Cooperation in Europe, on 7 December 1994, concerning the situation in Bihac
region of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina.
I should be grateful if you could arrange for the text of the present
letter and its annex to be circulated as a document of the 49th session of the
General Assembly under agenda items 27 and 39, and of the Security Council.

(Signed)

12/12/94

Istvan Nathon
Ambassador
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ANNEX

Statement by the Minister for Foreign Affairs of Hungary, in his
caoacitv as Chairman-in-Office of the Conference on Security and
Cooperation in Europe, 7 December 1994, concerning the situation
in the Bihac region of Bosnia and Herzegovina

Taking into account the discussions held during the Budapest Meeting of the
Heads of State or Government of the Participating States of the Conference on
Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE) on the dramatic events in the republic
of Bosnia and Herzegovina, and especially in the Bihac region, the
Chairman-in-Office:
Strongly condemns the latest violation of the status of the safe area of
Bihac designated by the United Nations, as well as of the international border
of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina and the Republic of Croatia by the
Pale, Serb and the so-called Krajina Serb forces operating from the United
Nations Protected Areas within the Republic of Croatia, and all forces which
support them;
Stresses that these developments jeopardize the territorial integrity of
the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina and the Republic of Croatia, and threaten
peace and stability in the CSCE area;
Calls for a complete cessation of hostilities throughout the Republic of
Bosnia and Herzegovina, including an immediate cease-fire in and around the safe
area of Bihac, and demands that the aggressors accept a cease-fire;
Calls for urgent international action to protect and ensure the safety of
the civilian population and to provide humanitarian assistance, and urges all
parties to allow and ensure the delivery of humanitarian aid to the beleaguered
population of Bihac and throughout the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina;
Demands the immediate release of all United Nations personnel currently
being denied freedom of movement in order to enable them to carry out their
mandate;
Expresses his support for the continued international efforts to bring
peace to the region and his conviction that peace can only be brought about
through negotiations;
Supports the work of the Contact Group with the aim of bringing peace to
the region, based on CSCE principles and objectives, and condemns the Pale Serbs
for not accepting the peace plan;
Calls for the instruments of crisis management to be used to full advantage
against the destructive forces of aggressive nationalism and territorial
expansionism;
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Expresses the hope that the failure to settle the crisis strengthens the
determination to develop the CSCE's capacity for conflict prevention and crisis
management.
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Dear Secretary-Gene~ill,
In hin letter ut 11th ,Ju.Ly 1994, Amb,1.~sc¼dor
Balanz ino inf ormRd y_s,u t' hit t _l}.e N_ort:h .At. lc1.n.t1._<7 (;uuncil ho<i
tasked NATO ..MTl i tary Au.thori ti~~-' _ in S:o.=02.eL·at.i_on__ w~_tri

----

UNPROFOR,· · lo dAvelop and up_<:i~t:~. _c~ont j ng~ncy pl?I?:~ - tor a number
of scenar .i.os .
0rw sc:enari o was the_ part .i.al 0r ___ total __
wi thcit·awal ot UNPROFOR in a ho~tile e-nvirunment.
NATO has placerl ..i.ncre,H::1cd emphas i ~1 ,:.;in thic
contingency plann_..i.n~} n r ~e>nt WC!cdq; _due t(") the det:e.r.iorating
situation in Bosnia-Her~egovin~.
This weRk, the North
Al lant ic Council examined a . d.!:.~ ft pre) j _iT!!Pary concept nf
operations tor NATQ -~~P.P9Y'.t __ 2,f__ ~_R-~Q~OR_-~i_C:hd~~awctl, and
provided furthAr quidanco to NATO Military Aul.horitico.

'l'hA Council__ agrcP.d _thaL_ th~ _Qvcr:3-~_]__ obj1=1r~t-. ive of
ion_ .i. ~1 __ ?~pport of UNPROFOH. wi thur:a~!'!__ l___sh_v u.ld be

iJ.

NATO__:?pei~~ t

l1:1

a.I [~v1 -~_h_e sa_f ~, _Q_:;-_.9-e.rJ_y__and speedy withdrawal, in toe al or

i.11

part, of UNPROFOR, other UN ag~ncico, etnd othPT' relief
organizations or groups -which by
ngreement ~re to be
cove:c:ed by this dec.:ision, fr<?[!L~ l l or po.rr. I o[ Br.:isr, i ~ Herzegovina ~nd Croatia, in a pol A11tially hosti 1 P. environment
recognizing that this operation should be conducted i11 Lh~
framework of a defined atraLegi~ obje~tive .

general

. ,
rn that the ~pecific ubi~ctives ~nd the d~8ociated
n~i_!_itary_.$,a_.~k_.'?_~Jll __be a .f un~tion_ ot the ilr...:tual ci rcumstcinc;l:'r:
and the views of the United Natluns, the Council .:J.gre 8 u Lha.t
~he r;:ilann1ng _r:nust be t lexibl~~~d c~f2_a_bl~___o£ adj uot ing Lhl:::!
~om~_~_tme~~

0 ~ .

NA~0_,!2>;C:,~~

_ty mo.re or

leDs dem;,nrJ 1 rig'_

___

r equiremenl1:1 . and contingencies, keetii.nq in mind the
~eq1..urement __l_?~ _;l1,e Alliance Lu ~ovide adt::quate torc.:es for ~
safe, orderly and s2P.P.dy wlLb.di:awaI-:------=----- --=-..::...::..::...-=His Excellency
Dr Boutros Boutros-Ghali
Secretary-G~neral
United Nations

New York
USA
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The Council agreed thaL planning should assume
continuation of Operations SHARP GUARD c:iW.i Ut:NY FLIGHT during
the withdrawal, and that the poa:::ii.bility of continuation of
these operations thereafter should uoL oe exc;luded, depending
upon UN mandat e s and the overall str~tegic oLje~Live, bearing
in mind the poi n ts ma.de two paragL'c:if)!l:::l .below.
The Council agreed that: planning shoulu f.'L·uceed on
the basis of a NATO-led wi thctra:wal operat:ion invol v in~ U1e
deployment of NATO c;ombat troops on Che ground to the ~x~Rnt
necessary co fulfil the spe~ilied obj~ctive, in addition co
the forces of NATO countries cu.rrent..Ly present .i.u Lhl::! [ormer
Yugoslavia.
Obv iously, this planning shou.Ld _take into account
the need to cla.L·ify with the UN a number of issues that l will
touch on later . . The Coun~ll agreed that coordination with
your Special Repz·cscntative consisten~ wich hie
responsibilities would need to take ~la~e dL Lhe .theatre level
with respect to any remain.i.ng UN operations .i.u Lhe Lheatre.
The Council c:191;-eed th_a t plann.i.11~ mu:::il define the
role of ai:t· power in a withdrawal, including Lhe r. f::!lc:tLlonship
to air ope:=.-ations stenuniu~ irom current mandates, and that it
shou l d proceed un the basis chac c.he tactical air support of

withdrawal operations would not entail Ult:! u::;e uL "dual-key"
arrangements· and that "dual-key" c:1.rningements would remain in
place for areas and lunctions from wl1.i..c.:h UNPROFOR is not being
withdrawn.
The NATO M.i.liLctry Authorities are clarifying lur.c.:e
.:::equirements and have been .i.m,Lruct.ed to seek early
prov:.sional ind.i.c.;c1Lium; tram NATO countries t:>f the [uLc.;e~ lhey
mighL be willing to commit to this operaL.i.uu, La.k..i.nq account
of the potential Lor the redesignacion of UNPROFOR units
provided by NATO counLLie~, cts well as of specitic support and
pre-positioning requirements.
OuJ;- planning will d.::n,wme force
c:ont.:::-:.butions by NATO t.:ountries only, Lhuu<3h any offers ot
forces from non-NA'rO troop coat.r.·.d..luLurs would be considerc:d al
the t:.me they were made.
The Cuunc;il has agreed in principle to Lh~ <.:uw..:ept
of pre-positioning forces in theatre prior to Che st.art of a
withdrawal operation.
It has r.·e4ue.:sLed the NATO Military
Authorities prov i.d i.r ~
tion on the size, type a11d lcJcd.Liuu
of pre-positioned fi'orce~ r~quired so that dec.i.. 8..i.. uu:;i c;a!l be
taken on a cimely basis.
Itt has al~u ~e4ue~Led e~rly
information on the logi$ti~~ support concept.
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The Council has recognized the imporLanc~ ot
considering the financial a::;pect.s uf a w.i.Lhdro.wal uperation,
and has asked Lhe NATO MillLci.t' y AuU1ur..i.L.i.e:::i Lu J~velu~ ct
mission budqet as soon as possible.
The Council will return
to the matter of possible funding options once this budget has
been developed and we have had preliminary discussions with
your Secretariat on thiB issue, as discussed two paragraphs
below.

The Ad Hoc Planning Coordination Group will be
convened at the earliest appropriate momenL upun approval by
the Council t.:.o assoc.::late non-NATO UNPROFOR Lr.·oup t.;UuLr. .i.LuLu.t::;!
as closely with NATO's planninq as is consistent with the need
to maintain operational security.
ln the meantime, we are
providing briefings t.o these and uLheL" counLL· .i.es on Ll11=
decisions that Council has Just taken.
We recognize the critical im ortance of earlv
discussions wit
t e UN Head uarters on such matters as the
overa
strategic objective, command and control, and
financial and budgetary arrangements including whe~e
appropriate the procedures for resumption of UN logistics
support and redeployment to the home country of withdrawn
UNPROFOR units.
The discussion will also need to address the
mandate under which NATO should operate including the point at
which NATO's mission wuuld. iJe cumpleLed..
l L .i.:;;i uu.r.· v .i.ew LhaL
the UN mandate would need to provide for clear objectives and
suitable funding arrangements, as well as have t;u[[.i.c.i.enL
scope and flexibility Lo allow lor ~uch issues as a clear
delineation of roles and responsibilities, acceptable command
and control a.i:-rc:tH~emenL::;, ctdequa.Le lu.r.c.:e lev~l:::1 dHU .r. ule~ ur
engagement, and necessary access to neighbouring countries.
Detailed operatiori.a.l planning is continuing
expeditiously, and the council has requested that the NATO
Military Author iLie.s submi L as SOQn c:1s possible a prel iminai.-y
plan for consideration. I will of course continue to keep you
informed.
As mentioned above, this will take place in
c ooperation w.i.Lh UN!?ROFOR, whidi w.i.11 Llius bt= .i.u d ~u~.i.L.i.uH t,u
keep you appraised of developments.
Let me close by st.ressing that. the planning unde.rwa.y
is contingency planning.
There is a strong consensus in NATO
that the withdrawal of UNPROFOR is neither desirable nor
unavoidable.
We continue to believe that the conflict must be
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settled ac. the negot.iat.ing table ar1d thu::; l;:IL..i::·ungly support the
continued efforc.s of the Contac~ ~cuup and the intern~~inn~l
community as a whole t.o f.iud a ju c and peaceful solui:ion to
the conf::.. . .;t in Bosnia and t.hroug 1uut the former Yugos.Lavia.
YOUl'."8
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At a press conference sponsored by Bosnia and Herzegovina at Headquarters
this afternoon, stage and screen star Vanessa Redgrave introduced a petition
signed by 200,000 Sarajevans calling on citizens of all countries to join them
in opposing a plan to permanently divide their city.
Miss P.edgrave presented the petition to the Permanent Representative of
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Muhamed Sacirbey, who said the United Nations should
take urgent action to open the city to humanitarian deliveries. Introducing
Miss Redgrave, Susan Sontag, Eileen Atkins, Annie Leibowitz, Paul Auster and
other members of the arts community, he said that, although Sarajevo was still
an undivided city, it was under siege and denied humanitarian assistance by
air or land.
Miss Redgrave said the governments making decisions about Sarajevo should
give paramount importance to the wishes of the Sarajevans. The petition,
which was written by a committee representing diverse cultural, political,
professional and religious groups, called on the international community to
help preserve a cultural and civil life of diversity and tolerance in a free,
open and undivided Sarajevo. They wrote that the partition of the city would
create another Berlin wall.
Also, Miss Redgrave said, the citizens of Sarajevo demanded the just
punishment of all war criminals and the safe return of all refugees. They
asked the international community to assist them in determining the future of
their city. Other artists who supported the petition included John Tillinger,
Theodore Mann, Liam Neeson, Marti Stevens, Rose Styron and William Styron.
They shared the view that "citizens of the world community as well as the
citizens of Sarajevo bear responsibility for the fate of civilized values".
Miss Redgrave said The New York Times had refused to publish a letter
written by those artists concerning the Sarajevan petition, stating that it
was not their policy. She regretted that the views of the citizens could not
find a place in the premier press of the world.
Writer Susan Sontag, recently returned from Sarajevo, said that city
represented the values of democracy and multicultural life. In response to a
question, she said she favoured military intervention. In fact, she said, the
Serbs should have been stopped in 1991 before they had gotten as far as
Bosnia. She predicted that in 2008 there would be a "third Yugoslavia".
In reply to another question, Mr . Sacirbey said that there presently
seemed to be more effort focused on trying to extricate peace-keepers than in
solving the problems there.

* *** *
50798

Note to Mr. Annan

Yesterday in the informal consultations of the Security Council, the Russian
Ambassador asked me about reports of presence of Croatian Government troops on the
territory of the Republic of Bosnia & Herzegovina. Earlier in the day, Mr. Peter ·Schmitz
had shown me the text of a press release or transcript of a press conference in which
UNPROFOR spokesman Myint U had categorically stated that the presence of Croatian
Government forces on BH territory had been substantiated. Basing myself on this statement
by UNPROFOR spokesman, I could have confirmed the Russian Ambassador's point on the
spot. However, I said that I would provide the necessary information the following day ,
i.e., today.

It now, however, transpires that the UNPROFOR spokesman was wrong in his
statement yesterday. The Force Commander, in his cable No. Z-1891 says that "it is
regrettable" that UNPROFOR spokesman made that statement yesterday. My own view is
that the spokesman behaved in a highly irresponsible manner. In fact, he went to the extent
of stating that such HV presence was in violation of BH sovereignty and a breach of
international law. UNPROFOR' s own legal opinion suggests that HV troops can be legally
present on BH territory . Fortunately , the Russian Ambassador did not quote from
UNPROFOR spokesman' s statement of yesterday; otherwise it could have caused lot of
embarrassment not to me so much personally as to UNPROFOR.

~

C.R. Gharekhan

9 December 1994

cc: Mr.
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SCALE OF ASSESSMENTS FOR THE APPORTIONMENT
OF THE EXPENSES OF THE UNITED NATIONS
Letter dated 5 December 1994 from the Permanent Representative
of B~lfuia and Herzegovina to the United Nations addressed to
'--- the Secretary-General
I have the honour to inform you of the position of my Government with
regard to the letter of 20 October 1994 from the Charge d'affaires a.i. of the
Permanent Mission of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia and Montenegro)
to the United Nations addressed to you (A/C.5/49/23).
The Government of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina reaffirms that the
funds referred to in that letter are not the property of the Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia (Serbia and Montenegro) but are part of the assets of the former
Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, and thereby of the five successor
States of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia. As such, the future
status and distribution of all assets and properties of the former socialist
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia must be agreed upon by the successor States
themselves.
As there is no legal foundation for the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia
(Serbia and Montenegro) to assume either the sole or ·automatic succession of the
former common State, we regard this attempt by the Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia (Serbia and Montenegro) to assume sole control of the funds in
question as illegal, and it must not be allowed.
May I ask for your kind assistance in circulating the present letter as a
document of the General Assembly under agenda item 112.
(Signed)

Muhamed SACIRBEY
Ambassador
Permanent Representative

94-49041 1,.E\
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THE SITUATION IN BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA

Letter dated 8 December 1994 from the Permanent Representative
of Bosnia and Herzegovina to the United Nations addressed to
the Secretary-General

I have the honour to forward for your attention the attached report
prepared by the Government of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina on the
current humanitarian situation in our country, together with recommendations on
those measures which should, in the opinion of our Government, be taken to avoid
otherwise grave and inevitable humanitarian consequences (see annex).
We would also like to take this opportunity to recall that while Bosnian
Serb and Krajina Serb forces continue to block deliveries of humanitarian
convoys intended for the population of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina
under government control, the deliveries of humanitarian necessities continue
unimpeded to those parts under the control of Serb forces.
Such a state of affairs seriously compromises the role of the United
Nations in Bosnia and Herzegovina and casts a shadow of doubt over neutrality
and impartiality, so vigorously insisted upon by the highest representatives of
the United Nations Protection Force (UNPROFOR) in the Republic of Bosnia and
Herzegovina.
We sincerely hope that you would consider the gravity of the situation and
take urgent and effective measures to prevent any unwanted humanitarian as well
as political consequences as a result of that situation.
May I ask for your kind assistance in circulating the present letter and
its annex as a document of the General Assembly, under agenda item 39, and of
the Security Council .
(Signed)

Muhamed SACIRBEY
Ambassador
Permanent Representative
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ANNEX
Report dated 6 December 1994 on the present humanitarian situation
in Bosnia and Herzegovina, prepared by the Ministry for Refugees
and Social Policy State Committee for Cooperation with the United
Nations of Bosnia and Herzegovina

Bearing in mind that the humanitarian situation in the Republic of Bosnia
and Herzegovina (RBH), particularly in the exclusion zones such as Bihac, the
city of Sarajevo, Srebrenica, Zepa and Gorazde has been very difficult for quite
some time, there is a realistic threat that it would become a dire one very
soon, with unpredictable consequences for the population in those areas.
This
is certainly going to happen unless all relevant organizations of the
international community take urgent measures in implementation of United Nations
Security Council resolutions 824 (1993) and 836 (1993).
From the beginning of this year to 30 October 1994, the Office of the
United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) realized its plan related
to the needs for survival of the population at a rate of only 33.82 per cent in
the territories controlled by the RBH Army, namely, they delivered an average of
193 grams of food per capita. That bad situation deteriorated even further in
the last week of November and the beginning of December, when UNHCR delivered to
the RBH only 20 per cent of the necessary amount of food.
From 15 May 1994 to 12 December 1994, a total amount of 1,100 tons of food
was delivered to the Bihac region, that is some 55 grams of food per capita
daily. The situation in this area is already difficult and there is not even
the minimum of food stocks. The situation as regards drugs and hygienic items
is also alarming.
The latest aggression on this area has brought about the exodus of some
15,000 displaced persons who are presently in Bihac without adequate
accommodation.
In the month of November, the humanitarian situation in Sarajevo
drastically deteriorated as a result of the suspension of the airlift on
23 November 1994 and the non-use of land corridors for humanitarian convoying to
Sarajevo. For instance, in the month of November, 10.14 kilograms of food per
person were distributed to the citizens of Sarajevo, of which 9 kilograms of
wheat and only 1.14 kilograms of quality food (oil, sugar, tinned meat), which
amounts to an average of 338 grams of food daily. The current stocks of food
are sufficient for the survival of the population of the city for only five
days. The shortage of energy has long jeopardized the production of bread and
the population, because of the lack of heating and food, is completely exhausted
physically. The RBH Government has provided for certain amounts of food,
waiting to be transported somewhere near the city, but despite a number of
contacts with the highest UNPROFOR and UNHCR officials, no agreement has been
reached concerning the transport of this kind of humanitarian aid.
Mr. Yasushi Akashi's visit last week has brought no results regarding the
improvement of the humanitarian situation in Sarajevo, and since 1 November
1994, UNHCR has been able to use the only route leading from the airport to the
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city, used for humanitarian aid delivery, exclusively with the aggressor's prior
approval. UNPROFOR has yielded this route to the aggressor's side, which is
contrary to the agreement on its use.
In the areas of Gorazde, Zepa and Srebrenica, the humanitarian situation is
critical, the most difficult being in Srebrenica, where 50,000 inhabitants
actually represent a large refugee camp. The situation regarding food delivery
to Srebrenica is dramatic and only 20 per cent of needs have been met for quite
a long time, amounting to 109 grams of food per capita daily. The accommodation
of 34,000 of the displaced is still a special problem, 7,000 people being
without any accommodation whatsoever.
In order to overcome this critical humanitarian situation in the safe areas
the following is proposed:
1.
UNPROFOR is called upon to implement United Nations Security Council
resolutions 824 (1993) and 836 (1993) regarding safe areas and, in compliance
with this, to ensure humanitarian aid delivery to the population in those areas,
by force, if necessary.
2.
The North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) is requested to implement
consistently the decision adopted by the NATO Council on 9 February 1994
regarding the exclusion zones.
3.
The United Nations Security Council is requested to pass a resolution by
which the humanitarian route Pazaric-Hrasnica-Sarajevo, controlled by the United
Nations, crossing the airport runway, would be opened, where UNPROFOR would
provide efficient escort to humanitarian convoys as well as the safe delivery of
humanitarian aid.
4.
The United Nations Secretary-General is requested to ensure the functioning
of the airport at Sarajevo as well as of the airport-to-city route, in
accordance with the Airport Agreement.
5.
UNHCR is requested to supply the occupied territories in western Bosnia
exclusively via Karlovac-Bihac route in future, thus making possible the supply
of the Bihac region first, and then the supply of the occupied areas of western
Bosnia .

6.
UNHCR and the countries contributing to the air drop and to airlift
operations are requested to start, without any delay, humanitarian aid delivery
to Bihac, Srebrenica and Zepa by air drops, as well as to restore the airlift to
Sarajevo immediately.
It is necessary to carry out these actions until the
humanitarian situation is stabilized.
7.
Bearing in mind the extremely difficult situation in Sarajevo regarding
energy supply, the United Nations is requested to take over control of the gas
installations near Sarajevo, namely, to deliver sufficient quantities of butane
gas in tanks from which gas bottles could be filled for humanitarian purposes of
the citizens of Sarajevo.
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Letter dated 7 December 1994 from the Permanent
Representative of Pakistan to the United Nations
addressed to the Secretary-General

I have the honour to transmit herewith the text of the Declaration of the
Enlarged Meeting of Foreign Ministers of the Contact Group of the Organization
of the Islamic Conference (OIC) and OIC States Contributing Troops to the United
Nations Protection Force (UNPROFOR) on Bosnia and Herzegovina, adopted at Geneva
on 6 December 1994 .
I would appreciate it if you could kindly have this Declaration circulated
as a document of the forty-ninth session of the General Assembly, under agenda
item 39, and of the Security Council.

(Signed)
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Ambassador and
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Annex
Declaration of the Enlarged Meeting of Foreign Ministers of the
Contact Group of the Organization of the Islamic Conference and
the States of the Organization of the Islamic Conference
Contributing Troops to the United Nations Protection Force on
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Palais des Nations, Geneva,
6 December 1994

1.
The Enlarged Meeting of the Organization of the Islamic Conference {OIC)
Contact Group on Bosnia and Herzegovina at the level of Foreign Ministers and
the Secretary-General and with the participation of OIC States contributing
troops to the United Nations Protection Force {UNPROFOR) was held at the Palais
des Nations, Geneva, on 6 December 1994.
2.
The President of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina, His Excellency
Alija Izetbegovic, addressed the meeting.
3.
The Foreign Ministers express their grave concern over the deteriorating
situation in the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina resulting from the rejection
of the peace plan by the Serbian side and the fierce assault on the Bihac safe
area and other regions of Bosnia and Herzegovina by the so-called Bosnian Serb
and mostly Serb forces from the United Nations Protected Areas {UNPAs) across
the border in the Republic of Croatia, which constitute a clear case of
international aggression against this United Nations-designated safe area and
the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina.
4. ·
The Foreign Ministers call upon all States to reaffirm their commitment to
respecting and supporting the political independence, territorial integrity,
sovereignty and unity of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina. They reject
any attempt to violate or erode them.
··
5.
The Foreign Ministers are seriously concerned that the · gap between the
objective of the resolutions of the Security Council and th~ actual conduct of
the UNPROFOR operations is increasingly eroding the Security Council's
credibility in shouldering its responsibilities.
It is fundamental that the
Security Council should effectively address the deteriorating situation in
Bosnia and Herzegovina and end the continuing aggression of the Serbian forces,
particularly those from the UNPAs in the Republic of Croatia.

·'

6.
The Foreign Ministers express their deep concern over the fact that the
UNPROFOR authorities allowed the Serbs from the UNPAs in ttie Republic of Croatia
to have at their disposal heavy weapons, helicopters and aircraft as well as
internationally prohibited weapons, such as cluster bomb~; _ napalm bombs and
poisonous gases used for mass killing of civilians.
7.
The Foreign Ministers express in the strongest terms their indignation with
and condemnation of the vicious attack on the Bihac safe ~rea and the merciless
targeting of its civilian population by the Serbs from the UNPAs in the Republic
of Croatia and the Bosnian Serbs . They are shocked by ~he_iack of effective
measures by the UNPROFOR Command to deter attacks against the safe area and the
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flagrant violations of the internationally recognized border between the
Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina and the Republic of Croatia by the Croatian
Serbs.
It is their considered view that UNPROFOR is mandated to deter attacks,
by force, if necessary, on the United Nations-designated safe areas of Bosnia
and Herzegovina including Bihac.
8.
The Foreign Ministers note that the assault on the United Nations safe area
of Bihac has been carried out with the fuel supply received by the Croatian
Serbs as well as military equipment, missile launchers, tanks, military
specialists and volunteers from Serbia. Therefore, they stress that all goods
crossing the borders between the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia and
Montenegro) and the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina, including goods destined
for the UNPAs in the Republic of Croatia, must comply strictly with the
requirements of relevant Security Council resolutions, in particular
paragraph 12 of Security Council resolution 820 (1993).
9.
The Foreign Ministers express concern over the continuing siege of the
cities of Bihac and Velika Kladusa which has resulted in the cut-off of basic
utilities such as water, gas, food and medi.c al supplies and call for an
immediate lifting of the siege of Bihac and Velika Kladusa and free flow of
humanitarian assistance for the Bihac region in order to alleviate the
sufferings of the civilians.
10. The Foreign Ministers emphasize that there already exists within the
relevant Security Council resolutions, in p a rticular resolutions 770 (1992),
824 (1993), 836 (1993) and 959 (1994), the mandate to use force and to carry out
air strikes.
In this context, an urgent explanation and a full report should be
made by the Secretary-General of the United Nations on the failure of UNPROFOR
to fulfil its mandate, , ~pecifying in particular States that have prevented the
Security Council from implementing its relevant resolutions.
11 . The Foreign Minis~ers fully support a more effective role for UNPROFOR.
They call upon the Se9µrity Council to augment the number of UNPROFOR troops to
35,000 and to reinfor9e it with heavy artillery and other means necessary to
defend the territorial integrity of Bosnia and Herzegovina.
They urge all
countries to contribute troops to UNPROFOR to offset any eventual withdrawal of
some contingents. They reaffirm the readiness of ore States to provide
additional forces to UN?ROFOR and urge the Security Council to accept the offers
already made by some ore States in this regard.
12. The Foreign Mini$~ers decide that the ore Contact Group and troopcontributing States w:i."11 urgently establish a working group (in New York) to
evaluate current and future contributions to the United Nations-mandated forces,
including:
(a) to provide further contribution of both troops and resources;
(b) to ensure the strengthening, if necessary, and implementation of the
UNPROFOR mandate; (c) ~o investigate past shortcomings and failures; (d) to
coordinate with other ~illing States, as well as with the Government of the
Republic of Bosnia and ' µ~rzegovina, on matters of logistics, communications and
financing, if some Stat~s decide to withdraw their personnel from UNPROFOR; and
(e) to consider alternat iyes in assisting the Government of the Republic of
Bosnia and Herzegovina through UNPROFOR, or other means consistent with
Article 51 of the Charter of the United Nations.
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J.3.
The Foreign Ministers call for increased air support by the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization (NATO) to UNPROFOR, including elimination of Serbian air
defence systems, particularly those around United Nations protected zones that
threaten not only NATO's operations but also airlift to Sarajevo and air-drop
operations aimed at feeding the civilians in the exclusion and protected zones.
They point out the need for such effective steps by NATO, as the Serb air and
weapon facilities mainly threaten United Nations-mandated operations, in
particular the enforcement by the United Nations of the "no-fly zone" over the
Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina.
14.
The Fo·reign Minis ters emphasize the imperative need of enhancing the
participation of the OIC troop contributors within the UNPROFOR Command, as well
as in the political decision-making process.
15. The Foreign Ministers reject and strongly oppose any suggestion to permit
or legalize a confederal relationship between the Bosnian Serbs and Serbia and
Montenegro, as this would violate and undermine the territorial integrity of the
Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina. Even the consideration of such an idea is
totally unacceptable for it would mean the legitimization of the consequences of
ethnic cleansing, genocide and the acquisition of territory by force, lay the
foundations for the dismemberment of a State Member of the United Nations,
seriously undermine the already damaged credibility of the United Nations and
constitute a betrayal of the principles of its Charter and international law.
16.
The Foreign Ministers, being cognizant of calls for the convening of an
international conference on Bosnia and Herzegovina, decided that they would
support such a move only:
(a) after the Pale Serbs accept the territor i al
arrangements as proposed by the five-nation Contact Group within a territorially
integrated and sovereign Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina; and (b) if OIC
Contact Group members and troop contributors are full participants in such a
conference.
17.
The Foreign Ministers express th~ir disappointment that, despite their call
for establishing a close, action-oriented relationship between the OIC Contact
Group and the five-nation Contact Group, it has not yet been possible for OIC
States to have a meaningful input in the deliberations of the five-nation
Contact Group.
They call for an urgent meeting at the Ministerial level between
the five-nation Contact Group and the OIC Contact Group to consider ways and
means to deal with the deteriorating situation in Bosnia and Herzegovina.
18.
The Foreign Ministers reiterate the determination of OIC States to oppose
the lifting of sanctions against the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, as well as
any easing of sanctions until such time that the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia
(Serbia and Mont enegro):
(a) recognizes the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina
within its internationally recognized borders; (b) accepts the placement of
United Nations Observers on the borders for effeqtive monitoring; and (c) the
implementation of the five-nation Contact Group peace plan, including full
withdrawal from · all occupied territory of Bosnia and Herzegovina.
19.
The Foreign Ministers demand that the Gove~nment of the Republic of Bosnia
and Herzegovina must be provided with all necessary means for self-defence to
enable it to exercise individually or collectively its inherent right, as
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recognized in Article 51 of the Charter of the United Nations, and reiterate the
readiness of the OIC countries to cooperate with all States Members of the
United Nations that exhibit a willingness on their own initiative to provide the
Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina with the means for self-defence.
20.
The Foreign Ministers reiterate that Security Council resolution
713 (1991}, paragraph 6, does not legally and cannot morally apply to the
Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina, and indicate their commitment to act
accordingly.
If resolution 713 (1991} is to be made applicable to the Republic
of Bosnia and Herzegovina, then it should be specifically presented to the
Security Council for a fresh vote with that objective.
21.
The Foreign Ministers reiterate their strong support to the International
war crime Tribunal and express their willingness to provide financial support to
it both multilaterally and bilaterally.
22.
The Foreign Ministers reaffirm that OIC member States will continue to
respond to the humanitarian exigencies by supporting the Government and people
of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina and in this context request the
Secretary-General to identify modalities and propose to the forthcoming Islamic
Summit appropriate measures for mobilizing and effective channelling economic
and humanitarian assistance from OIC and other States to the Government and
people of Bosnia and Herzegovina. They also renew their commitment to assist in
the rebuilding of the economic infrastructure of Bosnia and Herzegovina, to
provide financial support for the procurement of the requirements of the Bosnian
Government, as well as assist Bosnian firms operating abroad.
23.
The Foreign Ministers welcome the participation of the high-level observer
delegation of the Republic of Croatia, thus acknowledging its contribution to
the achievement of peace in Bosnia and Herzegovina. They reaffirm their support
to the Washington Agreements and call for their full implementation, pledging
their support, as appropriate, to this process.
24.
The Foreign Ministers share the view that mutual recognition of all States
emerging from the former · Yugoslavia should be urgently implemented as the final
step terminating the tragedy in this region. They join other countries in
inviting the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia and Montenegro) to recognize
the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina and the Republic of Croatia within their
internationally recognized borders.
25.
The Foreign Ministers condemn the tendency on the part of some to appease
the Serbian aggressor and remind the international community, particularly the
major Powers, of the imperative need for establishing peace with justice in
Bosnia and Herzegovina.
26.
The Foreign Ministers regret the direct material and diplomatic support
offered to the Serbian aggressors and the recent veto within the Security
Council of a resolution designed to cut off fuel supplies for the forces
attacking and besieging Bihac.
27.
The Foreign Ministers recommend the inclusion of the Kingdom of Morocco and
Indonesia as members of the ore Contact Group on Bosnia and Herzegovina.
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Having received the report of the Co-Chairmen of the Steering Committee of
the International Conference on the Former Yugoslavia, which was forwarded to
the President of the Security Council on 1 December 1994 (S/1994/1372, annex),
we deem it absolutely necess·ary to point out the following:
1.
Section VII of the report, entitled "Problems encountered and
representations made to the authorities", underlines a number of cases that
indicate that the decision by the Government of the Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia (Serbia and Montenegro) on 4 .1\.ugust 1994 to close the border with
parts of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina under the control of the
so-called "Republic Srpska" has been violated in the period referred to in the
report, in particular with regard to the illegal transshipment of fuel.
2.
The authorities and Government of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia
(Serbia and Montenegro) as well as certain authorities of the Federal Republics
of Serbia and Montenegro do not consistently execute the agreements with the
Coordinator of the Conference's Mission and its members.
3.
Despite all efforts, the Mission has not been capable of establishing, let
alone maintaining, continuous and reliable insight into the level of respect for
the proclaimed decision of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia and
Montenegro) on the closure of borders with the Republic of Bosnia and
Herzegovina, for all shipments except for humanitarian aid goods.
4.
The deployment of the Mission has yet to be completed: there are still
50 more monitors to join the Mission while an appropriate number of vehicles is
still needed to patrol the border adequately, including even routine control of
all registered border crossings.
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5.
Traffic across the border by military vehicles carrying military personnel
wearing uniforms of the Yugoslav army has also been noted by the Co-Chairmen.
This occurred immediately prior to the start of the joint offensive by Bosnian
Serb and Krajina Serb forces against the Bihac region safe area. This could not
have occurred without the knowledge and approval of the authorities of the
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia and Montenegro).
6.
The above stated compels us to point out that the conclusion reached in
section IX of this report that "the Government of the Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia (Serbia and Montenegro) is continuing to meet its commitment to close
the border between the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia and Montenegro)
and the areas of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina under the control of the
Bosnian Serb forces" is premature and unfounded.
7.
The report is also lacking in addressing the requests by the Governments of
the Republics of Bosnia and Herzegovina and Croatia, forwarded in letters from
their respective Permanent Representatives to the President of the Security
Council, in which clarification was sought regarding section IX, entitled
"Transit Traffic", of the report of the Co-Chairmen dated 3 November 1994
(S/1994/1246, annex). There is also no mention of the analysis of the first
sets of recovered print-outs from the tachometers that were sent to the United
Kingdom on 1 November for analysis.
8.
We believe that it is indispensable that the Mission and the United Nations
High Commissioner for Refugees report as soon as possible on the total amount of
fuel delivered for humanitarian purposes for the Krajina Serbs and the Bosnian
Serbs, no matter whether they have been carried from the territory of the
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia and Montenegro) or the Republic of
Croatia, as well as to specify the purposes for which this fuel was used.
May I ask for your kind assistance in circulating the present letter as a
document of the General Assembly, under agenda item 39, and of the Security
Council.
(Signed)

Ivan Z. MISIC
Ambassador and
Deputy Permanent Representative
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7 December 1994

Excellency,

I have the honour to transmit herewith the text of a statement issued by the
Turkish Grand National Assembly concerning the situation in Bosnia and
Herzegovina.
Please accept, Excellency, the assurances of mY,: highest consideration.
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inal Batu
Ambassador
Permanent Representative

H.E. Mr. Boutros Boutros-Ghali
Secretary-General of the United Nations
New York
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Ankara, 1 December 1994

The Turkish Grand National Assembly (TGNA) has deemed it necessary to bring
the following considerations concerning the Serbian aggression and brutality in Bosnia and
Herzegovina, to the attention of world public opinion:
Bosnia and Herzegovina, which is one of the sovereign and independent states
emerged after the collapse of the former Yugoslavia and actually a prominent member of
the UN, has been subjected to Serb aggression and brutality. With the help and support of
Serbia in terms of arms, equipment and manpower, the Serbs have violated the basic
principles of international law, attacked this independent and sovereign state to carve up
its territories by the use of force, and waged ethnic and religious cleansing, killed hundreds
of thousands of innocent people, including young children and pregnant women, left
millions of people homeless, tortured the people in concentration camps, before the eyes of
the international public opinion.
While all the values of humanity were being grossly violated in the heart of Europe,
first the UN and then the NATO under the command of the UN, have seemed to be in
search of a solution. However, neither diplomatic initiatives, nor military measures which
were expected to maintain peace, have proven to be fruitfuL on the contrary, Serbian
brutality has continued unabated.
At this point, there are serious risks for the escalation and widening of the conflict
into a general one in Europe. These risks exist because the UN peace-keeping forces
deployed in the region are unable to maintain peace in the region, let alone protect the
innocent Bosnian people and provide security for the UN declared safe areas and even for
their own troops. NATO's limited air strikes have by no means been effective. On the
contrary, this ineffectiveness encouraged the Serbs, because those air strikes were not
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actually intended to deter Serbian aggression, but rather to satisfy the world public opinion
by giving it the impression that they were doing something about the ongoing situation.
Finally, since the UN and NATO have failed to perform their duties, Serbs have become
more aggressive, the tragedy in Bosnia and Herzegovina intensified and the tendency for
destabilization, chaos and even the spread of armed conflict in the region have further
increased.
Today, some circles are trying to stage a similar Andalusian game in Bosnia and
J

Herzegovina. For this reason, TGNA is compelled to bring this game to the attention of
the world public opinion.
Therefore the TGNA calls upon the UN, NATO, WEU, EU, European Council,
CSCE, Organization of the Islamic Conference to take new and effective measures to stop
the massacre immediately and to redress the consequences of the territorial acquisition by
the Serbs through the use of force and to place the Bosnia's legitimate international
borders under international guarantees, to activate the mechanism for the trial of war
crimes as soon as possible, to compensate the material and moral damages and losses
caused by the aggressor, to declare the aggressor as a war criminal and force it to
compensate for the losses, and to replace the present UNPROFOR Commander.
We believe that one of the ways to end the ongoing conflict would be to give the
Bosnians the opportunity to use their legitimate right to self defense. And to this end, we
consider it essential that the lifting of the arms embargo in favour of the government of
Bosnia and Herzegovina is immediately affected and they are provided with all the
necessary economic, financial, political and military assistance.
We also consider it necessary that the UN mechanisms which were mobilized
during the Gulf crisis be deployed in the crisis in Bosnia and Herzegovina. Therefore, our
Government and the prominent UN member states should undertake all necessary
initiatives to solve the crisis.
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The TGNA believes that, should the UN member states be allowed to effectively
use their rights and authority envisaged under the UN Charter, a solution to the tragedy in
Bosnia and Herzegovina would be found. The TGNA invites the member states of the UN
to act accordingly.
Within the framework of the statements issued by the TGNA dated May 12, 1992
and January 12, 1993 and on the basis of the above-mentioned facts, the TGNA, acting on
behalf of the Turkish nation, demands that all the efforts and initiatives are continued
more effectively in order to put an end to the catastrophe in Bosnia and Herzegovina and
to achieve a just and lasting peace in that country, with the inspiration of our great nation,
by mobilizing all the capabilities of our people and our State. The TGNA deems it
necessary to communicate to the Turkish and world public opinion at this most crucial
stage that it will support all such initiatives by all means on behalf of the Turkish Nation.
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THE SITUATION IN BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA

Report of the Secretary-General

1.
The present report is submitted pursuant to paragraph 28 of General
Assembly resolution 49/10 of 3 November 1994 .

I.

SAFE AREAS

2.
The General Assembly, in paragraph 4 of its resolution 49/10, urged the
Secretary-General to direct the United Nations Protection Force (UNPROFOR) to
take necessary measures, in accordance with relevant Security Council
resolutions , for the protection of the safe areas .
3.
Several reports submitted to the Security Council in the
have dealt with the safe areas. These inciude S/1994/291 and
10 March 1994 ; S/1994/300 of 16 March 1994; and S/1994/555 of
report specifically dealing with the safe areas was submitted
council on 1 December 1994 (S/1994/1389).

II.

course of the year
Corr.1 of.
9 May 1994. A
to the Security

RETURN OF REFUGEES AND DISPLACED PERSONS

,..,

4.
In paragraph 9 of the resolution, the General Assembly requested the Office
of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) and other relevant
United Nations bodies to faci~itate the return of refugees and displaced
persons .
5.
While several thousand persons have returned to their homes, large-scale
return requires an end to the conflict and a resolution of the underlying cause
of displacement . Pending this, UNHCR will continue to facilitate the voluntary
return of those persons who can return in safety and dignity. UNPROFOR has also
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been assisting the efforts of UNHCR through its activities aimed at the creation
of conditions for the normalization of life.
III .

CULTURAL EXCHANGES AND COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

6.
In paragraph 10 of the resolution, the General Assembly urged UNHCR, as
part of its humanitarian assistance programme, to provide appropriate assistance
to facilitate cultural exchanges between Sarajevo and other parts of Bosnia and
Herzegovina and the international community and to facilitate the delivery and
installation of a reliable communications system in Sarajevo for the use of the
civilian population.
7.
UNHCR is cooperating closely with the United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), which has opened an office in
Sarajevo, and is assisting in cultural exchanges to the extent that restrictions
on freedom of movement allow. In addit_ion, although the resolution mentions
only UNHCR, it should be noted that UNPROFOR and the Special Coordinator for
Sarajevo are also assisting in the cultural exchange and the improvement of the
communications system.
8.
The UNESCO representative to Bosnia and Herzegovina has closely cooperated
with the Office of the Special Coordinator, and is responsible for education and
culture within the framework of the Coordination Committee set up under the
Special Coordinator, according to the Action Plan for the Restoration of
Sarajevo. UNPROFOR has been assisting the movement by air of a number of
delegations of the Government of Bosnia and Herzegovina, including cultural
delegations, on the basis of Security Council resolution 900 (1994) . An example
of this is the Sarajevo Philharmonic Orchestra which, with the help of UNPROFOR,
was able to undertake a tour to Italy in November 1994. However, since the
demand made by the Bosnian Serb authorities for the strict application of the
Sarajevo Airport Agreement of 5 June 1992, the number of delegations has been
limited, so as not to undermine the framework of the Agreement essential for the
humanitarian airlift.
9.
As for the communications system, there are currently approximately
400 international lines from Sarajevo as opposed to only a few 18 months ago.
The Government of Sweden, in the framework of the Action Plan for Sarajevo, is
planning to provide an additional 480 lines in the spring of 1995. The delivery
and installation of such equipment is contingent upon access to the city.
10. In more general terms, the questions raised in paragraph 10 of the
resolution relate to conditions for access to Sarajevo, which depends upon the
consent of the parties, particularly of the Bosnian Serbs controlling the main
access routes . In this regard, immediately after the adoption of Security
council resolution 900 (1994), UNPROFOR mediated the signing on 17 March 1994 of
an agreement between the Government of Bosnia and Herzegovina and the Bosnian
Serb party on freedom of movement in the Sarajevo area, which brought a major
improvement in living conditions to all the citizens of Sarajevo. Since the
agreement on the airport routes was suspended by the Bosnian Serbs on
26 July 1994, UNPROFOR has been negotiating their reopening.
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IV.

OPENING OF THE TUZLA AIRPORT

ll. In paragraph 17 of the resolution, the General Assembly again urged the
Secretary-General to take immediate action to reopen the Tuzla airport, aware of
the importance of that airport in facilitating the receipt and distribution of
international humanitarian aid.
12. The essential information on this question is contained in the report of
the Secretary-General on the renewal of the UNPROFOR mandate (S/1994/1067,
para. 22). UNPROFOR will continue its effort to reopen Tuzla airport for its
own use and for humanitarian purposes. It should be noted that, while in
paragraph 17 of resolution 49/10 the Assembly urged the Secretary-General to
take immediate action with reference to Security Council resolution 770 (1992),
the Tuzla airport cannot be safely used if its opening is achieved by force. It
must therefore be opened through negotiations with the parties. Such
negotiations will in turn be dependent upon the overall military situation and
the political atmosphere prevailing in Bosnia and Herzegovina. It should also
be noted that UNHCR believes that it can, for the present, deliver adequate
supplies to the Tuzla region by road.
V.

HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE AND UTILITIES IN THE SAFE AREAS

13 . In paragraph 18 of the resolution, the General Assembly demanded that all
concerned facilitate the unhindered flow of humanitarian assistance, including
the provision of water, electricity, fuel and communication, in particular to
the safe areas in Bosnia and Herzegovina. Humanitarian access and essential
services continue to be intermittently denied to several safe areas. In
particular, humanitarian access to the Bihac enclave has been obstructed since
May 1994 and this, combined with the effects of fighting, has placed the
civilian population in the enclave in a desperate position. The Action Plan for
Sarajevo of the Special Coordinator contains many projects to restore essential
services such as water, electricity and gas. The main impediments to the
provision of humanitarian assistance continue to be road access and the overall
security situation. The reports to the Security Council on the safe areas (see
para. 3 above), contain further information on the delivery of humanitarian
assistance.
VI.

ACCESS OF THE INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE OF THE RED CROSS TO
DETENTION CAMPS

14. Since the beginning of the conflict in Bosnia and Herzegovina, delegates of
the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) have visited about
34,000 detainees in 146 places of detention, and 8,825 detainees have been
released under ICRC auspices, including some 1,550 following the establishment
of the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina. As at 20 November 1994, some
840 detainees held by the Government of Bosnia and Herzegovina and 570 held by
Bosnian Serbs had been visited by ICRC.
15. The International Committee of the Red Cross has regularly requested access
to all detainees held by the parties to the conflict. At present, ICRC is not
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in a position to state that it has been granted access to all of them since i t
has never regularly been notified of new captures.
16. Regarding the decision to close camps, ICRC is not in a position to answer
a question which should be dealt with by the parties to the conflict themselves .
Generally speaking, however, ICRC can state that a few camps were emptied in the
Banja Luka region in 1992 (particularly Trnopolje and Manjaca) and in
Herzegovina after the creation of the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina
(Dretelj, at the end of September 1993; Gabela , in December 1993; and Rodoc , in
April 1994) .
.
17. In the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia and Montenegro ), I CRC has
been granted access to security detainees since 1990. In 1994 , delegates
visited 12 places of detention, including 1 in Montenegro and 11 in Serbia (6 in
Kosovo).
18 . Given the extension of the conflict, ICRC hopes to continue receiving t he
necessary facilities to obtain access to all newly captured persons . It highly
appreciates all the support that the international community can give to its
humanitarian activities .
VII.

INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL FOR THE FORMER YUGOSLAVIA

19. The International Tribunal for the Prosecution of Persons Responsible for
Serious Violations of International Humanitarian Law Committed in the Territory
of the Former Yugoslavia has submitted its fist annual report
(A/49/342-S/1994/1007), covering the period from 17 November 1993 to
28 July 1994. It describes the work done by the Tribunal, and the main
practical, financial and structural difficulties it encountered during the
period under review .
20. The groundwork for the initiation of criminal proceedings was laid down by
the judges in an elaborated mini-code of international criminal procedure,
comprising rules of procedure and evidence, rules governing the detention of
persons awaiting trial or appeal before the Tribunal or otherwise detained on
the authority of the tribunal (rules of detention), and a directive governing
the procedure for assignment of defence counsel.
21. With the appointment of a Prosecutor to the Tribunal, the Office of the
Prosecutor, responsible for the conduct of investigations and prosecutions, was
able to complete some of the major investigations and submit its first
indictment. In early November, the Prosecutor issued an indictment involving
charges of grave breaches of the Geneva Conventions, violations of the laws and
customs of war and crimes against humanity. The indictment was confirmed by the
reviewing judge and warrants of arrest were issued to the relevant national
authorities. In addition, an application for deferral of a case now pending
before the German authorities was filed by the Prosecutor and a request for
deferral was accordingly issued by the Trial Chamber.
22. The construction of a detention unit within the prison facilities at
The Hague has been accomplished. Conditions of detention of accused held
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pending and during trial are governed by the rules of detention, and are under
the control and supervision of the Tribunal.
23. Unlike detention on remand pending trial or appeal, it is not envisaged
that enforcement of sentences will be carried out in the Netherlands, or at
least not solely there. Pursuant to article 27 of the Statute of the Tribunal,
the Secretary- General has requested States to indicate their willingness to
accept convicted persons in their national prisons. The responses so far
received from States have all been negative.
24. A report on the financial performance, containing revised estimates of the
requirements for the biennium 1994-1995, has been submitted by the Tribunal,
which has been so far operating under a commitment authority not exceeding
$11 million until 31 December 1994, pending a General Assembly decision on the
mode of financing. The budget of the Tribunal is to be considered during the
current session of the General Assembly.
VIII.

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON THE FORMER YUGOSLAVIA

25. The International Conference on the Former Yugoslavia continues to deploy
its best endeavours for a solution to the conflict in Bosnia and Herzegovina.
The Co-Chairmen of the Steering Committee of the Conference negotiated the
establishment of the Conference's Mission to the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia
(Serbia and Montenegro), which assists in the implementation of the border
closure towards the Bosnian Serbs ordered on 4 August 1994 by the Government of
the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia and Montenegro). Reference is made
in this regard to the reports on the establishment and operations of the Mission
submitted to the Security Council (S/1994/1074; S/1994/1124; S/1994/1246;
S/1994/1372).
26. The Co-Chairmen of the Steering Committee have also been active in regard
to other aspects of the situation in the former Yugoslavia that have a bearing
on the situation in Bosnia and Herzegovina. With a view to helping improve the
relations between Croatia and the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia and
Montenegro), the Co-Chairmen used their good offices to arrange meetings between
the Foreign Ministers of the two countries. The first such meeting took place
at Zagreb on 4 November. The next meeting is to be held at Belgrade, meetings
thereafter alternating between their capitals.
27 . The Co-Chairmen have also sought to promote better relations between the
Government of Croatia and the Croatian Serbs. In follow-up to the Cease-fire
Agreement of 29 March 1994, brokered by the Conference, which brought to an end
several months of active hostilities between the two sides, the Co-Chairmen and
Conference negotiators worked painstakingly for an agreement on economic issues.
After three long and detailed meetings in November, two in the UNPROFOR
Camp Pleso at Zagreb and one at Knin, an economic agreement was worked out with,
and submitted to, the two sides on 16 November. The agreement was subsequently
signed by the two sides on 2 December 1994, as reported to the Security Council
(see S/1994/1375).
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28. The Co-Chairmen have sought to promote discussion of ideas for a political
settlement to the conflict in Croatia. With respect to the situation in Kosovo,
the Co-Chairmen have consulted President Milosevic and Mr. Rugova and presented
certain ideas to them aiming at negotiated solutions within the framework of the
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia and Montenegro). As regards the
situation in the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, the Conference assisted
in the organization and conduct of t he population census that preceded the
general elections held there earlier this year. Conference personnel lent their
good offices in defusing problems that arose prior to the elections and are
continuing to provide their good offices for the promotion of smooth relations
among the various groups and political formations.
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LETTER DATED 5 DECEMBER 1994 FROM THE REPRESENTATIVES OF
FRANCE, GERMANY, THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION, THE UNITED
KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND AND THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA TO THE UNITED NATIONS ADDRESSED
TO THE PRESIDENT OF THE SECURITY COUNCIL

We have the honour to draw your attention to a Contact Group ministerial
text issued on 2 December 1994 by the Foreign Ministers of France, Germany the
Russian Federation, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and
the United States of America (see annex).
We would be grateful if you could have the present letter and its annex
circulated as a document of the Security Council.

(Signed) Jean-Bernard MERIMEE
Permanent Representative
of France

(Signed) Detlev GRAF ZU RANTZAU
Permanent Representative
of Germany

(Signed) Sir David HANNAY
Permanent Representative
of the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland

(Signed) Sergey V. LAVROV
Permanent Representative
of the Russian Federation

(Signed) Edward W. GNEHM
Deputy Permanent Representative
of the United States of America
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Contact Group ministerial text
issued on 2 December 1994

Ministers
hostilities in
unanimous that
reached at the

expressed very deep concern about the recent intensification of
Bosnia and Herzegovina, particularly around Bihac. They were
the solution to the conflict in the former Yugoslavia can only be
negotiating table, not on the battlefield.

Ministers stressed that there must be a cessation of
Bosnia and Herzegovina, including an immediate cease-fire
area of Bihac. The agreement on cessation of hostilities
separation of forces, the withdrawal of heavy weapons and
United Nations Protection Force (UNPROFOR) troops.

hostilities throughout
in and around the safe
must include the
the interposition of

Ministers supported UNPROFOR efforts to pursue demilitarization,
particularly of the Bihac safe area and Sarajevo. They demanded immediate
freedom of movement for UNPROFOR and for humanitarian supplies throughout Bosnia
and Herzegovina. They reconfirmed their full support for strict enforcement of
relevant United Nations Security Council resolutions and decisions taken in
pursuance of them.
Ministers agreed that UNPROFOR is performing a mission of great importance.
It should continue, provided that the risks do not become unacceptable.
Ministers reaffirmed their prior communiques and the Contact Group plan for
Bosnia and Herzegovina, which must be accepted by all parties.
Ministers instructed the Contact Group to seek resumption of negotiations
on that basis, to commence immediately after a cease-fire, particularly in and
around the Bihac safe area, and a withdrawal of Bosnian and Krajina Serb forces
from that safe area.
Ministers welcomed the economic agreement between the Government of the
Republic of Croatia and the Krajina Serb authorities signed today and called for
its early and full implementation. A modus vivendi will then have been achieved
in the Krajinas. They urged the parties to negotiate constructively on the
international plan for the United Nations Protected Areas of Croatia, once
finalized, and the authorities of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia and
Montenegro) to support the process.
Ministers called for early mutual recognition between all States of the
former Yugoslavia within their internationally recognized borders, which is key
to the future stability of the region.
The territorial proposal of the Contact Group with its 51:49 parameter and
its commitment to the integrity and sovereignty of Bosnia and Herzegovina,
remains the basis for a settlement. That territorial proposal can be adjusted
by mutual agreement between the parties. Constitutional arrangements agreeable
to the pa~ties will need to be drawn up that preserve the integrity of Bosnia
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and Herzegovina and allow equitable and balanced arrangements for the BosniacCroat and Bosnian Serb entities. The Contact Group will facilitate discussions
between the parties looking towards a settlement.
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Press Release Secretary-~al
UNITED NATIONS

Department of Public Information• News Coverage Service• N,w York

SG/SM/5505
5 December 1994

SECRETARY-GENERAL SAYS AGREEMENT ON RE-ESTABLISHMENT OF ESSENTIAL SERVICE$_
IN CROATIA IS IMPORTANT ACHIEVRMBNT TOWARDS PEACE

The following statement was made by Secretary-General Boutros
Boutros-Ghali to the press in Geneva on 3 December:
This morning I received Thorvald Stoltenberg, the Co-Chairman of the
Steering Committee of the International Conference on the Former Yugoslavia.
Mr. Stoltenberg briefed me about the agreement on economic issues which had
been concluded between the Government of Croatia and the Krajina Serb
authorities and which was signed by the parties and the Co-Chairmen yesterday
in Zagreb and in Knin.
This agreement provides for the re-establishment of water and electricity
services, the re-opening in Croatia of the Zagreb-Belgrade highway and the
re-opening of the oil pipeline which runs through the Krajina. It will, thus,
be of great benefit to the people in the area. I also believe that it will
have a beneficial political effect in the current situation in the former
Yugoslavia .
This agreement is an important achievement on which I congratulated
Mr. Stoltenberg. It follows the agreement on a cessation of hostilities which
was concluded last March and which continues to be generally observed. It is
thus a second step towards a resolution of the conflict in Croatia and is
something for which the United Nations has been working since the
establishment of the United Nations protected areas in Croatia in 1992.
The next step is to prepare a negotiating process on the outstanding
political issues. I urge both parties to cooperate with Mr. Stoltenberg and
Lord Owen in this endeavour.
Mr. Stoltenberg informed me that the Krajina Serb authorities had agreed
yesterday to withdraw their military personnel from the Bihac pocket in Bosnia
and Herzegovina. It is important that this should be done without delay.
Mr. Stoltenberg also briefed me about the meeting of the Foreign
Ministers of the Contact Group which he attended wi th Lord Owen in Brussels
yesterday.

* *** *
for Information media-not an official record
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UNITED NATIONS
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SG/T/1920
5 December 1994

ACTIVITIES OF SECRETARY-GENERAL IN SARAJEVO
WEDNESDAY, 30 NOVEMBER

(Received from the spokeswoman in Europe for the Secretary-General.)
(Delayed in transmission.)

SARAJEVO, 30 November -- Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali arrived
at the Sarajevo Airport at 10:30 a.m., and was met by the Special
Representative for the former Yugoslavia, Yusushi Akashi; the Force Commander,
General Bertrand de Laspresle; the Deputy Special Representative, Viktor
Andreev; the Commander of the Bosnia and Herzegovina Command,
Lieutenant-General Sir Michael Rose; the Special Coordinator for Sarajevo,
William Eagleton; and other United Nations Protection Force (UNPROFOR)
officials. Following his arrival, the Secretary-General held an hour-long
meeting at the airport with the senior UNPROFOR officials.
At 11.30 a.m . , the Secretary-General and Under-Secreary-General for
Political Affairs Marrack Goulding met with Bosnian President Alija
Izetbegovic and Vice President Ejup Ganie at the Presidency building. They
discussed a number of topics, including measures that could be taken towards
the establishment of a cease-fire in Bosnia and Herzegovina. They also
exchanged views on the United Nations operation in Bosnia and Herzegovina.
The Secretary-General had a working lunch with United Nations officials.
At 3 p.m. prior to his departure, the Secretary-General held a press
conference at the airport.
(See Press Release SG/SM/5500 for
Secretary-General's statement). He departed at 4 p.m. for Paris, where he was
scheduled to address the World Summit on Aids on 1 December.

* *** *
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SECURITY COUNCIL
Forty-ninth year

GENERAL ASSEMBLY
Forty-ninth session
Agenda item 39
~
THE SITUATION IN o/lSNIA 1 AND HERZEGOVINA

Letter dated 2 December 1994 from the Charge d'affaires a.i.
of the Permanent Mission of Bosnia and Herzegovina to the
United Nations addressed to the Secretary-General

I have the honour to present to you the attached letter, dated today, from
my President to Your Excellency.
May I ask for your kind assistance in circulating this letter as a document
of the General Assembl y and of the Security Council.

(Signed)

Ivan Z. MISIC
Ambassador
Deputy Permanent Representative
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Letter dated 2 December 1994 from the President of Bosnia
and Herzegovina addressed to the Secretary-General
We have reliable information that Karadzic's Serbs have installed a system
of surface-to-air missiles, not only in the surroundings of the city of Sarajevo
but also around the towns of Srebrenica, Zepa and Gorazde.
This information was also confirmed this morning by the Office of the
United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees .
In this way, they want to isolate the besieged areas completely and make
any supply of food and medicaments impossible .
The installed system threatens the NATO aircraft maintaining the no-fly
zone over the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina.
By informing you of the above , we should like you to urgently consider this
newly created situation that puts at stake the mission of the United Nations as
well as the NATO mission in the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina and leads to
expansion of the war .
Awaiting your immediate action, please accept assurances of my highest
consideration.
(Signed)

Alija IZETBEGOVIC
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Date:

REGIONAL OFFICE FOR EUROPE
BUREAU REGIONAL DE L'EUROPE
REGIONALBURO FUR EUROPA
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Our reference
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Mr B. Boutros Ghali
The Secretary General
United Nations
New York
USA
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1 December 1994
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Your reference
Votre reference
lltr Zeichen·
HaBawHOMep

SG/CENTR

Sir,

I attach co y of a letter from Professor Bozidar L"ubic, Minister of Health of Bosnia and
Herzegovina expressing dee concern at the situation of the hos ital in Bihac, and my reply
along with a World Health Or anization Press Release.
I would ask ou to do whatever is in our ower to ensure the
and other health care facilities in the area. Durio m discussions in Au ust this ear with the
Deputy Force Commander of United Nations Protection Forces, General Crabbe, 0ajseLthe
issue of assigning United Nations Observers to hospitals at risk of attack.
Please let me know if there is anything I can do to assist in this matter.
I have the honour to be, Sir,

Ends: As above.

Coples for Information to:
Mr Andrew Joseph, Acting Director, WHO Office at the United Nations, New York, 2 United Nations Plaza, Room
DC 2-970. New York. N.Y. 10017 USA; Mr Yasushi Akashi, Special Representative of the Secretacy General for
United Nations Operations in the Former Yugosla..,,,a, ·United Nations Protection Forces Headquarters, 207 Ilica,
Za~eb, CRO 41000, Croatia, Dr Bozidar Ljubic, Minister of Health, Ministry of Health, Djure Djakovica 41,
Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Dr Crabbe, UNPROFOR Headquarters, Ilica 2CJ7, 41000 Z@ID:eb, Croatia
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Dear Doctor Aavall,
Hccal th of th"e Rep1,1blic/.S:adar~ t:ion · ot · Bosnia ,
Merz;'="JOV1na apply tha alare oonoe~riing the dir•~t. t:hrQat of
rebeled Serba on Bihac Hospital.

Ministry of

Acco:-ding to our information, th.a Serbs f'orcas are only 400
mete:;-,;s away fr-om the Ho11pital whieh i s tho target of qun' s

fira.
There •~a 2000 wgunded and ill patient• in Hoapital with 700
huncired beda usable. Many of! tham are not traatad. because of
terrible girewrus tancaa. Tha medical personal ara bloQlc ed and
unprotaatad. It i•
the avidance of medicine facilities lack.
The • ~ l i e UNPROFOR forcoa allccatacl in frnn~ of
the
hospital entranoa, are not able to protect the hospital,
niethe~ thems&lves •~ well. Please do net allow the Vukovar
hospital traqedy to be l:"epellted. According "tc inf'ormation,
thera a.re 70000 thousands civ.il.iana in Bih.:J.a c:sity and almost
tha aama nUtt".ber o~ refugeaa,
among them about 22 000 of

children.
tc yo~ responeibiliti•• and position do act in
protection 0! D.i.hisc;: Ho:spi tal, as wall ae th• civilians ;1nd

/\cCQrding
i:hildran.
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Date:

30 November 1994

EBPOOEQCKOE PErHOHAJll»HO.E lilOPO

Our reference
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Unser Zeichen
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Dr Bozidar Ljubic
Minister of Health
Ministry of Health
Djure Djakovica 41
Sarajevo
Bosnia and Herzegovina

01-5-1-sl/94

Dear Sir,
Thank you for your facsimile message of 28 November 1994 (received in the Regional
Office for Europe on 30 November 1994) concerning Bihac Hospital.
I am deeply concerned about the safety and security of staff and patients of this hospital.
The World Health Organization has attempted on several occasions in the last few months to
deliver urgently needed medical and surgical supplies to the Bihac area, but has so far been
prevented from doing so. The World Health Organization is ready to deliver supplies as soon as
it will be possible.
I am aware of the tragic circumstances of Vukovar, and I hope that the presence of the
Bangladesh battalion of the United Nations Protection Forces in Bihac will prevent any reprisals
on the Bibac hospital or the local population.
I attach a copy of the press release which will be issued by the World Health Organization
today, to draw the world's attention to this situation.
Yours very truly,

Jc,, J. E. Asvall, M.D.
Regional Director

Encls: As above.
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PRESS RELEASE

30 NoYember 1994

W.RO &pec;ial R<,pr~tiw'11 omec
s,..-.:a 4 I, 41000 Zacrcb. Cmaha

Medlc;al Conditions Reach Crltlcal Stage in Blhac
Tin.: WvrlJ Health Orf,Allir.ation wishes 1-o c11;prcr;, its sariou:J concern about the dt.>t<moratinc
1sllualion In the Biluic pudwl and u1·g ~ \IM; pilltiw to tl"M; ~uflict to c.llow imm<.:di:ito M!c pauasc
of emergency medie11l o.id into the an,a for the stricken population.

Mwical conditions in the area a.re now orit.ienl. In the town c,f Bilw: there ii; a a;~vCl"C shortage of
suppli~ for lreati11& ii.II CJ1timalcd 2,000 modicai pationla and w..r wowulcd who an: i::rowdcd into
the local hospital, which ~ more th.'Ul twice its normal 900--liw l:Hpucity. Surgil,;;$1 supplic::i,
antibiotic5, fluid.¥ au\J bau,dasln& are all urguntJy ~
- Fuul ~upplics ;in, Q;Ln.·mcly low'. ll8 a
l'OS\llt ofwhidi l.h1,; IMpiiaJ has only intermittent clcctncily and runnins w:\tM.

WHO also express~ its sc.:riuu~ ~•~m for the more than 200 muinbcr!I of the hospital"s medical
staff: who have labou~ fur months under highly strcnful 'X~1tlilium1 1uid tm: now reported to k
woridng mvuuJ th~ ¢Jock in an effort to cup1: with the ovcrl1ow ofwm11ulod.
'lbc hospital in Velika Kladu:sa has reportedly been abmuJum;J i&ltoijc lhor because of its proximity
to the firing line. Patients have been ~porarily shin.al lu w1uthu1, Hrcr l~tion, buL it. is unclear
how many of the bospitaJ's mcdic:.ll staff a~ ~lill (nl hand to cnrc for them. 'Jln.: twu :111uJI
hospitals in <.:azm aud l:tuun remain inlai::l and funcuonins, but neither i:i wull '-'IUippuJ 1v hundlc
surgie3l ca~ and like Bil1111.: W")' ate heavily overc:rowdc:d.

Jn response. several surgeons frum the scafr of Bihac ~ital have niuV1.:U tu the fncility in Uuzin
to help lreat tile WOUDlkid. \JNPROI:O.R':. B.ansladcsh Battalion has n,~ 11Urgi"',J Cllpabiliti~ hut
its three medical teams an; t.n=ating 70-80 medical pa.donb p~· J-'Y· 1..ik'- the hospitals h=vc;r,
tbe battalion is quickly running out of illlUbiut.ks and oibcr c:ucntiaJ mwi1.:im:s J111.: to th~ l.1ck of
resupply in re.cent months.

There are no report!! of physical damage Lu auy or"du: huspital,

i.s ll n:~ult of the wrtCJJl fighting,
or of the hospitals being targ1.1.lcd by dir~ fire. Until now 110 nutbrcah of cpiu1:mi1.: dis~c have
occurred in the area, but then: i., a high incidence of scabi1.-s, buJy Ii~ wad intestin:ll p~ra.,.itc;s due
to the lack of c:IQUt lVlllcr. or piin~pal ( Q ~ during the next muntl1 will bo tin, pot1J11tial for
outbniaks or respiratory and 1.'Tll1.T1&l d~~ 111,J i,,onil>ly in£lu~.

1.>espiu.: tin; gravity oftJ,~ i1iwatio11, WHO is confldent there an; c.:nuugh :,to~ ur m(.-dii:c.J supplios
band In nearby l°"°ons tn mccL cnu..-rg1.:111.:y ~ in Bai&>u ir ~ - for IU4 COl\YQY5 i.n\o tl'IC
region is arranged. Al this moment, pallets are being prc.:pan.-J in Zagu:IJ with surgical ltiti-,
an:1CSthetic11, bandaging. lctanu$ VH1:cint$ aud other supplies. which can be cklivcn.:d Lo Bih11c iu 11
few hours if the propt.-r clearances are given by Bumiun Sorb 1111J Kmji.u• Sc1·b autboritic:s,
011

FOR FUR.11-ll?.R JNJ:-"ORMA'110N .ft.L.EASD CONTACT:

rublio !mormalion Offi~
Ph: (,1H541) 615-114 or S'.tl-42.ll cx1. 187
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL PURSUANT TO SECURITY COUNCIL
RESOLUTION 959 (1994)
I.

INTRODUCTION

1.
In paragraph 5 of resolution 959 (1994) of 19 November 1994, the Security
Council requested the Secretary-General to update his recommendations on
modalities of the implementation of the concept of safe areas and to encourage
the United Nations Protection Force (UNPROFOR), in cooperation with the Bosnian
parties, to continue their efforts to achieve agreements on strengthening the
regime of safe areas, taking into account the fpecific situation in each case.
In paragraph 7, the Council requested the Secretary-General to report on the
implementation of the resolution by 1 December 1994. The present report is
submitted in order to inform the Council of the r.esult of the review of
recommendations contained in previous reports dealing with the safe areas
(S/1994/291 and Corr.1 and Add.1, S/1994/300 and S/1994/555) in light of the
recent developments, as well as to propose some measures which urgently need to
be considered. The report also contains recommendations on measures to
stabilize the situation in and around the safe area of Bihac, as requested in
the Presidential State~ent of 13 November (S/PRST/1994/66).
2.
The security council will recall that, in my report of 14 June 1993
pursuant to its resolQtion 836 (1993) of 4 June 1993 (S/25939, I had pointed out
that UNPROFOR would require some 34,000 troops in order to effectively deter
attacks upon the safe areas. The Council, however, decided in its resolution
844 (1993) of 18 June 1993 to authorize a ~light option" of 7,600 additional
troops, the last of whom arrived in the theatre a year later. In considering
the present report, members of the council may wish to bear these facts in mind.
II.

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN THE SAFE AREAS

Zepa, srebrenica and Gorazde
3.
As described in my ~eport on the safe areas of 9 May 1994 (S/1994/555), the
concept of safe area has been applied more effectively at Zepa and Srebrenica
than in other areas. In these two areas, the parties to the conflict agreed
upon a cease-fire, deployment of UNPROFOR troops, ad hoc demilitarization and
94-48233 s_Ei
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other measures including, in particular, a clear delimitation of the safe area.
Although the implementation of the agreements has been far from complete, the
military situation in and around Srebrenica and Zepa during the past seven
months has generally been much more stable than in the other safe areas.
However, an increase of tension has been noted in Srebrenica due to sporadic
explosions and exc~anges of fire, frequent difficulties in gaining access for
humanitarian assis•t ance and heightened fear of the town's inhabitants about
their vulnerability to a Serb attack resulting from broader political and
military developments.
4.
At Gorazde, the situation has remained tense although the cease-fire within
the 3-km total exclusion zone, as well as the 20-km heavy weapon exclusion zone,
has been largely respected. Restrictions on freedom of movement at Gorazde have
often been imposed by both parties and both have also targeted UNPROFOR
personnel. In an effort to ease tensions and reduce the number of cease-fire
violations, initiatives have been taken to enable crop harvesting, to end
sniping in the total exclusion zone and along the main road in the southern end
of the pocket and to assist in the release of prisoners-of-war and detainees.
These measures have contributed to a somewhat more cooperative approach by both
parties, which in turn has brought some small improvements in living conditions
in the safe area.

s.
Access to Zepa, Srebrenica and Gorazde has been repeatedly obstructed by
the Bosnian Serbs. The difficulty in fuel deliveries necessary for UNPROFOR
activities has seriously hampered patrolling. Delivery of humanitarian
assistance, and particularly of vital winterization items, has also been
impeded, with 70 per cent of the required tonnage reaching the enclaves in
October and only 50 per cent in November.
Tuzla
6.
Tuzla has been affected by military operations in the Majevica Hills to the
north-east of the town. Sporadic shelling has been recorded in the town centre
and the area nearby, the number of such incidents having significantly increased
during November. This happened at the same time as mounting pressure by
Government forces to dislodge Serb forces from the Mount Stolice area. The
humanitarian situation of Tuzla has further deteriorated with the arrival of
over 6,000 displaced persons expelled from Serb-controlled areas of Bijeljina
and Janja, particularly in September. On the other hand, land access to Tuzla
has signifi~antly improved as a result of the cease-fire agreement between
Bosniacs ~nd Bosnian Croats. Although access to Tuzla depends on secondary
roads (w})i~h are likely to deteriorate significantly under winter conditions),
no major impediment has been experienced during the past seven months despite
the inability of UNPROFOR to negotiate the opening of the airport for
humanitarian aid. Unlike the other safe areas, Tuzla is not encircled by the
Bosnian Serb forces.
Sarajevo
7.
The living conditions of the residents of Sarajevo improved greatly during
the four months- following the agreement of 9 February 1994 on withdrawal or
placement under UNPROFOR control of heavy weapons, and the subsequent agreement
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of 17 March 1994 on freedom of movement. The availability of utilities in and
around Sarajevo increased significantly during this period, facilitated in part
by the Office of the Special Coordinator for Sarajevo and UNPROFOR.
Unfortunately, the closure of the routes across the Sarajevo airport by the
Bosnian Serbs on 26 July 1994 again restricted access for commercial supplies.
Since then, periodic closures of the airport routes have occurred, accompanied
by a general increase in tension, during which both sides have engaged in
fighting in and near the Sarajevo exclusion zone.
8.
After UNPROFOR had detected and blocked a number of attempts to remove
heavy weapons from weapon collection points, the Bosnian Se r bs removed five
heavy weapons from the Ilidza site on 5 August 1994. UNPROFOR requested North
Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) air action against a Serb armoured vehicle
inside the Sarajevo exclusion zone, causing the Serbs to return the weapons that
had been taken away. Since then, no weapons have been removed from the weapon
collection points. However, firing of heavy weapons by both sides from within
these sites has occurred. Despite the commitment by UNPROFOR of considerable
resources and effort, it has been difficult to control isolated and widely
dispersed weapons collection sites, particularly when the Serbs have sought
recourse to the heavy weapons following military pressure in or around the
exclusion zone.
9.
UNPROFOR successfully negotiated an anti-sniping agreement at Sarajevo on
14 August. This permitted a resumption of the tramway service, and improved
protection in the city. However, after an initial period of strict compliance,
this agreement has been increasingly violated in recent weeks.
10. Since September, increased fighting in and around the Sarajevo exclusion
zone has destabilized the situation in the city. Particularly serious cases
include the firing of heavy weapons by the Bosnian Serbs at the Mount Igman
road;_ -t he incursion by the Government forces into the Mount Igman demilitarized
zone; -and ongoing fighting near Visoko and the Cemerska Planina to the north and
north~east, as well as on the approaches to Trnovo to the south.
11. During the second half of September, the welfare of the population was
seriously affected by a 12-day cut-off of utilities. Following the use of air
support on 22 September at Sarajevo, all flights to Sarajevo had to be suspended
owing to security threats f~om the Bosnian Serb forces. The total . suspension
for more than 10 days of UNPROFOR and humanitarian flights, as well as of land
convoys, slowed UNPROFOR activities and reduced humanitarian supplies in the
city to a critical level. Access to the city has subsequently been relatively
stable until new suspensions were imposed following the fighting in the Bihac
area. New Serb procedures for movements between the airport a nd the city have
created further obstructions.
Bihac
12. In August, the self-declared Bihac "Autonomous Province of Western Bosnia",
with its stronghold at Velika Kladusa and led by Mr. Fikret Abdic, was defeated
by the Government forces.
This resulted in an exodus of an estimated 25,000
refugees to the United Nations protected area (UNPA) Sector North in Croatia.
Security conditions in Velika Kladusa and Government assurances led the Office
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in order to stabilize the military situation at Bihac and elsewhere in Bosnia
and Herzegovina.
23. Meanwhile, UNPROFOR intends to take additional measures on the ground.
Currently, its presence in the Bihac safe area is at the strength of one
company. It is planned to redeploy one additional company from within the Bihac
pocket to reinforce its presence in the safe area. Deployment of another
company from outside the Bihac pocket is envisaged. These forces will
interposition themselves at sensitive points as soon as agreement is reached on
a cessation of hostiiities and a demilitarization of the safe area. UNPROFOR is
also examining the possibilities of reinforcing its troops along the
international border between Croatia and the Bihac pocket in order to monitor
more effectively compliance by the Krajina Serb forces with their commitment to
cease any military involvement.
24. -UNPROFOR will also continue to make every effort to secure access for
troop-resupply convoys as well as humanitarian convoys to the Bihac pocket, in
particular through pursuing agreements with both the Krajina Serbs and the
Bosnian Serbs on the opening of humanitarian corridors.
III.

ANALYSIS OF THE EXPERIENCE OF UNPROFOR IN THE SAFE AREAS

25. In my report on the safe areas (S/1994/555), I pointed to a number of
problems highlighted by the failure of the safe-area concept to protect the
civilian population of Gorazde. I concluded then that "in short, UNPROFOR found
itself in a situation where many safe areas were not safe, where their existence
appeared to thwart only one army in the conflict, thus jeopardizing UNPROFOR's
impartiality, and where UNPROFOR's role needed to be adequately defined in a
manner that would be compatible with the rest of its mandate" (ibid., para. 15).
26. The recent experience at Bihac has demonstrated once again, and even more
strikingly, the inherent shortcomings of the current safe-area concept, at the
expense of the civilian population, who have found themselves in a pitiable
plight.
Limitation of deterrence capacity and consequences of the use of air power
27. The Security Council opted, in its resolution 844 (1993), as an initial
approach, for a "light option" with a minimal troop reinforcement of 7,600 to
carry out the mandate related to the safe areas. That option was intended to
have limited objectives, i.e., to provide a basic level of deterrence assuming
the consent and cooperation of the parties. The experiences at Gorazde and
Bihac provide stark evidence that in the absence of consent and cooperation, the
"light option", adopted as an initial measure and supported by air power alone,
cannot be expected to be effective in protecting the safe areas. The presence
of eight military observers was not effective in deterring the Serb offensive
against Gorazde. The presence of a company-strength unit could not stop the
Serb advance towards the town of Bihac.
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28. The threat of air action was intended to deter attacks on the safe areas
with limited UNPROFOR presence. However, experience in the use of air power,
particularly at Bihac, demonstrates a number of technical constraints which
limit its effectiveness. In order to carry out close air support or air
strikes, clearly identifiable targets are necessary.
In the case of Gorazde,
these were heavy weapons firing at the populated centre, which threatened the
safety of UNPROFOR personnel located in the town. During the Bosnian Serb
forces' current incursions into the Bihac safe area, they have relied more
heavily on dismounted infantry fight~ng in close contact with Government forces
up to the southern edge of the town::' Apart from the Udbina airfield located in
territory held by the "Krajina Serbs" in Croatia, and used for air attacks
against the Bihac pocket, it was very difficult to identify suitable targets for
possible air action. The heavy weapons firing into the Bihac safe area were, in
many cases, highly mobile and difficult to detect. Moreover, a significant
difference from the situations at Sarajevo of last February and Gorazde of
April, was an increased presence of Serb surface-to-air missile sites nearby.
This made any flights vulnerable, thereby hindering air reconnaissance as well
as close air support or air strikes. Furthermore, the freedom of movement of
UNPROFOR military personnel on the ground, essential for the precise
identification of the targets before and during air action, was extremely
limited. In these circumstances, air power could not be effectively employed.
Air power is also subject to other constraints, including the need for a readily
available combination of planes and weapons which matches the nature and extent
of the mission, and weather conditions. Considerable difficulties in this
regard were identified during the operations around Bihac.
29. Partly perhaps because of these technical constraints and the parties'
growing awareness of them, the limited effectiveness of air power in determining
attacks against the safe areas has become progressively clearer. At Sarajevo,
partly because of other converging interests, the threat of NATO air power was
sufficient to make it possible to negotiate an agreement between the Bosnian
Government and the Bosnian Serb forces and to ensure an acceptable level of
compliance . At Gorazde, the employment of close air support prompted a strong
reaction by the Bosnian Serbs, including detention of a large number of United
Nations personnel. Nevertheless, after much effort on the part of UNPROFOR,
coupled with the threat of further NATO air strikes at the request of the
Secretary-General, an agreement was ultimately achieved between UNPROFOR and the
Bosnian Serb authorities. In the case of Bihac, however, the threat of air
action did not prevent the Bosnian Serb forces from entering the safe area. The
Knin authorities also failed to honour their agreement to stop their military
intervention after the air strike against Udbina airfield. Nor did this air
strike, or the use of air power by NATO in self-defence against three surfaceto-air missile sites on 23 November, alter the behaviour of the Bosnian Serb
forces.
30. Deterrence must be practical on the ground and politically acceptable in
order to be credible. As I stated in my previous report on the safe areas
(S/1994/555, para. 10), "air power has major psychological and political impacts
that can alter relationships with the parties and the conduct of ongoing
negotiations" . While this statement remains valid, the level of air power
required to alter the attitude of the parties has clearly become much greater,
as have the risks to UNPROFOR . First, blunting a determined attack on a safe
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~~"~J~y~,)
I have the honour to inform you, according to the
istructions that I have received from the Chairman in Office of
the CSCE, that the Co,nunittee of Senior Officials has today
concluded i ?__!?urth ~_Eme;:g~ncy Meeti_!!~L on the situation in
Bihac.
The CSCE Committee
following de~~ion:

Officials
__ --...~_......._

of .. __
Senior
......_... ,

has

taken
the
.-.-.,,,.,...,.,.,,..,
.. ..... -

....._,,.__.,,._,_,,,.,,~__..._.......__......~ . -.-.

"Having heard the appeals of the Governments of BosniaHerzegovina and Croatia for action to be taken by the CSCE in
relation to the dramatic escalation of the conflict as a result
of armed attack in the Bihac region,
Taking note of the request of these Governments
further urgent high-level political consultations,

for

Strongly condemning the violation of the UN-proclaimed
safe area of Bihac by Bosnian Serb and so-called Krajina Serb
forces operating from the UNPAs within Croatia and of the
international borders of Bosnia-Herzegovina and Croatia,
Reaffirming the · importance of fully respecting all the
principles of the Helsinki Final Act, with particular reference
to the territorial integrity of Bosnia-Herzegovina and Croatia,
Supporting efforts by the United Nations Security Council
and United Nations representatives to achieve an immediate and
unconditional
cease-- fire
and
a
complete
cessation
of
hostilities on the entire territory of Bosnia, as a key
condition for normalizing the situation in the Bihac region and
averting new conflicts;

. I.

His Excellency
Prof. Boutros Boutros-Ghali
Secretary-General
of the United Nations

2 -

;

Decides:
1.

To draw as a matter of urgency the attention of · the
Budapest Review Conference to the conflict in the
territory of Bosnia-Herzegovina and more specifically to
the situation in the Bihac region, so that an appropriate
decision can be prepared for submission to the CSCE
Budapest Summit;

2.

To welcome the intention of the Chairman-in-Office to
appoint a personal representative according to Chapter I,
paragraph 22 of the Helsinki Document 1992, to report on
the situation in the Bihac region to the Permanent
Committee at its next meeting to be held on 15 December
1994;

3•

To instruct the Permanent Committee to dispatch a CSCE
short-term fact-finding mission to the region, according
to Chapter III, paragraphs 12 to 16, of the Helsinki
Document 1992, as soon as practicable, with · a view to
establishing the facts on the state of human rights and
the plight of the civilian population in the United
Nations-proclaimed safe area of Bihac;

4.

Requests the Chairman-in-Office to keep · the SecretaryGeneral of the United Nations informed of the results of
the 4th Emergency Meeting of the Cammi ttee of Senior
Officials.
Notes,
that opportunities for consultations on the situation in
Bosnia including in the Bihac region are offered by
upcoming high-level meetings in international fora in the
next few days, and particularly the CSCE Budapest Summit,
and urges all the parties concerned to. fully utilize
them."

Please accept, Excellency, the
consideration.

assurav~ Q. v:~ghest
F. Paolo Fulci
Ambassador
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His Excellency Mr Boutros Boutros-Ghali - - - - - ~ ~ : - : : - : : : - ,
Secretary General
United Nations

UN Plaza
New York; NY 10017

U.S.A.
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Brussels, November 30, 1994

European
Action
Council
for
Peace

in the
Balkans
Advisory Committee

_tE:~

As chairman ~f
European Action Council for Peace in the Balkans, I
would like to forward you the appeal that was adopted by Valery
Giscard d'Estaing, Alexander Langer, Jose Maria Mendiluce, D~el
Picotin, Albert Rohan and myself in Paris on November 28, I ~2~-on
behalf of the· Advisory Committee of the European Action Council. The
European Action Council for Peace in the Balkans is a group of
personalities dedicated to ending the genocide in Bosnia and
establishing political, economic and social stability in the Balkan region.

Prince Sadruddin Aga Khan Enrique Baron Crespo

Patrick Cormack
Freimut Duve
Mariapia Fanfan.i Valery Giscard d'Estaing
Otto von Habsburg

Andreas Khol
Lord Kinplak.e
Bernard K.oudmer .
Alexander Langer
Bernard-Henri Levy

Calum MacDonald

Jose Maria Mmdilu.oe
Arie Oostlander

Appeal
The recent developments in Bihac and other areas in the Republic of
Bosnia and Herzegovina cause the greatest concern.
After the failure of the international community to respond to Serbian
aggression since 1992; the violation of the "safe area" of Gorazde in
April 1994; the continuing shelling of the "safe area" of Sarajevo; and
the lack of implementing those concrete measures that were envisioned
in case of a Serbian rejection of the Contact Group peace plan, we are
now witnessing cross-border attacks from the United Nations Protected
Areas within the Republic of Croatia and the abandonment of the "safe
area" of Bihac.
In its resolution 836, the United Nations Security Council has mandated
UNPROFOR to "deter attacks against the safe areas" and authorised
UN member states to take "all necessary measures" to support
UNPROFOR in the performance of its mandate. On April 22, 1994,
NAT decided that "if any Bosnian Serb attacks involving heavy
weapons e carried out on the UN-designated safe areas", including
Bihac, thes veapons and other Bosnian Serb military assets, as well as
their direct d essential military support facilities will be subject to
NATO air strikes.

Jean d'Onncsson
William Pfaff

Daniel Piootin
Albert Rooan Stefan Schwarz
Cliristian Schwarz Sdiilling
Sir Jade Stewart-Clark
Baroness Margaret 1hatdier Elie Wiesel Simon Wiesenthal

Patrons
AloisM<d.
Javier Perez de Cuellar -

Executive DiKctor
Mabel Wisse Smit

The international community h to fulfil its obligation to respect the resolutions of the Security Council
and should dete1 military aggression against an internationally recognised state. Failure to honour
existing commitments, as well as appeasement of nationalist aggression, not only sets a dangerous
precedent world-wide, but also challenges the integrity, credibility and future viability of the United
Nations and NATO.
The European Action Council calls upon the European governments, the United States, the United
Nations .and NATO to fulfil its mandates and promises through determined action including air strikes
on key Serbian positions involved in the offensive; cutting off Serbian supply corridors; and the
creation and enforcement of a Bihac weapons exclusion zone, in accordance with the NATO decision
of April 22, 1994.
We also urge an immediate strengthening of the mandate ofUNPROFOR, in order to face the situation
in the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina and defend the victims of the aggression. The reality of war
should be confronted with all necessary political and military means, including additional ground forces
and equipment. It is untenable that on the one hand UNPROFOR still claims impartiality, whilst on the
other its troops are being attacked and taken hostage.
The international negotiating efforts --attempting to end the conflict in Bosnia-- must continue to be
based upon the Contact Group peace plan. This plan should guarantee the integrity and sovereignty of
the Republic, and recognise the legitimacy of its official government. Neither the redrawing of
international boundaries by military aggression, nor the legitimatisation of a Serbian -- nor -for -that
matter a Croatian-- para-state and para-government within the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina
can be tolerated. It is essential that political and economic efforts should be devoted to ensure that
multi-ethnic communities, such as Sarajevo and Tuzla, as well as the Bosniak-Croat Federation itself:
are fully supported.
Moreover, the European Action Council believes that advantage should be taken of the declared
willingness of the Belgrade government to engage effectively in the solution of all the problems in the
region. Therefore, an immediate dialogue with the ethnic Albanians in Kosovo should be demanded.

L

)

Jack Stewart-Clark
hairman

European Action Council for Peace in the_Balkans
P.O.Box 10018
I 001 EA Amsterdam
The Netherlands
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LETT R DA~ED 30 NOVEMBER 1994 FROM THE PERMANENT REPRESENTATIVE
OF/ BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA TO THE UNITED NATIONS ADDRESSED TO
'-----THE PRESIDENT OF THE SECURITY COUNCIL
On behalf of the Government of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina, I
have the honour to inform you that H.E. Mr. Alija Izetbegovic, President of the
Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina, was pleased to have the opportunity to meet
with H.E. the Secretary-General of the United Nations,
Dr. Boutros Boutros-Ghali.
In this context, we wish to reiterate our acceptance/offer of a cease-fire
in Bihac (including its demilitarization) and a cease-fire throughout the
territory of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina.
The Government of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina remains committed
to negotiations, on the basis of the proposed Contact Group peace plan, in the
search for an end to the war in the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina.
May I ask for your kind assistance in circulating this letter as a document
of the Security Council.
(Signed)

Muhamed SACIRBEY

Ambassador
Permanent Representative

94-47602 (E)
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NATIONAL ASSEMBLY OF PAKISTAN
Statuling Committu on !Foreign .9lffairs

November 30, 1994

Excellency,
The tragif__c;ris_i~j_:g_!_l_l_e Repµblic oi_B.Qsnia and fierzegQyl_na has lasted over
32 months and is a matter of a grave concern. The crisis continues with the
aggression of the Bosnian Serbs against the government of the Republic of Bosnia
and Herzegovina. The Serbs who are aided and abetted in their unholy designs
by the authorities in Belgrade, have not only challenged and undermined the
authority of the legitimate government of Bosnia·and Herzegovina but have also
blatantly and flagrantly defied all Security Council resolutions.
2.

The Serb intransigence and their desire to prolong the fighting is manifested

in their consistent rejection of all peace proposals whether those presented by the
co-Chairmen of the International Conference on_Former Yugoslavia or by the Five
Nation Contact Group. The Serbian attitude of defiance is in direct contrast to the
compromising attitude exhibited by the legitimate government of the Republic of
Bosnia and Herzegovina which, despite the iniquitous nature, accepted the latest
Peace Plan. It is also j~9nic and inexplicable tha_t the members of the Contac_t
Group_~ve failed to take the promised negative measures against that party
__ w_.tiich-~_g~9: to accept th~ Peac~ _Plan. This is despite the passage of over 3
months when t

eace Plan was first presented.

f

2.

The latest onslaught of the civilian population by the Bosnian Serbs has

been in the area of Bihac. They have laid siege to one of the U.N. designated safe
areas and made a mockery of the Security Council resolutions 824 and 836 which
declared the six safe areas of Bosnia and Herzegovina. The Serbs persist with
their campaign of savagery in Bihac which has few parallels in recent history.
3.

!__~_!11 ~-~c!re, _Mr. Secretary General, of yoll:r de~p cq_m_mitlll~!l!.J9.JJ.)~_~µse

~~~ce and

greatly ~ppreciate y_our ~ntiring efforts to achieve a jus~ and_peaceftil

solution _t~ the pr9blem of Bosnia ~nd Herzegovina. It is in this spirit that I
would urge you,_Mr. Secretary G~n~ral, to__ continue you~ _va~ian.t ~ff.arts, and to
take al! m~~sur~~possible to_ e.n~__th~ tragedy of Bosnia a_n 4 1-"!erzegovina to
ensure effectiy~__i~!emen~tion._2f_the !~~_qlutions of the Security -~!Jllncil, and to
ins~~! the ~

-r!3-0fOR authoritie~Jg .faJfufu!!y ~!TY out the ~~~a~~--e-~t~sted

to it.
Please accept, Excellency, the

of my highest consideration.

(MAULANA FAZLUR RAHMAN)
Chairman Standing /committee on Foreign
Affairs of the National Assembly of Pakistan

His Excellency
Mr. Boutros Boutros-Ghali,
Secretary General of the
United Nations,
New York.
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IN -STATBMBNT AT SARA.!EYQ, SECRETARY-GENERAL CALLS FOR READINESS TO NEGOTIATE
JUm COOPERATE WITH UNPROFOR IF PARTIES WANT TO RETAIN UN :- SUPPORT

Expresses Disappointment that Bosnian:'.Serb Leader Declined tO' Meet With Him

Following is the text of the statement made today by Secretary-General
Boutros Boutros-Ghali at Sarajevo:

I came to Sarajevo at the express request of President Izetbegovic and
Dr. Karadzic. Both of them had drawn my attention to the recent deterioration
in the military situation, especially in the Bihac pocket. This has been of
great concern to the Security Council in recent days.
My purpose in corning here was not to enter into detailed negotiation but
to convey to both sides a simple message. That message is that if they want
to retain the assistance and support of the United Nations in bringing this
terrible war to an end they must do two things. First, they must show a
readiness to negotiate and work in good faith to find common ground.
Secondly, they must cooperate with the United Nations Protection Force
(UNPROFOR) and the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR).

The UNPROFOR is here to help them reach agreements and implement those
agreements. It is not here to become a party to the conflict. It can only
carry out its mandates if the two partie.s ,.c ooperate with it. My message to
them is that unless they do this it will become impossible for me to persuade
the Security Council to keep UNPROFOR here. We face a new situation in which
the members of the United Nations are increasingly critical in their
assessment of peace-keeping operations.
I spent nearly two hours this morning in a frank exchange of views with
President Izetbegovic. I conveyed my message to him. He conveyed to me his
views about the effectiveness of United Nations operations in this country.
We discussed specific action that could be taken now to reach agreement on
measures to bring the military situation under control and create conditions
in which negotiations for a political settlement can reach a successful
conclusion.
I had invited Dr. Karadzic to meet me at the airport this afternoon so
that I could have a similar discussion with him. I have to express my
·
(more)
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disappointment and surprise that he,-declined my- invitation and that it has not
therefore been possible for me to convey my message to him personally. Nor
have I had the opportunity to press him to lift the unacceptable restrictions
he is currently placing on the movement of United Nations personnel and
convoys, including "'the : resupply of the Bangladeshi Battalion in Bihac.
Another matter of cOnc'ern is the Bosnian Serbs' deployment of anti aircraft
systems which are impeding the humanitarian airlift.
Mr . Akashi will be pursuing these matters with Dr. Karadzic at an early
opportunity. But I believe that in declining to meet the : secretary General of
the United Nations . Dr,;c,,
_ Karadz..:j._
c J1as
done his people
a gre~t
-;··. di.~service.
_1r.\,
•.,•
.
:•..
.
._...
-~- :· :.
~

The leaders of this_ country; face critical de~_isions. I .c a.ll upon the_m
all to face up to their ..responsibilities and to make it posslole for the
international community, through its various agencies, to help them bring
peace to their peoples.

* ·•·**' *
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Letter dated 30 November 1994 from the Permanent
Representative of Senegal to the United Nations
addressed to the Secretary-General

I have the honour to transmit herewith the statement on the situation in
Bosnia and Herzegovina delivered by His Excellency Mr. Abdou Diouf, President of
the Republic of Senegal, in his capacity as Chairman of the Sixth Islamic Summit
Conference.
I should be grateful if you would have it circulated as an official
document of the General Assembly under agenda item 39, and of the Security
Council .

(Signed)

94-47528 (E)
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ANNEX

Statement on the situation in Bosnia and Herzegovina delivered
by the President of Senegal in his capacity as Chairman of the
Sixth Islamic Summit Conference, on 29 November 1994

Several days ago, the Bosnian Serbs launched an offensive in north-east
Bosnia against the enclave of Bihac, which is an integral part of the territory
of a full Member of the United Nations, the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina.
The international community is beginning to get used to the perpetration of
violations of the law of nations by the Serbs of the former Yugoslavia, and the
invasion of Bihac is yet another example . This is a blatant attack on civilian
populations, who are the innocent victims of the lethal madness thus visited
upon them.
It is also an open challenge to the international community. By a
resolution of the Security Council, the organ of the United Nations which is
responsible for maintaining international peace and security, the town of Bihac
had already been declared a safe area under international protection. That safe
area has now been breached, and the people of Bihac are besieged by the
implacable artillery and violence of Serb military forces.
How can we fail to be moved by such injustice, by such an obvious and
unpunished violation of the collective decisions of the community of nations?
How, in these circumstances, can we fail to point out that it was the Western
Contact Group consisting of France, Germany, the Russian Federation, the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and the United States of America
which drew up and submitted a plan last July for the settlement of the Bosnian
crisis with a warning of appropriate sanctions against any party refusing to
comply with it? How also can we fail to recall the relevant recommendations of
the Contact Group of the Organization of the Islamic Conference, of which
Senegal is a member, which judiciously complement the Western peace plan?
How, finally, faced with the intolerable situation inflicted on the
population of Bihac, can we fail to point out that it is those who are being
subjected to aggression today who accepted that plan whereas the aggressors
contemptuously rejected it?
I should therefore like, on behalf of Senegal and of all the countries
members of the Organization of the Islamic Conference, to appeal solemnly to the
international community and more specifically to the Security Council to put an
end to this tragedy which the whole world is witnessing today in the Bihac
enclave.
Putting an end to the agony of Bihac is as much a moral as a political
issue. What is at stake is the credibility of the United Nations, which
affirmed its faith "in the dignity and worth of the human person" and then
undertook to unite its "strength to maintain international peace and security".
The new international order which presided over the birth of the United
Nations laid down the fundamental principle that wars of aggression were to be
banished forever.
Today, in Bosnia and Herzegovina, it is more urgent than ever
to ensure that this principle solemnly enshrined in the Charter of the United

I ...
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Nations is applied without reserve.
appeal!

May the international community heed this

We take thi s opportuni ty to pay tribute to the courage of the people of
Bihac in the face of adversity and injustice and to assure them of our active
solidarity .
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Letter dated 30 November 1994 from the Permanent Representative
of Bosnia and Herzegovina to the United Nations addressed to
"
theS ecre t ary- Genera 1

I have the honour to e n close h erewith a letter of t oday's date from the
Governor of the Bihac Region of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina,
addressed to you.
May I ask for your kind assistance in circulating the present letter and
its annex as a document of the General Assembly, under agenda item 39, and of
the Security Council.

Muhamed SACIRBEY
Ambassador
Permanent Representative

94-47522 (E)
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ANNEX

Letter dated 30 November from the Governor of the Bihac Region
of Bosnia and Herzegovina to the Secretary-General
From the Republic of Croatia., the so - called Kraj ina Serbs continue the i r
aggression against the Bihac safe area on the sovereign territory of the
Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina . Chetniks are in the suburbs of Bihac town
where intense hand-to-hand combat is taking place. In their heavy attacks
against civilian and military targets, the Chetnik forces are using
sophisticated long-range artillery , tanks and helicopters; their resumed use of
jets and missiles cannot be ruled out . The entire Bihac region is in
catastrophe. The regional hospital is overflowing with the wounded, and food
and medicine are in short supplies .
The Bihac safe area is a striki ng example of the international community's
indifference in stopping the expansion of Serbian fascism in these areas,
Bosniacs and Croats and anti-Chetnik Serbs being the victimized population . The
Army of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina resists the aggressor with its
utmost efforts, but does not have sufficient strength to stop five armies
attacking from all sides. We have been deprived of the right to defend
ourselves, because our enemies are sitting in international forums, being
allowed to manipulate decisions on our destiny, while the Russians have supplied
our enemies with some of the most modern weaponry.
The so-called Krajina Serbs prevent the passage of humanitarian convoys
through the region, depriving the population of food and medicine, and at the
same time the aggressor forces destroy Bosniac and Croat villages and towns,
denying us the right to have homes. The fact that 70,000 refugees are looking
for shelter in this area increases our concern.
The international community, led by you, watches this entire ordeal while
doing nothing to stop this fascism of the twentieth century. Appeasement has
become collaboration. The aggressor lacks nothing, having food, fuel, heavy
weapons, hate and the wish to kill everything not Serbian. It seems as if this
fascism is preferred to the decent and honest struggle of our population for
mere survival. It is ever increasingly clear how a heavily equipped Chetnik
"armada" could simply walk by the United Nations Protection Force (UNPROFOR)
across an international border and attack our State. This aggression you did
not even try to stop.
If you are not willing to perform your mandate in conformity with clear
Security Council resolutions and with international law, we beg you, for the
sake of the survival of these people as well as for the sake of the future of
other nations that could find themselves in similar positions, to give up your
function to those who would respect it. It is only then that these exhausted
people could live to see appropriate protection extended in conformity with the
resolutions of the Security Council.
(Signed) Mirsad VELADZIC
Gov ernor, Bihac Region

94.47302
ed

Translated from Russian

PERMANENT MISSION OF UKRAINE
TO THE UNITED NATIONS

No. 903
The Permanent Mission of Ukraine to the United Nations presents its
compliments to the Secretary-General of the United Nations and has the honour to
state the following .
The situation in Bosnia and Herzegovina has recently worsened and become
considerably more acute . Despite the efforts that have been made and are
currently being made, above all by the Security Council, the conflict is
becoming increasingly bitter and gory, so that peaceful means of settlement are
being relegated to the background.
The situation has had a most serious impact on the security of_ the
personnel of the Unj.ted _Nations Protection Force, which has becol!I.~ ~ kind of
hostage of the parties to the conflict.
Deliberate and purposeful att,acks on
peace-keeping personnel, clearly aimed at attempting to draw UNPROFOR and the
United Nations as a whole into the conflict, have led to significant casualties.
During the. period from 1 to 25 November 1994 alone, eight peace-keepers died,
including two Ukrainians, and 34 were wounded .
The United Nations cannot disregard this development of events in the
territory of Bosnia and Herzegovina.
The Permanent Mission of Ukraine to the
United Nations calls upon the Secretary-General to use all his great_ authority
and influence to continue the search for effective means of ensuring a peaceful
political settlement of the conflict and reliable protection of the peace ..: · ·
keeping personnel of UNPROFOR .
- -··-- -·-------·- --· -·The Permanent Mission further expresses the hope that the ~~~~etaryGeneral's visit to Sarajevo, planned for 30 November 1994, will provide an
opportunfry -to- study the situati_o_n- on t ·he- g.r ound with --a -view- -to -complet-ing- as
soon as-pos-sibfethe- report:--to the Security -Council regarding the stabi.Yiza-tlon
of the situation in the -Bi.hac "safe area" and -the implementation of the entire
concept _of _ "safe areas" .
The Permanent Mission believes that special attention should be paid in the
report to the question of improving the security of United Nations peace-keeping
per;o~_el~-~hich -,:.:;~u-ld ~aki it - possible for -t -he Security Council - to--act more
decisively on the question of their protection, prevent or reduce losses and
make the mission of the peace-keepers safer and more effective.

His Excellency Mr. Boutros Bo~lrcs-Ghali
Secretary-General of the United Nations
New York

I ...
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The Permanent Mission of Ukraine to the United Nations takes this
opportunity to convey to the Secretary-General of the United Nations the renewed
assurances of its highest consideration .
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STATEMENT BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE SECURITY COUNCIL

At the 3471st meeting of the Security Council, held on 29 November 1994, in
connection with the Council's consideration of the item entitled "The situation
in the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina", the President of the Security
Council made the following statement on behalf of the Council:
"The Security Council reiterates its concern over the continuing
conflict in the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina, including in the Bihac
region and in particular in and around the safe area of Bihac~
It remains
concerned over the blatant violation of the Bihac safe area. The Security
Council remains determined fully to support efforts to negotiate a peaceful
resolution of that conflict consistent with its previous resolutions and
the proposals of the Contact Group.
"The Security Council expresses its full support for the efforts of
United Nations officials to stabilize the situation in and around the safe
area of Bihac.
It takes note with satisfaction of the proposal put to the
parties by United Nations officials for an immediate and unconditional
cease-fire in the Bihac region to be followed by a cease-fire throughout
the territory of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina, the interposition
of the United Nations Protection Force (UNPROFOR) in the Bihac safe area, a
complete demilitarization of the safe area involving the withdrawal from it
by all military forces, and opening corridors for humanitarian relief. The
Council welcomes the acceptance by the Bosnian Government of this proposal
and calls on the Bosnian-Serb party also to accept it.
"The Security Council welcomes the impending visit of the SecretaryGeneral of the United Nations to the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina.
It demands that all part ies and others concerned cooperate fully with the
Secretary-General's efforts to stabilize the situation in and around the
safe area of Bihac and throughout the territory of the Republic of Bosnia
and Herzegovina, and ensure the security of UNPROFOR as it implements its
mandate."

94-47366 (E)
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LETTER DATED 25 NOVEMBER 1994 FROM THE PERMANENT REPRESENTATIVE
OF PAKISTAN TO THE UNITED NATIONS ADDRESSED TO THE PRESIDENT OF
THE SECURITY COUNCIL

I have the honour to address this letter on behalf of the Organi ~ation of
the Islamic Conference o C Contact Group on the Republic of Bosnia and
Herzegovina and also on behalf of the ore troop contributors to the United
Nations Protection Force ( UNPROFOR) for the former Yugoslavia.

--

We have on numerous occasions expressed our concern and even more so our
dismay, at the response of the international community, and in particular the
Security Council, UNPROFOR and the five-nation Contact Group, to the expanding
aggression against the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina. We have on these
numerous occasions urged for a more robust mandate for UNPROFOR and for taking
steps to faithfully implement all Security Council resolutions to end the
Serbian aggression and human rights abuses and to bring peace in the Republic of
Bosnia and Herzegovina. Our requests have not been adequately heeded, and now
the Bosnians face another catastrophe for lack of peacemaking measures, or the
arms to defend themselves which is their inherent right under Article 51 of the
Charter of the United Nations.
Today, we once again re-emphasize our message, but we must also add another
rising alarm . While we favour a broad and assertive definition of the "safe
area" in the Bihac region that encompasses the full civilian population, and is
most consistent with resolutions 824 (1993) and 836 (1993), we none the less
understand that an extremely limited designation of the Bihac "safe area" was
put forth by the UNPROFOR Command and communicated to the Bosnian Serbs.
However, even after this rather limited "safe area" was established by the
UNPROFOR authorities, the Bosnian Serbs threatened UNPROFOR with all-out warretaliation i f UNPROFOR dared to respond to continuing Serbian violations.
As of 25 November 1994, it is clear that the Serbians have totally ignored
this safe area, violated its boundaries, murdered the civilians within it and
consider the warning of UNPROFOR and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization
(NATO) as a bluff. Tragically and shamefully, the overrunning of the town of
Bihac by the Serbs appears imminent.
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On the other hand, it most surprisingly and shockingly appears that the
threat of Karadzic's Serbs has caused UNPROFOR/NATO to abandon the safe area and
not to respond to the continuing violations with the necessary measures.
As most of our nations have troops serving under this UNPROFOR Command, we
express:
1.

Our dismay at the loss of integrity and credibility, as well as
resolve of UNPROFOR to act and respond in a manner consistent with its
mandate;

2.

Deep concern at the inadequate logistic support provided to the
UNPROFOR contingent located within the Bihac pocket and the less than
satisfactory initial manner of equipping and deploying this
contingent. We urge that immediate action be taken to ensure the
restoration of full logistic supplies to the Bangladesh contingent;

3.

Our continuing resolve to provide the necessary support for UNPROFOR's
strengthening, and in particular the reinforcement and re-supply of
the Bihac contingent;

4.

The need to bring the OIC troop contributors into a more prominent
role within the UNPROFOR Command, as well as the political decisionmaking process to bring peace.

May I ask for your kind assistance in circulating this letter as a document
of the Security Council.

(Signed) Jamsheed K. A. MARKER
Ambassador and Permanent Representative
of Pakistan to the United Nations,
Chairman of the Organization of the
Islamic Conference Contact Group
on Bosnia and Herzegovina
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PRESS BRIEFING BY UNDER-SECRETARY-GENERAL KOFI ANNAN

At a Headqua·:i:Jters press briefing this afternoon, Kofi A. Annan,
Under-Secretary-General for Peace-keeping Operations said a response to a
question that air power could not be used to push back Se.r b forces from the
safe area of B!hac, Bosnia ·:and Herzegovina . Ho~ever, the_ use of close air .
support remained an option·, 'and. the United Nations Prot~cti,on Force (UNPROFOR)
had put forward cease-fire cfud demilita'.rizatiori ,proposai,s .RY which UNPROFOR
would take charge of the city. · ·:tiopefully that would be ·acceptable to both
sides. The Government of aosnia _and He!zegov,~n,a had indi_cated .their
willingness to accept; the Serb side was expe~ted to arisw~r ,wi~hin one to two
hours.
.

,•

~

Asked whether the harassment by Serb forces of Canadian peace-keepers was
a warning, he said that 500 peace-keepers had had their move'¢enfrestricted -some had compared it to a hostage situation. The peace-keepeis ' involved in
that incident, those who were spread across the country, and ·lho~e
the four
convoys stopped ye_sterday, as we l l as those blockaded aro~d heavy-]v'!=!apons
~~
collection points around SaraJevo totalled about 500 whose movements had been
restricted.
.,,
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What was his ;response to the . comment by United States Se!:ator Bob Dole
that the United Nations should withdraw peace-keep~~s from Bos~ia and
Herzegovina? a correspondent asked. "That is a decision for the ·'. Security
Council", he said. "For the moment our troops have a peace-keeping mandate
and a peace-keeping role . There have been suggestions recently~from certain
quarters that they · should have been a bit more rob~st and taken initiatives
which would have taken them out of their peace-keeping role. If we are going
to use force in a situation where it would have no impact, then we are pouri,ng
fuel on the fire . "
"If the Council were to decide that peace-keeping was not the answer, and
that the United Nations and the international community should do something

else , then that body should take that decision," he cbntinued. Until they do
so, then it cannot be reasonably expected that Yasus}:l.A Akashi (Special
Representative of the Secretary-General for the former Yugostavia and Chief of
Mission of the UNPROFOR); Lieutenant-General Bertrand Guillaume de Sauville de
Lapresle (Force Comiiiander for UNPROFOR); and Lieutcin'ant General Sir Michaei
Rose (Force Commander of UNPROFOR in Bosnia and Herzegovina) change t .~ eir
mandate . "
"The United N:at;ions team is doing a heroic job", Mr. Annan _said. Tq~y
are;- one . of the beeit teams . that: the United Nations has got. They are exc_ellent
commanders and they are pursuing their mandate." "It may not please all of
us, but I don't think we should criticize them the ,~ay we have. Peace~keepers
are the ·first on the ground , the last to leave and the first to be criticiz~d
(more)
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and blamed if things don't go the way we want. Policy decisions have to be
taken by the political leadership in capitals or in the Council, not by Rose,
Akashi or de Lapresle."
Had any troop contributors to UNPROFOR expressed a desire to withdraw
forces, a correspondent asked. Mr. Annan said that he would chair a meeting
of troop contributors this afternoon; he had no indication that any wanted to
withdraw.
A correspondent then asked whether the United Nations would call for air
power in the safe area of Bihac. What was the role of the United States
Marines in the area? Geriera1 Rose had termed Bihac as "stabilized", the
correspondent continued. bid he have a comment?
Mr. Annan said that last Friday the United Nations had requested close
air support when the city of Bihac had been directly shelled. Weather
permitting, it had been intended to use air power again, if needed. But the
United Nations had refrained from engaging in extensive arid punitive
airstrikes to force withdrawal from Bihac. It 'was not clear that such a
strategy would work, nor was it the mandate of ' UNPROFOR to do so, and the
implications of that fact were quite widespread.
The situation in Bihac now was relatively calm, Mr. Annan said. There
was no shelling, but there was fighting in the periphery where Serb forces
appeared to be attempting to circle the town. But they had made no attempt
thus far to overrun the city. As to the United States forces in the region,
the United Nations had riot been contacted formally by the United States
regarding the purpose of those forces.
: >Asked for information on the Serb response to the proposed cease-fire,
Mr. :Annan said that the Serbs had indicated · that they would provide an answer
iri ~h hour or two. Earlier last week wheri a cease-fire had been proposed, the
Serbs had responded with certain linkages. Specifically, they had called for
a package composed of a general cease-fire throughout the territory ·of Bosnia
and Herzegovina followed by peace tal.ks in Geneva.
Asked whether the Serbs•,:· Muslims and Croats could live together in
future, he said that ):1e :• woul~ not ·speculate.

"'~.

.

~

·,

,• {

If Bihac fell, ;hat witfi~: the riext step for · the united Nations, a

correspondent asked. Mr. Arinaa responded that it was a , very difficult
question. It was in that cdritext fhat some had called for extensive and
punitive airstrikes to force withdrawal of Serb forces. Whether the
international community would decide to do so, he could not say.
Some had stated that the United Nations had "failed" in Bosnia and
Herzegovina, a correspondent said. What was his defence of the United Nations
behaviour?
"I do not accept that
"The united Nations forces
considerable contributions
people through two winters

the United Nations has failed", Mr. Annan said.
are there as peace-keepers and have made
in providing humanitarian assistance to millions of
and would do so again this winter. In some cases
{more)
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they have protecfed civilian populations in the enclaves_by their deploytrtent.
~. :, ,- ·.
'

"Where we are deemed or presumed to have failed is wh,,m we are judged by
unrealistic expectations", he continued. i1 If we are· expec"ted to play the role
of enforcers in a situation where we d'o not have the mandate or resourCE!S,
.
then one could say we have failed. But if you look objectively at the mandate
we have been given, then I would argue that we have made a ·~ajor contribution
and that we hj'ive not failed. The fact that we have exercised restraint and
have not taken initiatives which would have aggravated the situation and
increased the viol ence should not be interpreted as a United Nations failure.
"If there had been a settlement with the parties signed on and we were
there to monitor the implementation of a cease-fire -- and the Member States
understood this -- we would need an additional 25 to 30 thousand troops. It
is also clear to everybody who has followed this exercise that i£ we were to -,· :. :_.'·
get into peace-enforcement, we would need between 300 _to 500 thousand troops. _
Our plans confirm this and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) plans -.
confirm this.
·s'~tne of the actions that we are being asked to take are e,nforcen'lent, f6r '
which :we have no mandate, nor for which we have the rel;;ources 11 , · he continued.
"It wo;ld be imprudent for 'a ny' commander on the ground to undertake ' actions
that he cannot follow throu·g h · on, an action that places his t:roops at risk, or
an action that does not necessarily help the situation in the ·area with which
he is trying to cope."
11

Asked how soon the UNPROj.,'~R could withdraw from the area, Mr. Annan said
that UNPROFOR and NATO had developed contingency plans for various scenarios,
withdrawal under benign circumstances, in the face of harassment and in a
hostile environment. It had been determined that 165 days would be required
to pull out.
Was there a possibility that the cease-fire would be respected? How many
troops _~~re in Bihac to monito;- a cease-fire? another correspondent a9k!:!d.
Mr. Annan said that 1,200 troops of th~ _UNPROFOR's Bangladeshi contingent were
still in the Bihac pocket . It had be~h hoped to reinforce those troops with a
Netherlands contingent or with others.
A correspondent then asked whether the UNPROFOR -- the most expensive
peace-keeping mission ever at $;2 billion per year -- could serve until March
1995. Mr . Annan said that the mission could ~ast until that date, depe~~~ng
upon the evolution of the situation on the grou~d.
,

l
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·

Would a 165-day withdrawal for the UNPROFORdemand the assistance of . . ,
additional cont;ngents? a correspondent 'asked. ~Mr. Annan said that:, depeuc;jing ..
on the climate
withdrawal and on help from regional arrangements, tl'}e ·
·
process could arrangements, the process could be accelerated. 'Difficulties
with withdrawal would not necessarily come through armed resistance; women and
children who saw the UNPROFOR as their protectors had blocked the route 9f
UNPROFOR units in _the past. The 165-day scenario was not necessarily a
worst-case scenar'io.
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A correspondent said that over the weekend United States Defense
Secretary Wi lliam J . Perry had said tha~ the war was over and that the Serbs
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said that Sec:r:eta1:·r Eerry had ·stated that the_ ~iHtary,, op ti9r1:
was closed.
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Was the United Nations in a position to evacuate the civilian pci~iiia.tlon
of.· Bihac? ·a, c9rrespqndent asked. Mr. Annan 1:1aid that he woµld nave to.. en.eek
with .. th~ ui;,Jtec:l Natibns· Hi_gh C~mmissioner' icS: Refugees ' <UNHci{) .··. If . ~nat ..
population ' 'w as"'to be" ev~ctiated, one must ask where ttiey .would be ' evac·u at·e'a
to. Th~t .~oul:d tak~- some . t:~jne~_1:_o_ negotia,'t~ / it was notr c1J ~i- thlit s ~ch~ a ·-'' .;
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A correspondent said that General Rose had stated that,' h~d the;'f:iosniari
Government not earlier u1;1ed the Bi_hac areci,_ to stage attacks aga,inst ~e~p ·.,
for.c es ·, 'th_
e situati"c::in wciuld not be- where · it' w~s today._ Mr .... Ann~ 0 sa'.id'."'f ii~~ , ,, ..
unde"t the terms : o~ ' 'the 's afe:: are~\ arrangemen_t ·' ' Bcis~i~ .and ,~-el~~g~,~Jri.a: , ~: ·: ,... .. .
Gove_rnment forcee{ 'had ncit_ been 61:>liged to disarm w,~·t:1:{in t'lie·-~~f,e, i r.e a.s< · ~heii•·.-- .·
the s-a·fei- "a'rea: '·-cort·c ept was fire£ d~vei-bped, ' many tJriited Natiori's "c~inman·d ers'' had .•
called for demilitarization of the safe havens as a means of preventihg. ariYoi1e ·
from attackin,g from within the safe havens .
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cent: ·~oi•·f he t~tf'.·i tory of · Bosnia and Herzegovina Jri' ' defi"ance _of' 'tl').e:'·--. ~- .. ~:· ·'--'_:,: : . .
interdatfo'rial ccmununi ty. How· 'could he : defend the Unit~l:t NatJ~~i rol~ ';.~s ·.b e_i}'.is ..
"heroic"? he asked.
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inve'rited bf ~r. · Akashi or General Rose? . If Meinber·' st_ate'1:1 .°': w~nt''
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Nations to do certain things, they ·can be done. I don't think· that it is ·fair
to blame two individuals who are carrying Ql.l:t the mandate given 1:9 . them , _I f
the intEfrnadori~'i \ ~~ntinunity and the Security Council felt , that' ti:io1;1e "
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"We have to be careful riot to :'biame the wrong 'pe.bpie ' for a gerterl:i.1 1a6i( . .
of collective will 1'-; '• Mr; :Annan continued.
II I
ca.rinot accept some -of th~
..., ',! -:,,--1.:
statements made about the UNPROFOR leadership. Anyone placed,-''i rf tlf'a t ··" ,.;' -, ;"' ! ~- ,·
situation, ·to j,_mplement a mandate that some sectorf:! see as weak, some sectors
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see as irrelevant, would have been in the same situation. Whether it had been
Rose or Ak.ashi, or someone else, they would have been criticized. Given the
tensions and divisions around this issue, no one could have handled the
situation in Sarajevo differently. The problem is not Rose or Ak.ashi. The
problem is the mandate that they have been given -- a mandate that some
believed was inadequate and should have been modified. As long as the mandate
is what it is, don't expect them to act differently."
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LETTER DATED 28 NOVEMBER 1994 FROM THE PERMANENT REPRESENTATIVE
OF _aosiiiip D HERZEGOVINA TO THE UNITED NATIONS ADDRESSED TO
'=
THE PRESIDENT OF THE SECURITY COUNCIL
Pursuant to the Security Council's presidential statement of
26 November 1994 (S/PRST/1994/71), in which the council demanded a cease-fire in
the Bihac region, the Command of the United Nations Protection Force (UNPROFOR)
offered a cease-fire and demilitarization proposal which was accepted by the
Government of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina.
The Serb side has not accepted the proposal and has continued attacks
against the safe area of Bihac, using both infantry and heavy artillery.
The Government of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina calls upon the
Security Council to take further measures in accordance with its statement of
26 November 1994, and in particular with its commitment to "monitor compliance
with the terms of this statement and react appropriately".
May I ask for your kind assistance in circulating this letter as a document
of the Security Council.
(Signed)

Muhamed SACIRBEY
Ambassador
Permanent Representative

291194
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To:

H.E . Dr , Boutros Boutros Ghali

27 November 1994

Excellency,
I trust that you have received and studied tho report on
.the Sarajevo airport meeting held on 2S November between the
Serb and Muslim sides under the auspices of UNFROFOR.
To
remind you, the Muslims argued for the establishment of a
general ceasefire in the whole of the former Bosnia-Herzegovina
(Dut lasting only up to three months), whereas our side
proposed the following:
- preliminary agreement on ending the war immediately, which
comprises an immediate ceasefire;
- no prejudging of the final territorial-politicAl settlement,
- definitive peace treaty to be concluded in GenevA within?10 days;
Th~ Muslims have not replied to our pr.oposal.
It is my
considered opinion that their tactics are aimed at achieving
some breathing space at a time when the military situation is
most unfavourable for them.
They wish to regroup, rearm and
renew their attacks against us at a later dato. · It ie more
than obvious that they do not, in fact, wish peace.
Our proposal ; on the other hand, offers a radical
solution : immediate peace.
This would, I am sure you will
agree , be the best possible golution for people on both sides.
It goes without saying tha.t t:he t:arritorial and political
aspects of the final peace settlement would not be prejudged~
We ask the UN to mediate in this proposed attempt to obtain
peace .
Moreover , our suggestion that the definitive pence
treaty be conducted within 7-10 days in Geneva proves that we
are not interested in delaying the process, in half~eolutions,
or in the freezing of the current lines of confrontation.
The
most dangerous aspect of the Muslim ceasefire proposal is that
it would create a situation of neither war nor peace.
In
practice, this would inevitably lead to the renewal of
hostilities.
Such an outcome, surely, is not what the UN 1s
working for.
Excellency, I ask you to give urgent attention to our
initiative.
And please realize that any alternative is likely

to be catastrophic.
Yours sincerely,

Dr Radovan Karadzic
President , Republic of Srpska

..
..

November 28, 1994
Excellency,

EXECUilVE OfflCE
OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL

I am writing to you to convey the deep concern and consternation
shared by the people of Pakistan and indeed by the people of the world
about the situation in Bihac. Immediate action is needed to save the
population of Bihac from destruction. We understand that NATO is
prepared to carry out air attacks in support of the Bosnian population
against Serb aggressors. NATO, however, needs authorization from the UN
and this authorization is apparently not forthcoming because of the concern
of local UN commanders about the security of UNPROFOR. Your local
co~an~ ers _!leed _yQur instructions to act. I would request you to issue
necessary instructions so that _ NATO can carry out the air attacks that
woul~~ t~ protect_the Bosnian inhabitants of Bihac.
I know Prime Minister Tansu Chiller who along with me had visited
Sarajevo and had witnessed at first hand the fearsome destruction wrought
on that city by the Serbs has also requested similar action on your part.
The need for action ~~--lllll!1ediate and brooks no delay. The UN
c~ot standJ?Y. .~~:Lpermit tb,i_§ g~nocide. To do so would be to destroy
the credibility of the UN, make a mockery of what the UN stands for and
encourage other would- be aggressors in today's turbulent world to take
similar steps safe in the knowledge that the international community had
been reduced to impotence. The consequences for the UN' s efforts to
promote peace and stability could not be more devastating.
Please accept, Excellency, the assurances of my highest consideration.

BENAZIR BHUTTO
PRIME MINISTER OF THE ISLAMIC
REPUBLIC OF PAKISTAN
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.n-.vr,~ ED 26 NOVEMBER 1994 FROM THE PERMANENT REPRESENTATIVE
D HERZEGOVINA TO THE UNITED NATIONS ADDRESSED TO
THE PRESIDENT OF THE SECURITY COUNCIL

On the basis of a request from the civilian and military authorities of
Bihac city, if the Security Council and UNPROFOR are not prepared to honour
their commitment and legal obligation to confront aggression, we then would urge
the Security Council to facilitate safe passage for the entire civilian
population of the "safe area" of Bihac to a safer area within the Bihac region.
The citizens of Bihac will continue their right to their homes and
property, and will await return to their homes when the United Nations honours
its commitment to their city as a safe area.
May I ask Excellency, for Your kind assistance in circulating this letter
as a document of the Security Council.

(Signed)

Muhamed SACIRBEY
Ambassador
Permanent Representative
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LETTER DATED 26 NOVEMBER 1994 FROM THE PERMANENT REPRESENTATIVE
OF BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA TO THE UNITED NATIONS ADDRESSED TO
THE PRESIDENT OF THE SECURITY COUNCIL

As of 3 p.m., New York standard time, the Bangladeshi contingent of
UNPROFOR had placed two of its APC's in front of the Bihac hospital to deter
further Serbian attack. Despite this courageous action to stop the
victimization of civilians, the attack continued with the Bangladeshi contingent
directly in the line of fire of the Serbian forces.
May I ask for your kind assistance in circulating this letter as a document
of the Security Council.

(Signed)

Muhamed SACIRBEY
Ambassador
Permanent Representative

94-46839 lE}
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ATfD 26 NOVEMBER 1994 FROM THE PERMANENT REPRESENTATIVE
OF BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA TO THE UNITED NATIONS ADDRESSED TO
THE PRESIDENT OF THE SECURITY COUNCIL

We wish to reiterate our continuing offer/acceptance of an immediate ceasefire in the Bihac safe area or throughout the Republic. We also re-emphasize
our continuing support for the Contact Group peace plan.
Unfortunately, our offer/acceptance of a cease-fire is being answered by a
call for the surrender of the Bihac safe area.
May I ask for your kind assistance in circulating this letter as a document
of the Security Council.

(Signed) Muhamed SACIRBEY
Permanent Representative

94-46827 lE).
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STATEMENT BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE SECURITY COUNCIL

At the 3466th meeting of the Security Council, held on 26 November 1994, in
connection with the Council's consideration of the item entitled "The situation
in the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina", the President of the Security
Council made the following statement on behalf of the Council:
"The Security Council reiterates its deep concern over the
deteriorating situation in the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina,
particularly the Bihac region, and especially in the safe area of Bihac .
It condemns in the strongest possible terms all the violations of the safe
area of Bihac by whomsoever committed, and in particular, the flagrant and
blatant entry into the safe area by the Bosnian Serb forces.
It also notes
with concern the hostilities around Velika Kladusa.
It demands that all
parties and others concerned agree to and implement an immediate and
unconditional cease-fire in the Bihac region, and in particular in and
around the safe area of Bihac.
It calls on all parties to intensify
negotiations for a cease-fire and a cessation of hostilities throughout the
territory of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina in pursuit of the
territorial settlement for the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina proposed
by the Contact Group as part of an overall peace settlement.
"The Security Council expresses its full support for the continued
efforts by United Nations personnel to achieve a cease-fire in the Bihac
area, as well as for UNPROFOR's efforts to implement its mandate to deter
attacks against the safe areas.
The Council insists on the withdrawal of
all Bosnian Serb military forces from the Bihac safe area and on the need
to ensure full respect by all parties of the safe areas, particularly for
the bene fit of the civilian population. The Council calls on all parties
and others concerned fully to cooperate with these efforts. The Council
underlines the terms of resolution 836 (1993), which enable UNPROFOR to
carry out its mandate in relation to safe areas.
"The Security Council commends UNPROFOR, including those of its
personnel serving in the Bihac region, and in particular the Bangladeshi
troops, for the important contr ibutions they are making under the most
difficult conditions.
It calls on the parties and all others concerned to
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ensure freedom of movement for UNPROFOR and UNHCR personnel and access ·to
necessary supplies for UNPROFOR and the civilian population throughout the
Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina and the Republic of Croatia.
"The Security Council condemns violations of the international border
between the Republic of Croatia and the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina
by the so-called Krajina Serb forces and others concerned in the Bihac
region.
It demands that all hostile acts across that international border
cease immediately and also demands that all so-called Krajina Serb forces
withdraw immediately from the territory of the Republic of Bosnia and
Herzegovina.
"The Security Council reiterates its full support for the proposed
territorial settlement for the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina which has
been put by the Contact Group to t he parties as part of an overall peace
settlement. The Council reiterates its condemnat i on of the Bosnian Serb
party's refusal to accept the proposed territorial settlement and demands
that that party accept it unconditionally and in full.
"The Security Council will monitor compliance with the terms of this
statement and react appropriately."
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LETTER DATED 25 NOVEMBER 1994 FROM THE PERMANENT
REPRESENTATIVE OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION TO THE
UNITED NATIONS ADDRESSED TO THE SECRETARY-GENERAL

In accordance with instructions I have the honour to transmit to you
herewith the text of a letter from the Minister for Foreign Affairs of the
Russian Federation, •A. V. Kozyrev, addressed to you, concerning the situation in
Bosnia and Herzegovina (see annex).
Please have this letter and its annex circulated as a document of the
Security Council.

(Signed)

261194
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Annex
Letter dated 25 November 1994 from the Minister for
Foreign Affairs of the Russian Federation addressed
to the Secretary-General

The situation in and around Bosnia is becoming increasingly alarming.
Notwithstanding the efforts made in recent days, primarily by the Security
Council, the escalation of military actions is continuing and the fighting is
becoming increasingly fierce.
The latest resolutions of the Security Council, including resolutions
958 (1994) and 959 (1994), have confirmed the seriousness of the intentions of
the world community, which will not accept senseless bloodshed.
Unfortunately, a number of resolutions of the Security Council are not
being fully complied with, or are being implemented in such ·a way as to give
rise to accusations of partiality.
I consider it essential in this connection to emphasize that the role of
the United Nations in the former Yugoslavia is not to "compel" the parties to
make peace, nor to wage war, but to give multilateral support to a peaceful
political settlement.
The purpose of the creation by the Security Council of "safe areas" is to
safeguard the civilian population; the protection of those areas by the United
Nations Protection Force (UNPROFOR) must not make that force a party to the
conflict.
The form and the limits of NATO actions should be restricted to supporting
UNPROFOR in the implementation of the latter's mandate, in strict compliance
with existing Security Council resolutions.
Any enforcement actions should be carried out on the basis of the
principles of proportionality, impartiality and timeliness.
It is important to ensure that the actions of NATO air power in Croatia and
Bosnia are not disproportionate to the violations or inadequate to the
situation, and that they do not give rise to a further escalation of the
confrontation.
Moreover, everything has been happening against a clearly defined political
background.
Statements have been made at a responsible political level by a
number of countries seeking to provide justification for the Bosnian Muslims,
who had initiated the hostilities - and had done so from within the "safe
area" - and there has been increasing insistence on the necessity of punishing
the Serbs.
In our opinion, a real dang_e r is emerging of UNPROFOR going beyond the
limits of the mission assigned to it, becoming drawn into hostilities and
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thereby creating the impression of the United Nations force virtually taking the
side of one of the parties to the conflict.
Bearing in mind the above, I would ask you to give the most serious
attention to the circumstances described in order not to allow a de facto change
in the mandate of UNPROFOR, a situation which could only lea d to a further
escalation of the conflict.
I also request you to expedite the submission to the Security Council of a
report on the stabilization of the situation in and around the Bihac "safe
area", and on the implementation of the entire concept of "safe areas". One of
the key issues is the safety of the peace-keeping contingents, both now and in
the future. It is essential to deal with that in particular detail in the
report. Russia will need the report in order to take a decision concerning our
position on the future of the UNPROFOR operation, as well as on further
participation in it by the Russian military contingent.

A. KOZYREV
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TED 25 NOVEMBER 1994 FROM THE PERMANENT REPRESENTATIVE
OSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA TO THE UNITED NATIONS ADDRESSED TO
THE PRESIDENT OF THE SECURITY COUNCIL

Pursuant to recent communi ques from my Government to the Security Council
with respect to the Bihac pocket safe area, in particular my letter dated
22 November 1994 (S/1994/1328), I have the honour to present the attached
Associated Press wire report, dated 25 November 1994, entitled "Playing down
Bihac".
May I ask for your kind assistance in circulating this letter and its
attachment as a document of the Security Council.

(Signed)

Muhamed SACIRBEY
Ambassador
Permanent Representative

261194
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Annex
ASSOCIATED PRESS WIRE REPORT FROM SARAJEVO DATED 25 NOVEMBER 1994

SARAJEVO, Bosnia and Herzegovina (AP) - Putting its own spin on news from
the front, the United Nations military command in Bosnia has been playing down
violations of the Bihac "safe area".
Authoritative reports of Serb violations of the United Nations-protected
zone would call into question the credibility of the United Nations
peace-keeping effort. They would also increase pressure on NATO and the United
Nations to resort to ever greater use of force, with unforeseeable consequences.
With this in mind, United Nations information officers have gone to great
lengths to put a favourable spin on events in Bihac, much as they did during
April's siege by Serbs of Gorazde, another United Nations "safe area" in eastern
Bosnia. NATO's first air strike on Serb positions occurred in Gorazde.
At the least, spokesmen for the United Nations peace-keepers have sought to
raise doubts about the credibility of reports of Bihac "safe area" violations by
Serb fighters from Bosnia and neighbouring Croatia.
For example:
At a briefing last week, United Nations spokesman Lt. Col. Tim Spicer
repeated assurances that rebel Serbs were respecting the Bihac zone, which is
roughly six miles by five miles. He mentioned in passing, however, that a
United Nations observation post had to be abandoned due to shell fire.
Afterwards, reporters with access to United Nations maps discovered the post was
inside the safe zone.
At another briefing, Lt. Col. Jan-Dirk van Merveldt, ano ther United
Nations spokesman, said there was an unconfirmed report of a Serb helicopter
firing a rocket in violation of the NATO ban on the use of aircraft by
combatants. · Reporters pressed von Merveldt to elaborate, and he admitted that a
United Nations military officer had heard the sound of a helicopter followed by
a rocket explosion. But the report was considered "unconfirmed", he said,
because the officer "did not actually see it" .
United Nations civilian officials in Croatia later blasted the Serbs for
using a helicopter gunship in fighting around Bihac, in violation of the
"no-fly" zone over Bosnia.
As fighting around Bihac intensified, the Bosnian Government claimed Serbs
from Croatia had crossed the border and joined the battle in clear violation of
United Nations orders.
United Nations spokesmen insisted the reports were unconfirmed.
Sources
with access to classified United Nations reports , however, said United Nations
personnel in the Bihac area had reported the incursion.
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The same pattern was followed when classifie d reports circulated tha t the
Bosnian Serbs had entered the Bihac "safe area", a line the y had been warned
repeatedly not to cross. United Nations s poke smen finally ackn owledged the
incursion about two days after the reports first circulated.
Getting first-hand information about the situation in Biha c has proved
difficult. Serbs controlling access to the area have refused to allow reporters
to pass through their territory. The switchboard at United Nations headquarters
in Zagreb, Croatia, has refused to patch reporters through to United Nations
offices in Bihac so they could get a first-hand assessment from personnel on the
ground.
In Gorazde, reports from United Nations military observers and aid workers
in the enclave contributed to the internat i onal outcry over the Serb assault and
NATO airstrikes .
NATO had threatened military action if the Bosnian Serbs entered the Bihac
"safe area". Having finally acknowledged this had taken place, the United
Nations began hinting that rather than ask NATO to force them out, they would
try a novel approach: redrawing the map of the Bihac protected zone.
"We will insist on the line being respected fully", the United Nations
commander in Bosnia, Lt. Gen . Sir Michael Rose, said Thursday.
"I'm not saying
the line will remain precisely where it is."
Editor's note . Robert H. Reid, the AP bureau chief in the Philippines,
covered Yugoslav ia in the 1980s and is on his third reporting trip to Bosnia.
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LETTER DATE,D 25 NOVEMBER 1994 FROM THJ: PERMANENT REPRESENTATIVE
OF BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA TO THE UNITED NATIONS ADDRESSED TO
THE PRESIDENT OF THE SECURITY COUNCIL
The assault against the Bihac "safe area" continues, and the United Nations
Protection Force (UNPROFOR) command now confirms that so-called Bosnian/Croatian
Serb forces have entered and occupy significant parts of the safe area as even
defined by UNPROFOR.
Our Government has offered a cease-fire and stands by such offer for a
regional or Republic-wide cease-fire without preconditions except to limit the
potential duration of any cease-fire so as not to promote the Serbian aim of
freezing the status quo. Similarly, we expect UNPROFOR and the relevant
regional organizations to undertake the defence of the safe area and to compel a
Serbian pull-back from within the safe area and to challenge any continuing
Serbian attacks against such safe area.
In view of the continuing attacks on, and occupation of, the Bihac safe
area, the l eading role of the so-called Croatian Serb forces in the both cross
border and safe area violations , the challenge to the Contact Group peace plan,
and reject i on of the cease-fire by the so-called Bo~nian/Croatian Serb forces,
we, at the instructions of the President of the Republic of Bosnia and
Herzegovina, request an emergency session of the Security Council.
May I ask for your kind assistance in circulating this letter as a document
of the Security Council.
(Signed)

Muhamed SACIRBEY
Ambassador
Permanent Representative
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25 November 1994

SECRETARY-GENERAL SAYS HE WILL CONTINUE NEGOTIATION FOR CEASE-FIRE
IN BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA

The following statement was issued today by the Spokesman for
Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali:
Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali, before leaving Italy earlier
today, had extensive and continuing telephone conversations with various
leaders regarding developments in Bosnia and Herzegovina. He spoke on several
occasions with the Secretary-General of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization
(NATO), Willy Claes, and with Bosnian leaders, including President Alija
Izetbegovic, and the Vice-President of the Federation of Bosnia and
Herzegovina, Mate Ganie. He also consulted, on several occasions, with Kofi
A. Annan, Under-Secretary-General for Peace-keaping Operations, and with the
United Nations Protection Force (UNPROFOR) leadership, including his Special
Representative, Yasushi Akashi, and the military leaders, Generals de Lapresle
and Rose.
Following these consultations, the Secretary-General stated: "I continue
to negotiate and to make my best effort to obtain a cease-fire in Bosnia and
Herzegovina , and will continue to use all means at my disposal to guarantee
success."

* *** *
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LETTER A':EED 23 NOVEMBER 1994 FROM THE PERMANENT REPRESENTATIVE
OF BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA TO THE UNITED NATIONS ADDRESSED
TO THE PRESIDENT OF THE SECURITY COUNCIL
The situation in the Bihac pocket safe area is
increasing rate. The so-called Krajina and Bosnian
advance on Bihac town, employing infantry and heavy
The directions of these attacks are from Skocaj and
Petrovo Sele and Vedro Polje.

deteriorating at an ever
Serb forces continue to
artillery shelling attacks.
Debeljaca, Zavalje, Licko

Also, these combined Serb forces have taken a portion of Mount Debeljaca on
the outskirts of the town. Thousands of refugees are streaming out of the
village of Sokolac, Privilica, Zegar, and Vedro Polje towards Bihac. Serb
forces have taken to shelling the fleeing refugees as well as continuing their
shelling of the town itself. The spokesman for the Office of the -United Nations
High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), Mr. Peter Kessler, stated this morning
that "bodies are lying where they fall". Bihac hospital, among many other
civilian objects, continues to be subject to shelling.
May I ask for your kind assistance in circulating this letter as a document
of the Security Council.
(Signed) Muhamed SACIRBEY
Ambassador and Permanent Representative
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PRESS CONFERENCE

At a headquarters press conference this morning, Mohamed Sacirbey,
Permanent Representative of Bosnia and Herzegovina, told correspondents t hat
he would be playing a taped teiephone conversation between the Chief of Staff
of Bosnian Serp leader Radovan Karadzic ancf Lt. General Sir Michael Rose,
Force Commander of t h e United Nations Pro·tection Force {UNPROFOR) in Bosnia .
and Herzeg9vina . _ He said it was not 'his intention to embarass UNPROFOR. The
tape did not indicate _ a hesitation on the part of General Rose to :rulfil his
mandate, but it gave 'a sense of the relatib1:i'ship between UNPROFOR and the
Bosnian Serbs, and was of interest regarding_ t~e situation in the Bihac pocket.
Information on incursions into the Bihac pot:ket by Kraj ina Serbs had be'en
ignored by cert:'ain • members of the Security Cotn-icil, he said_
Some appeared to
prefer to ignore the cross - border violations by thof;-e' forces. - The UNPROFOR
seemed to believe that only a small proportion of the civilian population of
the Bihac pocket was to be prot ected and ' that the others were "fair game". He
was concerned at the lack of a more robust response on the part of UNPROFOR.
The Bihac pocket question should not be dealt with as the safe area of
Gorazde had bee~, Mr. Sacirb~y said. The 200,000 people of Bihac could not be
herded into a 3 square-kilomet r e " sheep pen", with the rest being 'left t o be
slaughtered .
As to the question of the arms embargo on Bosnia and Herzegovina, · his
Government had been ·t empted to ask the Security Council to move quick·ly on
that draft resolution . The situation in Bihac had demonstrated that the
weapons inferiority of the Bosnian Government had been the major cause of the
disasters befalling the people of Bosnia and Herzegovina. His Government· had
not raised the issue of the embargo, though. Btit by not addressing the :issue,
he feared that governments may be allowed to forget their failure to defend
safe areas and civi lian populations .
Four hours ago he had received information to the effect that villages
around Bihac were under attack and that civilians were being shelled as they
fled into Bihac city'. Bodies now littered the roads into the city.
Government forces were still putting up resistance, but additional Serbian
forces were being d e ployed . Hi s Government asked t h at che international
community live up to its responsibilities in the Bihact safe area.
The United Nations seemed only to b~ willing to respond to _ attacks
against UNPROFOR -- not those against ci v ilians . That was inconsistent with
inte r national l aw ~ the r esoluti~ns o f the Council, and with protecting the
lives of the civilians of Bihac .
A correspondent asked whether the Russian Federation had opposed action
being taken in the Securi t y Council and whether his G'o vernment had
precipitated t h e current c onflict b y sei ~ i rig te rtitc}ry pre-y~ously taken by the
{more)
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Serbs. He said the Goverl}ffient of Bosnia and Herzegovina was defending the
entire territory of Bosnia . and Herzegovina.
It was not engaged in ethnic
cleansing.
Regardless of how recent actions may have started -- and there
were many who blamed the Bosnians - - what was now occurring was a ...violatiori of
a United Nations _:prot·ected · safe area, from another . country.
No actions of the Bosnian Government within Bosnia ,were ,prohibited.
Hi s
Government was entitled to defend tern.tory . The. Unite.q Nations Protected
Areas in Croatia were being used to deploy the. offensive against Bihac . The
Russian Federation was not· the only country opposed to. lifting the arms
embargo against Bosnia. Those troop-contributors to UNPROFOR in Bosnia had a
mandate to defend the safe areas. Today's disaster would not be -addressed b y
a lifting of,- the arms embargo, but tomorrow's disaster may be prevented.
Had the Serbs declared war against the United Nations? Mr . Sacirbey ·
answered, that '. the ·' Serbs had violated every rule of international conduct.
They had declared 'war -against the entire international community, and had
committed genocide in violation of internationa~ _law .
Asked about the development of an exclusion zone in Bihac, Mr . Sacirbey
answered that there appeared to be no will to defend safe areas.
Sarajevo had
been repeatedly violated, for example. .Even if an exclusion zone were
declared in Bihac, would anyone defend i _t ? His Government favoured the
development of such a zone to defend the civilian population, but did not
favour unilateral de-militarization that would leave that population
vulnerable to infantry and artillery attacks.
The action by the Bosnian Fifth Co_r ps _o f several weeks ago had been an
attempt to link the Bihac pocket with the rest of government-controlled
territory.
No major humanitarian assistance had reached the area ~ince May .
The arms embargo had left a continuing military imbalance 1n the area which
had inhibited a negotiated settlement to the conflict . The United ~ations had
made jt clear that it would not take any action in defence of civilians or in
response to territorial violations from Croatia which would conflict with the
military objectives of the Serbian side.
Would his Government still accept a six-month moratorium on the lifting
of the arms embargo? He answered that his Government had hoped that the .
political situation would improve over the _next _six months , but he feared that
the political situation was now worse than ever, and ~hat the_ hu,manitarian
situation was also deteriorating. The UNPROFOR was primarily dedicated to
self-preservation; it seemed to believe that carrying ou,t its - responsibilities
to defend civilians would be construed as taking sides.
His Government had received information that the Bangladeshi forces of
UNPROFOR had repeatedly requested relief with no response from a Canadian
commander that had been recently deployed from the staff of General Sir
Michael Rose.
Asked ·for details of the tape that he had for correspondents, he said it
seemed to reveal that UNPROFOR was seeking to minimize its responsibilities
and mandates . The UNPROFOR seemed to be telling the Serbs that they would be
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hit only when they attacked UNPROFOR. There seemed to be an inclination to
look the other way when Serb forces "crossed the line" by attacking safe
areas. A transcript would be made available.
Mr. Sacirbey then played the tape for correspondents. He described the
speakers as the "so-called Chief of Staff" of Mr. Karadzic; Michael Stanley,
an interpreter for General Rose; and then General Rose himself.
The tape had been made at 4 p.m. yesterday New York time, Mr. Sacirbey
said. The UNPROFOR had provided a demarcation for the safe area and told the
Serbian forces to stay out of the area. Unfortunately, that demarcation had
been arbitrary and not communicated to the United Nations as a whole. The
Serbians in any case had stated that they would ignore the safe zone.

* *** *
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LETTER DATED 22 NOVEMBER 1994 FROM THE PERMANENT REPRESENTATIVE
OF BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA TO THE UNITED NATIONS ADDRESSED TO
THE PRESIDENT OF THE SECURITY COUNCIL

Since 9 November, my Government and mission have done our utmost to keep
the Security Council informed on the major hostilities being directed against
the Bihac region safe area, especially cross-border hostilities by the so-called
Krajina Serbs emanating from within the United Nations Protected Areas (UNPAs)
in the Republic of Croatia. Formal communications from our Government to the
Councif on the issue included letters dated as follows, and pointing out,
respectively, that:
9 November; two planes from the UNPAs firing missiles into north-west
Bihac, confirmed by the United Nations spokesman;
11 November (from Foreign Minister Ljubljankic); "synchronized
activities of the Serb forces from both the territories of our Republic and the
UNPA zones in neighbouring Croatia". Also pointed out that:
"For the second
consecutive day the safe area of Bihac is subject to attacks from the air by the
aggressor's forces planes that take off from Udbine airport in the UNPA zones in
the Republic of Croatia.";
11 November (two letters from President Izetbegovic); air and
artillery attacks from the UNPAs, the second letter calling for an emergency
session of the Security Council;
14 November; missile attacks on Cazin and Bihac by the so-called
Bosnian Serbs, the massing of "Krajina Serb" troops near the town of Pljesivica,
and the occupation of two areas within the Bihac pocket safe area by Krajina
Serb forces;
16 November (two letters); attacks from the area of Slunj and Plitvice
Lakes and Lokovo Mountains as well as separate attacks from UNPAs against Velika
Kladusa, heavy shelling of Velika Kladusa and Bihac by multiple rocket launchers
and guided missiles supplemented by "Krajina Serb" helicopter gunships, combined
Serb forces breaching of Bosnian defence lines and capturing of Siljikovaca
village, and the illegal fuel shipments to the "Krajina Serbs";
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18 November; two "Krajina Serb" aircraft dropping cassette bombs and
napalm, as well as Volhov missile attacks;
19 November; two planes from the UNPAs attacking civilians and
endangering United Nations Protection Force {UNPROFOR) . soldiers in Cazin;
20 November; intensified "Krajina Serb" offensive against Bihac with
infantry, tanks and artillery, and the taking of several villages by the
"Krajina Serb" forces;
21 November; intensified "Krajina Serb" attack against the Bihac
pocket safe area, with 10,000 shells fired from the UNPAs and destruction and
occupation of several villages in the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina by the
"Krajina Serb" forces;
Also, formal communications to the Council from the Croatian Government and
Mission on the issue confirmed the above violations as well as others.
Furthermore, the Security Council in its:
13 November presidential statement (S/PRST/1994/66) confirmed the
"Krajina Serb" cross-border violations;
18 November presidential statement (S/PRST/1994/69) again confirmed
"Krajina Serb" cross-border violations, characterized by shelling, it also
confirmed the "Krajina Serb" impeding of UNPROFOR freedom of movement and
"Krajina Serb" obstruction of humanitarian aid;
19 November Security Council resolution {resolution 958 (1994))
reaffirming the potential necessity of close air support in the UNPAs as a
result of continued "Krajina Serb" cross-border violations.
In the light of the above information and the subsequent Security Council
actions, it is beyond a doubt that the "Krajina Serb" forces have been fully
engaged in cross-border attacks against the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina,
as well as having at least a significant number of forces on the territory of
the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina. There is no way that the UNPROFOR
command cannot know of these forces.
Serb forces, no matter what kind, are only 1 kilometre from Bihac town and
its 50,000 inhabitants. The cross-border and other shelling attacks continue
against the entire region, but especially against Bihac town, threatening the
region's biggest population centre as well as the peace-keepers therein.
If the UNPROFOR command has not received calls for help from the
Bangladeshi peace-keepers trapped in the pocket, my Government has.
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May I ask for your kind assistance in circulating this letter as a document
of the Security Council.

(Signed)

Muhamed SACIRBEY
Ambassador
Permanent Representative
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LETTER DATED 21 NOVEMBER 1994 FROM THE PERMANENT REPRESENTATIVE
OF BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA TO THE UNITED NATIONS ADDRESSED TO
THE PRESIDENT OF THE SECURITY COUNCIL
Today, 21 November 1994, the so-called Krajina Serbs, operating from within
the United Nations Protected Area (UNPA) zones in the Republic of Croatia, have
continued and intensified their offensive against the Bihac pocket safe area.
Over 10,000 shells of all calibres have been fired into the Bihac pocket safe
area from rebel Serb positions within the UNPA zones within the Republic of
Croatia.
As a result of these attacks from the direction of Licko Petrovo Sela
(UNPA-Republic of Croatia)/Zivalj (Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina), and
Licko Petrovo Sela (UNPA-Republic of Croatia)/Izacic (Republic of Bosnia and
Herzegovina), the so-called Krajina Serbs have destroyed and occupied within the
Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina the villages of Veliki Skocaj, Mali Skocaj
and Medjudrazje and the village of Zavalje, which is 1.5 km from Bihac town.
We ask the Security Council to seriously consider whether the focus over
the last couple of days on air attacks by the so-called Krajina Serbs and the
debate regarding whether the United Nations and the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization (NATO) could respond, under then applicable resolutions, within the
UNPA zones of the Republic of Croatia has, in fact, deflected attention away
from the much more dangerous and destructive cross-border attacks by so-called
Krajina Serb artillery, tanks and infantry. While the Government of the
Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina very much appreciates the latest NATO action,
we must point out the greater urgency and danger to civilians, the United
Nations Protection Force (UNPROFOR) and sovereignty resulting from artillery
that is relentlessly fired across the border and from tanks and infantry that
have already invaded our Republic, and continue to violate not only the safe
area but also our territorial integrity. If the latest United Nations and NATO
action is to be perceived as credible and effective in really confronting these
multiple violations of international law and order by the so-called Krajina
Serbs, then these Krajina Serb forces in the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina
must be the first to be confronted.
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May I ask you for your kind assistance in circulating this letter as a
document of the Council.

(Signed)

Muhamed SACIRBEY
Ambassador
Permanent Representative
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LETTER DATED 18 NOVEMBER 1994 FROM THE PERMANENT REPRESENTATIVE
OF BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA TO THE UNITED NATIONS ADDRESSED TO
THE PRESIDENT OF THE SECURITY COUNCIL
Today, at
so-called Serb
of SO metres.
town centre in
whole town.

1105 hours (Central European Time), two aircraft from the
Krajina's 11 Udbine 11 airport flew over Bihac at a very low altitude
One of the aircraft dropped at least two cassette bombs over the
the settlement of Luke, while the other aircraft fired at the

Dr. Ejup Ganie, Vice-President of the Federation and Member of the
Presidency of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina, has asked us to inform the
Security Council that Mr. Akashi has confirmed to him, in fact, that cluster and
napalm have been used against the civilian residents of Bihac in these attacks.
No casualties have yet been reported. The citizens of Bihac are currently in
shelters.
Last night, at least seven "Volhov" missiles were fired at the town of
Cazin. It is reported that the United Nations Protection Force (UNPROFOR)
witnessed this attack.
Also, Bihac has been shelled from Mount Pljesivica. A paratrooper attack
has been carried out in the region of Bugare . One of the captured soldiers from
the so-called "Nis commando unit" (a unit of the regular Army of the Federal
Republic of Yugoslavia) claims that in this region there are more than 1,000
Krajina Serb forces, 600 Abdic's forces and 1,270 "Nis commandos" .
Bihac Government authorities also expressed their continuing concern over
the lack of thoroughness in UNPROFOR reporting of the Bihac situation .
May I ask for your kind assistance in circulating this letter as a document
of the Security Council.

(Signed) Muhamed SACIRBEY
Ambassador and Permanent Representative
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STATEMENT BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE SECURITY COUNCIL

At the 3460th meeting of the Security Council, held on 18 November 1994, in
connection with the Council's consideration of the item entitled "The situation
in the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina", the President of the Security
Council made the following statement on behalf of the Council:
"The Security Council condemns in the strongest possible terms the
attack on the safe area of Bihac by aircraft belonging to the so-called
Krajina Serb forces, which involved the dropping of napalm and cluster
bombs in southwest Bihac, in clear violation of Bihac's status as a safe
area. This violation is all the more grave because of the threat it poses
to the United Nations Protection Force (UNPROFOR) troops deployed in the
safe area of Bihac.
"The Security Council also condemns the shelling by the so-called
Krajina Serb forces from the United Nations Protected Areas as a flagrant
violation of the territorial integrity of the Republic of Bosnia and
Herzegovina and relevant Security Council resolutions.
It demands that all
parties and others concerned, in particular the so-called Krajina Serb
forces, cease immediately all hostile actions across the international
border between the Republic of Croatia and the Republic of Bosnia and
Herzegovina .
"The Security Council further demands an immediate end to all military
activity which endangers the lives of the UNPROFOR personnel deployed in
the Bihac area, and that all parties and others concerned, in particular
the so-called Krajina Serb forces, restore the freedom of movement of
UNPROFOR personnel in and around the Bihac area, including their unimpeded
access to s uppl i es .
"The Security Council calls on all parties and others concerned to
refrain from any hostile action that could cause further escalation in the
fighting and also calls on them to achieve urgently a cease-fire in the
Bihac area ."
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H.E. Dr . Madeleine K. Albright
President of the Security Council

United Nations
New York
Excellency:
Over the last week the Security Council has received ever more derailed and disturbing infonnation
regarding the reinvigorated aggression against and violations of the sovereignty and territorial integrity of
the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina in the Bihac "safe area", coming from the so called Krajina Serbs
in the UNPA zones of the Republic of Croatia. 1his aggression and violations are executed by artillery.
helicopters, fixed wing aircraft and mobilized infantry, including tanks. This aggression and violations
require fuel. That fuel is. at least in significant pan, being provided and facilitated through mechanisms
established by the Security Council pursuant to Resolution 943.
Today, this fuel still continues to flow under the direction of the ICFY Border Monitoring Mission in direct
contravention to Resolution 820 and despite the the fact the so • called Krajina Serbs:

l . continue to block UNPROFOR forces within the Bibac pocket exposing the UNPROFOR forces. ;drcady
there. to new hardships and grave danger:
2. have refused .since May of 1994 to allow UNHCR humanitarian convoys to enter the Bihac safe area;
3. are coordinating their aggression and rejection of the Contact Group peace plan with the "Bosnian
Serbs";
4. are in violation of Resolution 943 share their fuel with their accomplices, the "Bosnian Se.rbs";

5. violate the status of the UNPA zones and the "Zagreb Agreement" by using planes, helicopters, artillery
and other heavy weapons from within the UNPA zones;
6. shell and attack the Bihac safe area in violation of Resolutions 824 and 836, as well as the NATO
communique of April 22, 1994. killing innocent civilians and endangering the lives of the UNPROFOR
forces in the ··safe area"; and
7. have not only violated the sovereignty and territorial integrity of the Republic of Bosnia and
Herzegovina through shelling and air attack. but now occupy several areas within the Bihac "safe area."
The Security Council may be more challenged in stopping the above aggression and violations. but it
cannot claim impotence in teI1T1inating these fuel shipments which directly facilitate this aggression and
violations. We request urgent action to stem further abuses and violations of Security Council Resolutions
as well as our territorial integrity and sovereignty.
May I ask for Your kind assistance: in circulating this letter ns a document of the Security Council.
ncy, the renewed assurances of my highest consideration.
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RESOLUTION 959 (1994)
Adopted by the Security Council at its 3462nd meeting,
on 19 November 1994

The Security Council,
Recalling all its previous relevant resolutions on the conflict in the
Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina and in particular its resolutions 824 (1993)
and 836 (1993),
Reaffirming the need for a lasting peace settlement to be signed by all the
Bosnian parties, and implemented in good faith by them, and condemning the
decision by the Bosnian Serb party to refuse to accept the proposed territorial
settlement (S/1994/1081),
Reaffirming also the independence, sovereignty and territorial integrity of
the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina,
Expressing special concern about the escalation in recent fighting in the
Bihac pocket, including those in, from and around the safe areas, and the flow
of refugees and displaced persons resulting from it,
Bearing in mind the importance of facilitating the return of refugees and
displaced persons to their homes,
Taking note of the reports of the Secretary-General of 10 March 1994
(S/1994/291) and 16 March 1994 (S/1994/300) and of his recommendations
concerning the definition and implementation of the concept of safe areas in his
report of 9 May 1994 (S/1994/555),
Recalling the statements by the President of the Security Council of
6 April 1994 (S/PRST/1994/14), 30 June 1994 (S/PRST/1994/31), 13 November 1994
(S/PRST/1994/66) and 18 November 1994 (S/PRST/1994/69),
Reaffirming its previous calls on all parties and others concerned to
refrain from any hostile action that could cause further escalation in the
fighting, and to achieve urgently a cease-fire in the Bihac area,
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Reiterating the importance of maintaining Sarajevo, the capital of the
Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina, as a united city and a multicultural,
multi-ethnic and pluri-religious centre, and noting in this context the positive
contribution that agreement between the parties on the demilitarization of
Sarajevo could make to this end, to the restoration of normal life in Sarajevo,
and to achieving an overall settlement, consistent with the Contact Group peace
plan,
Taking note of the communique on Bosnia and Herzegovina issued on
30 July 1994 by the Troika of the European Union and the Foreign Ministers of
the Russian Federation, .the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland
and the United States of America (S/1994/916) and, in particular, of their
commitment to strengthen the regime of safe areas,
1.
Expresses its grave concern over the recent hostilities in Bosnia and
Herzegovina;
2.
Condemns any violation of the international border between the
Republic of Croatia and the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina and demands that
all parties and others concerned, and in particular the so-called Krajina Serb
forces, fully respect the border and refrain from hostile acts across it;
3.
Expresses its full support for the efforts by the United Nations
Protection Force (UNPROFOR), to ensure implementation of the Security Council
resolutions on safe areas;
4.
Calls upon all the Bosnian parties to respect fully the status and
functions of UNPROFOR and to cooperate with it in its efforts to ensure
implementation of the Security Council resolutions on safe areas and demands
that all parties and others concerned show maximum restraint and put an end to
all hostile actions in and around the safe areas in order to ensure that
UNPROFOR can carry out its mandate in this regard effectively and safely;
5.
Requests the Secretary-General to update his recommendations on
modalities of the implementation of the concept of safe areas and to encourage
UNPROFOR, in cooperation with the Bosnian parties, to continue their efforts to
achieve agreements on strengthening the regimes of safe areas taking into
account the specific situation in each case, and recalls its request to the
Secretary-General in the statement by the President of the Security Council of
13 November 1994 to report as soon as possible on any further measures to
stabilize the situation in and around the safe area of Bihac;
6.
Further requests the Secretary-General and UNPROFOR to intensify
efforts aimed at reaching agreement with the Bosnian parties on the modalities
of demilitarization of Sarajevo, bearing in mind the need for the restoration of
normal life to the city and for free access to and from the city by land and air
and the free and unimpeded movement of people, goods and services in and around
the city in line with its resolution 900 (1994), particularly operative
paragraph 2;
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7.
Requests the Secretary-General to report on the implementation of the
present resolution by 1 December 1994;
8.

Decides to remain se i zed of t he matter.
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Letter dated 14 November 1994 from the Permanent
Representative of Turkey to the United Nations
addressed to the Secretary-General

I have the honour to transmit herewith the text of a letter from the
President of the Republic of Turkey, H.E. Mr. Suleyman Demirel, dated
10 November 1994, addressed to the heads of Sta e of some countries regarding
the issue of humanitarian assistance ~o Bosnia and Herzegovina.
I should be grateful if you would have this letter and its annex circulated
as a document of the forty-ninth session of the General Assembly, under agenda
item 99, and of the Security Council.

(Signed)

Inal BATU
Ambassador
Permanent Representative
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Annex
Letter dated 10 November 1994 from the President of
Turkey to certain heads of State

Running into the third year of the war in Bosnia and Herzegovina, I feel
obliged to write to you to share my grave concerns regarding the humanitarian
situation in this beleaguered country. Winter is again approaching and the
Bosnian people will have to endure yet another harsh season without sufficient
shelter, food, heating and clothing. During my recent talks with the Bosniac
leaders, they once again brought to my attention the dire circumstances in
Bosnia, particularly in Sarajevo and the eastern enclaves, and asked for urgent
assistance to relieve the suffering of the Bosnian people.
The untiring efforts of international organizations in this respect are
certainly beyond praise and appreciation. However, much more has to be done to
support the humanitarian relief efforts. We should all heed their appeals to
sustain humanitarian assistance.
In view of your Governments' commitment to support international
humanitarian relief efforts and your active interest in Bosnia and Herzegovina,
I feel the need to bring the matter to your attention.
I ask support and
cooperation to assure the Bosnians that the world is not indifferent to their
suffering, but is keenly interested in their fate.
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LETTER DA°TfD 16 NOVEMBER 1994 FROM THE PERMANENT REPRESENTATIVE
OF BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA TO THE UNITED NATIONS ADDRESSED TO THE
PRESIDENT OF THE SECURITY COUNCIL
over the last week the Security Council has received ever more detailed and
disturbing information regarding the reinvigorated aggression against and
violations of the sovereignty and territorial integrity of the Republic of
Bosnia and Herzegovina in the Bihac "safe area", coming from the so-called
Krajina Serbs in the United Nations Protected Area (UNPA) zones of the Republic
of Croatia. This aggression and these violations are executed by artillery,
helicopters, fixed-wing aircraft and mobilized infantry, including tanks. This
aggression and these violations require fuel. That fuel is, at least in
significant part, being provided and facilitated through mechanisms established
by the Security Council pursuant to resolution 943 (1994).
Today, this fuel still continues to flow under the direction of the Border
Monitoring Mission of the International Conference on the Former Yugoslavia, in
direct contravention of resolution 820 (1993) and despite the fact the so-called
Krajina Serbs:
1.
Continue to block forces of the United Nations Protection Force
(UNPROFOR) within the Bihac pocket, exposing the UNPROFOR forces already
there to new hardships and grave danger;
2.
Have refused since May 1994 to allow humanitarian convoys of the
Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) to
enter the Bihac safe area;
3.
Are coordinating their aggression and rejection of the Contact Group
peace plan with the "Bosnian Serbs";
4.
Are, in violation of resolution 943 (1994), sharing their fuel with
their accomplices, the "Bosnian Serbs";
5.
Violate the status of the UNPA zones and the "Zagreb Agreement" by
using planes, helicopters, artillery and other heavy weapons from within
the UNPA zones;
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6.
Shell and attack the Biha6 safe area in violation of resolutions
824 (1993) and 836 (1993) as well as · the North Atlantic Treaty Organization
(NATO) communiqu6 of 22 April 1994, killing innocent civilians and
endangering the lives of the UNPROFOR forces in the "safe area"; and
7.
Have not only violated the sovereignty and territorial integrity of
the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina through shelling and air attacks,
but now occupy several areas within the Biha6 "safe area".
The Security Council may be more challenged in stopping the above
aggression and violations, but it cannot claim impotence in terminating these
fuel shipments which directly facilitate this aggression and these violations.
We request urgent action to stem further abuses and violations of Security
Council resolutions as well as our territorial integrity and sovereignty.
May I ask for your kind assistance in circulating this letter as a document
of the Security Council.
(Signed)

Muhamed SACIRBEY
Ambassador
Permanent Representative

Note to the Secretary-General

POSSIBLE VISIT TO PALE BY MR. STOLTENBERG

00
EXECUTIVE OFFICE
OF THE SECRETARY-GEN ERAL

1.
As instructed by you, in response to my note of 9 November
(copy attached), I consulted the five members of the Contact
Group.
France, Germany, Russia and the United Kingdom all said
that they could see some value in Mr. Stoltenberg's idea and
certainly had no objection to it. The United States, however,
pressed quite strongly that no such visit should take place until
after the next Ministerial Meeting of the Contact Group, which is
to take place in Brussels on 2 December.

2.
I informed Mr. Stoltenberg today of this outcome. He said
that he was content to wait until after 2 December but hoped that
he would not suddenly learn that the United States had decided to
send an envoy of its own.

Marrack Goulding
17 November 1994
cc: Mr. Annan
Mr. Gharekhan

CONFIDENTIAL

Note to the secretary-General

POSSIBLE VISIT TO PALE BY MR. STOLTENBERG

1.
You will recall that, at Mr. Stoltenberg's request, I raised
with you the possibility of your instructing him to make another
visit to the Bosnian-Serb leadership in Pale, as you did last
August. He thinks that such a visit would be useful in order to
obtain first hand impressions of the current state of mind of the
Bosnian-Serbs and to reiterate to them that they have no
realistic alternative but to accept the Contact Group's map. It
would be made clear that he was going to Pale to observe and not
to negotiate. Of course, he again has it in mind that it is
important to keep lines open to the Bosnian-Serbs and, if
possible, prevent them settling into a Masada frame of mind.
2.
You told me that you could see advantages in this but that
before giving Mr. Stoltenberg the go ahead you would like to
here.-:-_
_ _United
____
_ _.:_Russia,
_ _ _:__France
____
__
__
___
___
consult the
States,
and
the
United
Kingdom
3.
You may like to speak to the four Ambassadors tomorrow ~
(Thursday), unless you wish me to approach any of them on you
behalf.

Marrack Goulding
• ,~
9 November 1994 ~ '-1
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You will recall that, at Mr. Stoltenberg's request, I raised
with you the possibility of your instructing him to make another
visit to the Bosnian-Serb leadership in Pale, as you did last
August. He thinks that such a visit would be useful in order to
obtain first hand impressions of the current state of mind of the
Bosnian-Serbs and to reiterate to them that they have no
realistic alternative but to accept the Contact Group's map. It
would be made clear that he was going to Pale to observe and not
to negotiate. Of course, he again has it in mind that it is
important to keep lines open to the Bosnian-Serbs and, if
possible, prevent them settling into a Masada frame of mind.
2.
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before giving Mr. Stoltenberg the go ahead you would like to
consult the United States, Russia, France and the United Kingdom
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ATED 16 NOVEMBER 1994 FROM THE PERMANENT REPRESENTATIVE
HERZEGOVINA TO THE UNITED NATIONS ADDRESSED TO THE
PRESIDENT OF THE SECURITY COUNCIL

After several days of severe attacks jointly carried out by the so-called
Krajina and Bosnian Serbs, those forces are carrying out an all-out attack
against the safe area of Bihac, which began this morning at 6 a.m. Central
European Time.
Attacks have been carried out from Croatia's United Nations Protected Area
(UNPA) zones, specifically from the area of Slunj and Plitvice Lakes in the
north, and the Lokovo mountains in the south, while a heavy offensive against
the municipality of Velika Kladusa has also been launched from the UNPA zones in
Croatia. Heavy shelling continues to be directed against Bihac and Velika
Kladusa, characterized by the use of multiple rocket launchers and guided
missiles. The so-called Krajina Serbs have supplemented these attacks with
helicopter gunships.
These most blatant violations follow the vicious attacks against the
municipality of Cazin, which we reported to the Security Council yesterday.
was learned today that these attacks against Cazin included paratroopers.

It

Thus far, these combined Serbian forces have breached the defence lines in
the village of Donji Lapac and are heading towards the village of Vidovska and
Velika Kladusa.
It is still uncertain whether they have interrupted the road
between Velika Kladusa and Bihac. The village of Siljikovaca, which is two
kilometres away from the centre of Velika Kladusa, has fallen to the Serbs.
The United Nations Protection Force (UNPROFOR) has still not taken action
to deter these attacks or to prevent violations of the no-fly zone.
We urge the Security Council to take all action neces-sary to stop any
further transgression of the international border between the republics of
Bosnia and Herzegovina and Croatia by the so-called Krajina Serbs, and to take
all measures necessary and in accordance with the mandates given by relevant
resolutions to protect the safe area and the no-fly zone, which have been
violated in the most brutal way, resulting in heavy civilian casualties.
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May I ask for your kind assistance in circulating this letter as a document
of the Security Council.

(Signed)

Muhamed SACIRBEY
Ambassador
Permanent Representative
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LETTER DA'TE 15 NOVEMBER 1994 FROM THE PERMANENT REPRESENTATIVE
OF BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA TO THE UNITED NATIONS ADDRESSED TO
THE PRESIDENT OF THE SECURITY COUNCIL
I regret to inform you that while both the so-called Krajina and Bosnian
Serbs attack the "safe area" of Bihac, they have launched new hostilities
against two other "safe areas".
The so-called Bosnian Serb forces under the command of Radovan Karadzic
fired mortar rounds at civilian targets within the "safe area" of Tuzla for the
second straight day. The result of today's attack was two civilian dead and
three more seriously wounded.
According to United Nations spokesman Paul Risley, Bosnian Serb forces
fired several rocket-propelled grenades and an anti-tank missile at the area
around Sarajevo's Holiday Inn. Casualty figures and the material damage are not
yet ascertainable. Also, Serb sniper fire directed at a streetcar prompted the
suspension, once again, of the city's tram service.
As the ones morally and legally obligated to protect the civilian
population of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina, we must inquire as to why
attacks against the civilian populations of our Republic's "safe areas" proceed
without any deterrent response from the United Nations Protection Force
( UNPROFOR) •
May I ask for your kind assistance in circulating this letter as a document
of the Security Council.
(Signed) Muhamed SACIRBEY
Ambassador and Permanent Representative
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STATEMENT BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE SECURITY COUNCIL

At the 3456th meeting of the Security Council, held on 13 November 1994, in
connection with the Council's consideration of the item entitled "The situation
in the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina", the President of the Security
Council made the following statement on behalf of the Council:
"The Security Council views with alarm the escalation in recent
fighting in the Bihac area, and the flow of refugees and displaced persons
resulting from it. It strongly urges all parties and others concerned to
refrain from all hostile actions and to exercise the utmost restraint.
"The Security Council condemns any violation of the international
border between the Republic of Croatia and the Republic of Bosnia and
Herzegovina. It demands that all parties and others concerned, and in
particular the so-called Krajina Serb forces fully respect that border and
refrain from hostile acts across it.
"The Security Council calls upon all parties and others concerned to
abstain from any action that could cause a further escalation in the
fighting.
"The Security Council demands that all parties and others concerned
immediately ensure, in cooperation with the United Nations Protection Force
(UNPROFOR), unimpeded access for humanitarian supplies.
"The Security Council expresses full support for the efforts of
UNPROFOR and calls on the parties to respect UNPROFOR's safety and
security, unimpeded access to supplies, and its freedom of movement.
"The Security Council emphasizes the significance of its resolutions
on safe areas and demands that all concerned facilitate implementation of
these resolutions and in this connection requests the Secretary-General to
report as soon as possible on any further measures to stabilize the
situation in and around the safe area of Bihac, drawing on UNPROFOR's
experience in Bihac and the other safe areas".
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LETTER DATED 12 NOVEMBER 1994 FROM THE PERMANENT REPRESENTATIVE
OF BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA TO THE UNITED NATIONS ADDRESSED TO
THE PRESIDENT OF THE SECURITY COUNCIL

I have the honour to present to you the attached letter dated 11 November,
from my Minister of Foreign Affairs to your excellency.
May I ask for your kind assistance in circulating this letter as a document
of the Security Council .

(Signed)
Muhamed SACIRBEY
Ambassador and Permanent Representative
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Letter dated 11 November 1994 from the Minister for Foreign Affairs
of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina addressed to the President
of the Security Council

I bring your attention to the grave situation in the safe area of Bihac
where the civilian population has been subjected to the synchronized activities
of the Serb forces from both the territories of our Republic and UNPA's zones in
neighbouring Croatia. This situation warrants the Special Representative of the
Secretary-General to instruct UNPROFOR Command to take all the measures
necessary and without delay to protect the Bihac "safe area", in accordance with
its mandate established by Security Council resolutions on "safe areas".
We have alerted the international community to war criminal
Radovan Karadzic's threat of a new and more brutal offensive against the safe
area of Bihac.
That offensive is currently well underway.
Artillery fire and other forms of attacks by the Serb forces continue to
intensify.
For the second consecutive day, the safe area of Bihac is subject to
attacks from the air by the aggressor's forces planes that take off from
"Udbine" airport in UNPA's zones in the Republic of Croatia.
Two days ago, in the bombardment and rocket attacks on Bihac, the
casualties were again civilians and non-military targets .
We ask why UNPROFOR has taken no action, despite the no-fly zone
provisions, and the precisely determined mandate of resolutions 781 (1992) and
786 (1992) in the event of violations of the no fly zone.

(Signed)

Irfan LJUBIJANKIC
Minister
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LETTER
TED 11 NOVEMBER 1994 FROM THE PERMANENT REPRESENTATIVE
OF BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA TO THE UNITED NATIONS ADDRESSED TO
THE PRESIDENT OF THE SECURITY COUNCIL

I have the honour to present to you the attached letter dated
11 November 1994 from my President to you.
May I ask for your kind assistance in circulating this letter as a document
of the Security Council.

(Signed)

Muhamed SACIRBEY
Ambassador
Permanent Representative
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Annex
Letter dated 11 November 1994 from the President of the
Presidency of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzeaovina
addressed to the President of the Security Council

With reference to our letter of today, the Government of the Republic of
Bosnia and Herzegovina would like to emphasize that the situation in and around
the Bihac "safe area" continues to deteriorate further.
In particular, numerous
attacks by rebel Serbs from the United Nations Protected Area (UNPA) zones have
inflicted heavy casualties among the civilian population, as well as severe
material damages, with artillery, rockets, helicopters and jet fighters.
Because of this urgent situation, and especially in light of the
cross-border aggression from the UNPA zones, we request an emergency session of
the Security Council.

(Signed) Alija IZETBEGOVIC
President of the Presidency
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ED 11 NOVEMBER 1994 FROM THE PERMANENT REPRESENTATIVE
OF BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA TO THE UNITED NATIONS ADDRESSED TO
THE PRESIDENT OF THE SECURITY COUNCIL

I have the honour to transmit herewith the following letter from
Mr. Alija Izetbegovic, President of the Presidency of the Republic of Bosnia and
Herzegovina, dated 10 November 1994, addressed to you.
May I ask for your kind assistance in circulating this letter as a document
of the Security Council.

(Signed) Muhamed SACIRBEY
Permanent Representative
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Annex
Letter dated 11 November 1994 from the President of the
Presidency of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina
addressed to the President of the Security Council

Over the last several months we have witnessed an unparalleled and
accelerated deterioration on the part of the United Nations Protection Force
(UNPROFOR) in implementing the mandates adopted by the Security Council. This
deterioration has been highlighted by the recent failure to respond to the
attacks upon the civilian populations in Sarajevo and Bihac, to violations of
the no-fly zone and to shelling, air, helicopter and infantry attacks upon the
Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina emanating from the United Nations protected
area (UNPA) zones in the Republic of Croatia.
It is most ironic and
disheartening that this trend, in fact, began soon after the Republic and
Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina endorsed the Contact Group peace plan and
the Serbian forces rejected it.
The progression of events since our acceptance of the Contact Group peace
plan has been the closing of the "blue route", the shelling of Sarajevo suburbs
and the sniping and the shelling of Sarajevo itself resulting in civilian
deaths. At each stage of this progression, the UNPROFOR command failed to
invoke the necessary response, thereby inviting fuLther and more daring attacks
and challenges to both the North Atlantic Treaty Organization and UNPROFOR.
The situation in the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina now is such that
effectively all Security Council resolutions are being marginalized or totally
ignored.
We now must urgently request that the Security Council undertake a review
of the manner in which its mandates are being executed, or, more accurately, not
being executed, and examine what may be done to bring the UNPROFOR mission
closer in line with Security Council resolutions as well as the sovereignty and
territorial integrity of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina.
For our part,
we will re-evaluate our future relationship with UNPROFOR as well as the
illogical progression of events that has seen an overall deterioration and
weakened enforcement of Security Council mandates after our acceptance of the
Contact Group peace plan.

(Signed)

Alija IZETBEGOVIC

-FoR rNFo~TioN oF UNITED NATIONS sEcRET.ruhiT ONLY
Not for Distribution or Dissemination
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l0 November 1994
PRESS CONFERENCE BY BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA

- At a .Headquarte:r;:s press conference this afternoon Muhamed Sacirbey,
Permanent Representative of Bosnia -apd He:r.z.egovina, told correspondents--that
in the last 48 hours he had been concerned at the lack of a response to
attacks on his country from United Nations Protected Areas {UNPAs) in Croatia,
incl_;_ding shell i ng and attacks by helicopte_rs and jet aircraft. Yesterday, .
5,500: tp 6,000 projectiles -had landed in Bihac in Bosnia, most coming from a
UNPA, and today , 3,000 to 3,500 :had landed.
The air attacks from the UNPAs had taken place yesterday at 10-:.15 a.m.
and at 3:13 p.m. On both occasions, jet planes had fired missiles into
do:--,ntown Bihac .. qazelle helicopter gunships had also atta:oked· the Bihac :-11 safe
area". The Government of Bosnia and Herze:govina believed that those attacks
had been more than a.w.ff_icient to merit -a ,~sponse· from the i United · Nations
Protec_tion Force (iJNJ?~OFOR) . A few days ago-, four children •and one · woman had ·
been killed in Sarajevo in mortar a,t tacks .~,~- The United Nations :had
investigated and determined that the attacks had come from Serb positions, but
had declined to respond ~
He drew correspondents' attention to two internal UNPROFOR memoranda
which, he said, revealed that the UNPROFOR command was ignoring its mandate.
In response to _those documents ·President Alija Izetb.egovic may request a
formal meeting of the Security Council to discuss the matter.
A,sked to elaborate on the documents, .Mr. Sacirbey said that the documents
were analyses of two proposals: , the demilitarization of Sarajevo and the
deployment of UNPROFOR peace-keepers in Banja Luka in Bosnia to mitigate human
rights abuses. The reports seemed to view cynically United Nations efforts to
bring peace to Bosnia. One document said that if - all Muslims and Croats ·had
been expelled from the - area around. Banja Luka, there was no reason to deploy
UNPROFOR troops there. The document said that the proposal was an attempt by
the Government of Bosnia and Herzegovina to "gain more territory" .
The _document also stated that if UNPROFOR entered Banja Luka, acting .
under . a Chapter VII mandate, its impar.tiality would be sacrificed. The
document noted that as a result of "ethnic cleansing", an estimated
1,696 refugees had moved from Banja Luka to Croatia in May this year.
Mr. Sacirbey added that the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees
{UNHCR) had reported many human ·rights abuses in the area, including murder.
The document on the demilitarization of Sarajevo stated that placing.:rthe
city under United Nations admini,s tration had been part of the Vance-Owen peace
plan, Mlr . _Sacirbey continued . That was not true; the proposal was in fact 1_
part of the current plan proposed by the Contact Group {France, Germany, __Russian Federation, United Kingdom and United States). The documents, which
were from UNPROFQRheadquarters in Zagreb, seemed to reveal the existence -of a
"parallel n~go~iating track". No Security Council -members seemed to be aware
of the . doc~~nts. They '., were inapprop;r;/..ate in their ana-l ysis because -they were
(more)
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inaccurate. Also, they had not been forwarded to the attention of the
Security Council. · If the Council was being critiqued by UNPROFOR, they
deserved to know about it, he said.
To whom were the memo~ikda direc i ed, a correspondent asked. Mr. Sacirbey
said they seemed to be part of an analysis shared at the highest levels . He
had forwarded them to the Government in Sarajevo, and he had personally
brought them to the attent-i.on of ,the Security Council because they seemed to
be an attempt tQ und,ercut the UNPROFOR ' mandate.
Certain peop'l -e in the UNPROFORr command seemed committed to refraining
from military action- against Bosnian Serbs, even if that meant undermining
existing mandates, he sa±d. There were numerous •military actions taking place
in Bosnia, some at the initiative of the Government, some from the Bosnian '
Serbs. But those actions could not justify tolerance of the shelling of the
civilian populations anywhere in Bosnia.
When asked where he had obtained the document's, Mr. Sacirbey replied that
he had received them from "reliable sources in Zag-reb". Opinions seemed to
have been formed _a t UNPROFOR in Zagreb and Sarajevo that was independent of
New York. He hoped that '. the Secretariat would explain the analysis and to
whom it had beei:i channelled, and report to the Security Coun'cil. He
questioned the expertise of· the authors of the documents, he said,
particularly as the documents contained inaccuracies. They cast doubt on the
quality of UNPROFOR analysis.
A correspondent then asked _for his views on the new cycle of conflict on
Mount Igrnan .and in some "safe areas". Did'' his Government want someone else to
fight their war? Mr. Sacirbey said that his Government was not questioning
actions on battlefields, but the murder of civilians. He was focusing on the
defence of civilians in united Nations protected zones. Military actions in
Bihac or other areas were not the issue ,;·'.: The war in · Bosnia and Herzegovina
had been started by one side.
When th& Bosnian Government had agreed to the Contact Group peace plan,
the Bosnian Serbs had responded by closing the "blue route" - - the supply
route ~or humanitarian aid protected by UNPROFOR -- carrying out "ethnic
cleansing" and attacking Sarajevo. The Bosnian Serb military -- not
necessarily the people -- did not seem ready to accept any peace agreement,
however generous. Violations of the no-fly zones and the safe areas were the
most basic violations of the United Nations mandate. The Bosnian Army, for
its part, had behaved in an exemplary manner, ensuring that Bosnian Serb
civilians were not murdered, raped or placed in detention camps, he said.
The UNPROFOR did not seem to be pro-Serb, Mr. Sacirbey continued. It was
a huge operation, comprising 20,000 people, most of whom were committed to do
everything they could to defend civilians. Others seemed determined to
violate the Unit~d Nations mandate. In other civilized western societies, the
military took orders from civilians. In UNPROFOR, the military seemed to give
the orders.
What were the-- most recent developments on the reported request by Serb
forces for: withdrawal of UNPROFOR from Gorazde and Zepa? Mr. Sacirbey said '·
thj;i.t he l;l.i;id no new information. By bringing that request to the attention 6£
the Security Council he had hoped to head off that action.
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Note to the secretary-General

POSSIBLE VISIT TO PALE BY MR. STOLTENBERG

1.
You will recall that, at Mr. Stoltenberg's request, I raised
with you the possibility of your instructing him to make another
visit to the Bosnian-Serb leadership in Pale, as you did last
August. He thinks that such a visit would be useful in order to
obtain first hand impressions of the current state of mind of the
Bosnian-Serbs and to reiterate to them that they have no
realistic alternative but to accept the Contact Group's map. It
would be made clear that he was going to Pale to observe and not
to negotiate. Of course, he again has it in mind that it is
important to keep lines open to the Bosnian-Serbs and, if
possible, prevent them settling into a Masada frame of mind.
2.
You told me that you could see advantages in this but that
before giving Mr. Stoltenberg the go ahead you would like to
consult the United States, Russia, France and the United Kingdom
here.
3.
You may like to speak to the four Ambassadors tomorrow
(Thursday), unless you wish me to approach any of them on your
behalf.

Marrack Goulding
9 November 1994

cc:

Mr. Annan
Mr. Gharekhan

Ref: FB/note9.11
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Forty-ninth session
Agenda item 39
R.ESOLUTION ADOPTED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY
[without reference to a Main Committee (A/49/L.14/Rev.1 and Rev.1/Add.l)]
49/10.

ovina

The General Assembly.
Reaffirming its resolutions 46/242 of 25 August 1992, 47/121 of
18 December 1992 and 48/88 of 20 December 1993, and recalling all relevant
resolutions of the Security Council regarding the situation in the Republic of
Bosnia and Herzegovina, as well as the principles enunciated by the
International Conference on the Former Yugoslavia,
Reaffirming once again that, as the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina
is a sovereign, independent State and a Member of the United Nations, it is
entitled to all rights provided for in the Charter of the United Nations,
including the right to self-defence under Article 51 thereof,
Stressing that the armed hostilities and continued aggression against
Bosnia and Herzegovina constitute a threat to international peace and security
and are a serious impediment to the peace process, and noting in that context
that the relevant resolutions of the Security Council remain unimplemented,
Reaffirming the relevant principles of the Charter and the principle of
the inadmissibility of the acquisition of territory through the use of force,
as well as the obligation of all States to act in conformity with the purposes
and principles of the Charter,
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Commending the ongoing efforts of the Bosniac and Croat parties in
Bosnia and Herzegovina for working towards rapid and complete implementation
of the Washington agreements on the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina, 1/
and affirms that those agreements should be considered as a model for the
overall solution to the crisis in Bosnia and Herzegovina and relations among
all the parties,
Endorsing the peace proposal of the Contact Group as outlined by the
communique of Foreign Ministers of 30 July 1994, l/ including the decisions
taken by the Contact Group regarding further actions in the event of a
rejection of the proposed peace plan,
Welcoming the decision of the Government of the Republic and the
Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina to accept the peace plan,
Noting the offer of the Government of the Republic of Bosnia and
Herzegovina to seek de jure lifting of the arms embargo with effective
application deferred for up to six months or as may be further deferred by the
Security Council, especially in view of an acceptance and implementation of
the Contact Group's peace plan by the Bosnian Serbs,
Encouraging the Secretary-General to continue planning for the orderly
and safe redeployment of the United Nations Protection Force personnel in
Bosnia and Herzegovina if such might become necessary,
Condemning the Bosnian Serb party for its non-compliance with the
relevant resolutions of the Security Council, as well as its rejection of the
proposed peace plan of the Contact Group,
Stressing the importance of full implementation of Security Council
decisions on safe areas, and in this context welcoming the cooperation between
the United Nations Protection Force and other relevant regional security
organizations,
Recalling the report of the Committee on the Elimination of Racial
Discrimination, in which the Committee noted "with great concern that links
existed between the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia and Montenegro) and
Serbian militias and paramilitary groups responsible for massive, gross and
systematic violations of human rights in Bosnia and Herzegovina and in
Croatian territories controlled by Serbs", 1/

1/
"Framework Agreement establishing a Federation in the Areas of the
Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina with a Majority Bosniac and Croat
Population" and "Outline of a Preliminary Agreement for a Confederation
between the Republic of Croatia and the Federation", signed in Washington,
o.c., on 1 March 1994; see S/1994/255.

ll

S/1994/916.

1/
See Official Records of the General Assemblv, Forty-eighth
Session, Supplement No. 18 (A/48/18), para. 537.
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Reaffirming its determination to prevent acts of genocide and crimes
against humanity and other violations of international humanitarian law,
Gravely concerned at the persistent and systematic campaign of ethnic
cleansing, involving murder, rape, torture and other inhumane treatment,
perpetrated by the Bosnian Serb forces in Banja Luka, Bijeljina and other
areas of Bosnia and Herzegovina under their control, and emphasizing that
these practices, as described in the reports of the Special Rapporteur of the
Commission on Human Rights on the situation of human rights in the territory
of the former Yugoslavia, constitute clear violations of international
humanitarian law, including the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949 !/ and
Additional Protocols thereto, of 1977, ~/ and pose a serious threat to the
peace effort,
Commending the work conducted by the Commission of Experts established
pursuant to Security Council resolution 780 (1992) of 6 October 1992,
Welcoming the establishment by the Security Council of the International
Tribunal for the Prosecution of Persons Responsible for Serious Violations of
International Humanitarian Law Committed in the Territory of the Former
Yugoslavia since 1991, and calling upon all States to cooperate fully with the
work of the Tribunal,
Noting that the International Court of Justice, in its Order of
13 September 1993 in the case concerning the application of the Convention on
the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide (Bosnia and
Herzegovina v. Yugoslavia (Serbia and Montenegro)), indicated as a provisional
measure that "the Government of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia and
Montenegro) should immediately, in pursuance of its undertaking in the
Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide of
9 December 1948, take all measures within its power to prevent the commission
of the crime of genocide",§./
Taking note of the Order of the International Court of Justice of
13 September 1993, in which it stated that "the present perilous situation
demands ••• [the] immediate and effective implementation of those
[provisional] measures", 1/
Stressing the importance of efforts to restore peace in the entire
territory of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina as well as to preserve its
territorial integrity within the internationally recognized borders,
consistent with relevant Security Council resolutions, and emphasizing that
the occupied parts of the Republic are an integral part of its territory,

!/

United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 75, Nos. 970-973.

~/

Ibid., vol. 1125, Nos. 17512 and 17513.

§/
Application of the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of
the Crime of Genocide, Provisional Measures, Order of 13 September 1993,
I.C.J. Reports 1993, p. 325 (para. 37, A (1)).

1/

Ibid., para. 59.
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Alarmed and concerned by the fact that the ongoing situation in the
Serbian-controlled parts of Bosnia and Herzegovina is de facto allowing and
promoting a state of occupation of these parts of the sovereign Republic of
Bosnia and Herzegovina,
Emphasizing that the Serbian-controlled parts of Bosnia and Herzegovina
must be reintegrated into the rest of the country, consistent with the peace
proposal of the Contact Group, under the close supervision of the
international community,
Expressing its concern about the recently intensified siege of Sarajevo
and other Bosnian cities and safe areas, which endangers the well-being and
safety of their inhabitants,
Reaffirming the character of Sarajevo as a multicultural, multi-ethnic
and multi-religious centre, and the need to preserve its plurality and avoid
its further destruction,
Emphasizing the importance of the work of the United Nations Special
Coordinator for Sarajevo towards its restoration and the overall
reconstruction of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina, and calling upon all
States to facilitate these efforts,
Conscious that the grave situation in Bosnia and Herzegovina continues
to be a threat to international peace and security,
1.
Strongly condemns the Bosnian Serb party for its refusal to accept
the proposed territorial settlement, and demands that it immediately accept
this settlement unconditionally and in full;
2.
Commends the tireless efforts of the United Nations Protection
Force, the Office of the United Nations High C9mmissioner for Refugees and
other related ' agencies, and notes with the utmost appreciation all the
individuals who have shown exemplary bravery and courage, those who have made
the ultimate sacrifice in carrying out their commitments, and all those who
continue to perform their duties faithfully;
3.
Urges all parties to cooperate fully with the United Nations
Protection Force in implementing its mandates, in particular those related to
safe areas;
4.
Demands that the Bosnian Serb party lift forthwith the siege of
Sarajevo and other safe areas, as well as other besieged Bosnian towns, and
urges the Secretary-General to direct the United Nations Protection Force to
take necessary measures, in accordance with relevant Security Council
resolutions, for the protection of the safe areas;
5.
Condemns the continuing military activities of the Bosnian Serbs
against the territory of the Republic of Croatia and their actions in
cooperation with the Serb paramilitary units from the occupied territories of
Croatia in launching coordinated attacks against the territory of the Republic
of Bosnia and Herzegovina, and demands the immediate cessation of all such
activities;
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6.
Strongly condemns the Serbian self-proclaimed authorities in the
Serbian-controlled territories of Bosnia and Herzegovina for their actions in
pursuit of the ethnic cleansing of those areas as a matter of policy;
7.
Reaffirms its support for the principle that all statements and
commitments made under duress, particularly those regarding land and property,
are wholly null and void;
8.
Reaffirms that the consequences of ethnic cleansing shall not be
accepted by the international community and that those who have seized land
and other property by ethnic cleansing and by the use of force must relinquish
those lands, in conformity with norms of international law;
9.
Reaffirms once again the right of refugees and displaced persons
from the areas of conflict in the territory of the former Yugoslavia to return
voluntarily to their homes in safety and dignity, and therefore requests the
Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees and other relevant
United Nations bodies to facilitate their return;
10.
Urges the Office of the High Commissioner, as part of its
humanitarian assistance programme, to provide appropriate assistance to
facilitate cultural exchanges between Sarajevo and other parts of Bosnia and
Herzegovina and the international community and to facilitate the delivery and
installation of a reliable communications system in Sarajevo for the use of
the civilian population;
11.
Condemns vigorously all violations of human rights and
international humanitarian law committed by parties to the conflict,
especially those violations committed as policy by Serbia and Montenegro and
the Bosnian Serbs, who have done so systematically, flagrant l y and on a
massive scale against the people of Bosnia and Herzegovina;
12.
Deeply alarmed by the continuing systematic abuses committed
against Albanians, Bosnians, Hungarians and Croatians, and others in Kosovo,
Sandzak and Vojvodina, respectively, by the authorities of Se rbia and
Montenegro, and in that regard condemns the decision of those authoritie s not
to renew the mandate of the monitoring missions of the Conference on Security
and Cooperation in Europe in those regions;
13.
Demands that the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia and
Montenegro) uphold it.s commitment and obligation to comply with relevant
Security Council resolutions, including resolution 752 (1992) of 15 May 1992,
and to cease any military and logistic support to the Bosnian Serbs, and
supports the decision of the Council to terminate automatically the partial
suspension of sanctions in the event that the Federal Republic is found not to
implement effectively its decision to close the border between the Republic of
Bosnia and Herzegovina and the Federal Republic in accordance with Council
resolution 943 (1994) of 23 September 1994;
14.
Calls for mutual recognition between the Republic of Bosnia and
Herzegovina and the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia and Montenegro)
within their existing internationally recognized borders as a critical step
towards a lasting peace settlement;
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15.
Calls upon all parties, in particular the Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia (Serbia and Montenegro), to comply fully with all Security Council
resolutions regarding the situation in the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina
and strictly to respect its territorial integrity, and in this regard
concludes that their activities aimed at achieving integration of the occupied
territories of Bosnia and Herzegovina into the administrative, military,
educational, transportation and communication systems of the Federal Republic
leading to a de facto state of occupation are illegal, null and void, and must
cease immediately;
16.
Expresses its appreciation for the efforts of the United Nations
Protection Force to help create the conditions conducive to the rapid and
complete implementation of the Washington agreements on the Federation of
Bosnia and Herzegovina, and encourages the international community, acting
through the United Nations aQd other international organizations and
bilaterally, to enhance its support for the Governments of the Republic and of
the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina;
17.
Notes with deep concern the failure to open the Tuzla airport as
called for in numerous resolutions and once again urges the Secretary-General
to take immediate action to reopen it, aware of the importance of that airport
in facilitating the receipt and distribution of international humanitarian
aid, consistent with the provisions of Security Council resolution 770 (1992)
of 13 August 1992;
18.
Demands that all concerned facilitate the unhindered flow of
humanitarian assistance, including the provision of water, electricity, fuel
and communication, in particular to the safe areas in Bosnia and Herzegovina,
and in this context urges the Security Council to implement fully its
resolution 770 (1992) to ensure the free flow of humanitarian assistance,
particularly to the safe areas;
19.
Condemns activities by any of the parties or others concerned in
contravention of paragraph 12 of Security Council resolution 820 (1993) of
17 April 1993, and demands full compliance with that provision;
20.
Commends all States, in particular the States bordering on the
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia and Montenegro) and the other Danube
riparian States, for the measures they have taken to comply with the mandatory
sanctions imposed by the Security council against the Federal Republic, and
urges all States to continue their vigilant enforcement of these sanctions
measures;
21.
Urges the Security Council, in fulfilling its responsibility under
Article 24 of the Charter of the United Nations, to take all appropriate steps
to uphold and restore fully the sovereignty, political independence,
territorial integrity and unity of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina, in
cooperation with States Members of the United Nations and the Government of
the Republic;
22.
Encourages the Security Council to give all due consideration and
exempt the Governments of the Republic and and of Federation of Bosnia and
Herzegovina from the embargo on deliveries of weapons and military equipment
originally imposed by the Council in resolution 713 (1991) of 25 September
1991 and as further outlined in the eighth preambular paragraph of the present
resolution;
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23 .
Urges Member States as well as other members
community , from al l regions, t o extend their cooperation
Bosnia and Herzegovina in exercise of its inherent right
collective self-defence in accordance with Article 51 of

of the international
to the Republic of
of individual and
the Charter;

24.
Requests the Security Council to act immediately to close all
detention camps in Bosnia and Herzegovina and further to close concentration
camps est ablished by the Serbs in Serbia and Montenegro and in Bosnia and
Herzegovina and, until implementation, to assign international observers to
these camps;
25.
Requests that the International Committee of the Red Cross be
granted free access to all detention camps established by the Serbs in Serbia
and Montenegro and in Bo snia and Herzegovina and to all persons imprisoned in
those camps, and that all prisoners be notified of this action without delay;
26.
Further affirms individual responsibility for the perpetration of
crimes against humanity and other serious violations of international
humanitarian law committed in Bosnia and Herzegovina;
27.
Welcomes the fact that delays which have hampered the work of the
International Tribunal for the Prosecution of Persons Responsible for Serious
Violations of International Humanitarian Law Committed in the Territory of the
Former Yugoslavia since 1991 have been removed and looks forward to a speedy
assumption of the judiciary process free of interference and delays, and in
this context encourages t he provision of all resources necessary, including
full funding as well as voluntary contributions from States and
intergovernmental and non-governmental organizations, in accordance with the
above-stated principle of non-interference, so that the Tribunal can conduct
without any further delay its stipulated functions of trying and punishing
those responsible for the perpetration of violations of international law;
28.
Requests the Secretary- General to submit a report on the
implementation of the present resolution within thirty days of its adoption,
as well as the report called for under the auspices of the London Conference ,
which, regrettably, has not yet been issued;
29.
Decides to remain seized of the matter and to continue the
consideration of this i t em.
51st ple nary meeting
3 November 1994
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LETTER DATED 8 NOVEMBER 1994 FROM THE PERMANENT
REPRESENTATIVE OF BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA TO THE
UNITED NATIONS ADDRESSED TO THE PRESIDENT OF
THE SECURITY COUNCIL
The lives of 5 children and 1 woman became the latest tragic casualties and
examples of how unsafe the "safe area" of Sarajevo has once again been allowed
to become.
On Tuesday, 8 November 1994 at least six mortars were fired into civilian
areas within Sarajevo. One mortar fell in front of a school killing four
children and one woman while wounding many others. Another innocent child was
killed by snipers, as once again the trams and streets of Sarajevo were
targeted.
We must question as to why there has been no response to this latest attack
upon the "safe area"/"exclusion zone". Do some within and without UNPROFOR
consider this to be no longer part of their mandate, as has been signalled by
recent communications from certain elements of UNPROFOR Command to the "Bosnian
Serb" military command. We believe that the Security Council must now ascertain
what de facto mandate is being enforced in the RBH and, in particular, the "safe
area" of Sarajevo, and why there is an increasing tendency to overlook targeting
and victimization of civilians within this "safe area"/"exclusion zone".
For those who may be so cynical to suggest otherwise, in the war in the RBH
or in any other war military actions between armed forces on the battlefield
cannot in any legal or moral fashion justify or mitigate these increasing
attacks upon civilians within the "safe area" of Sarajevo or the tolerance of
such attacks by those forces meant to counter them.
Contrary to trends in the Spring of 94, the citizens of Sarajevo, as a
consequence of closure of the "Blue Route", denial of humanitarian assistance,
increased sniping, and, now, shelling, are quickly approaching the depths of
suffering, death and dismay seen only prior to the declaration of the Sarajevo
"exclusion zone".
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May I ask for your kind assistance in circulating this letter as a document
of the Security Council.

(Signed)

Muhamed SACIRBEY
Ambassador
Permanent Representative
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The following is the text of a joint press statement issued
simultaneously on Saturday, 29 October, by the United Nations in New York and
the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) i n Brussels:
Following meetings in New York, the United Nations and the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization (NATO) have reached a series of understandings concerning
the use of NATO airpower in Bosnia and Herzegovina in support of the relevant
United Nations Security Council resolutions.
Based on these understandings, which have been transmitted to the United
Nations Protection Force (UNPROFOR) and to NATO military authorities, NATO air
strikes will be conducted on a timely basis. While general warning may be
given to an offending party, tactical warning of impending air strikes, in
principle, will not. Under normal circumstances, several targets, where
possible three or four , will be authorized for each air strike , which will be
carried out by NATO in close coordination with UNPROFOR.
"Dual-key" arrangements remain in effect, ensuring that decisions on
targeting and execution will be taken jointly by United Nations and NATO
military commanders. The principle of proportionality in response to a
violation will continue to be respected, as will the need to avoid
unacceptable casualties .
The two Secretaries-General confirm once again the excellent cooperation
of the two organizations in the implementation of the relevant United Nations
Security Council resol.u tions . They reaffirm their conviction that the
prospect of the effective use of airpower, under the authority of the Security
Council and in accordance with the relevant North Atlantic Council decisions,
should deter attacks against UNPROFOR and violations of Security Council
· resolutions.

* *** *
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Forty-ninth session
Agenda item 39
THE SITUATION IN BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA
Letter dated 26 October 1994 from the Charge d'affaires a.i.
of the Permanent Mission of Yugoslavia to the United Nations
addressed to the Secretary-General
I am writing to you concerning agenda item 39 and, upon instructions of my
Government, I have the honour to state the following.
The tragic and painful civil war in Bosnia and Herzegovina is a result of
the unconstitutional and violent secession of that former republic from the
Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia against the will of one of its
constituent peoples and is not a case of aggression.
By choosing to recognize the results of the referendum that sanctioned such
a secession of Bosnia and Herzegovina from the former Socialist Federal Republic
of Yugoslavia in which one of its constituent peoples, the Serbs, did not take
part, the international community, disregarding the constitutional provisions,
has granted the Croats and Muslims the right to decide on the fate of the Serb
people in Bosnia and Herzegovina. Thus the constitutionally guaranteed right to
self-determination, one of the fundamental human rights that was granted to all
other peoples of the former Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, has been
denied only to the Serb people . That was the major cause of the outbreak of the
civil war.
The Bosnian Serbs had no other choice but to defend themselves in
circumstances where the predominantly Muslim leadership of the former Yugoslav
Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina, particularly the members of the extremist
Muslim Party of Democratic Action (SDA), provoked armed skirmishes that evolved
into a ful l -fledged interethnic, interreligious and civil war. Therefore, it
can certainly not be a case of aggression by the Bosnian Serb people, who have
lived in Bosnia and Herzegovina for centuries, as is put forward by the Muslim
propaganda and certain international circles. The Serbs, who according to real
estate registers possess about 64 per cent of the entire land of Bosnia and
Herzegovina, cannot be aggressors on their own territory. Being already the
94-41838 (E)
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victims of genocide in this century in Bosnia and 'Herzegovina, they simply did
not allow history to be repeated and resorted to self-defence.
From the beginning of the crisis in Bosnia and Herzegovina, the leadership
of the Bosnian Muslims had only one aim in mind - the establishment of a unitary
State based on Muslim predominance despite the fact that Bosnia and Herzegovina
is actually a predominantly Christian State (over 55 per cent: Orthodox Serbs
over 34 per cent; Roman Catholic Croats 17 per cent; and others). The basic
tenets of this policy were set forth in the "Islamic Declaration" by
Alija Izetbegovic, which appeared in 1971 and was reissued in 1990. In that
declaration, it is stated that" ••• first and foremost conclusion is certainly
the incompatibility of Islam with non-Islamic systems. There can be neither
peace nor .coexistence between the Islamic religion and non-Islamic social and
political institutions ••• ".
A clear confirmation that Mr. Izetbegovic and his party never departed from
these aims, despite rhetorical calls for "the preservation of a multiethnic and
multireligious Bosnia and Herzegovina", is a continuous drive towards the full
Islamization of Bosnian society. The latest examples are the rejection of mixed
marriages, the compulsory introduction of Arabic in schools, the prohibition of
the sale of pork, etc. Naturally, the Serb and Croat population in Bosnia and
Herzegovina could not accept such a policy, which is now severely straining the
Croat-Muslim federation as well.
It should be noted that the "Muslim nationality" was a politically
motivated invention of the then regime in the former Socialist Federal Republic
of Yugoslavia. The Muslim Slav population, actually Serbs or Croats who
converted to Islam under the pressure of the Ottoman Empire, were declared to be
a nation only in 1971, which is the first time in history that a religious group
has been given a status of a nation.
The international community is well aware of the fact that the key decision
makers on the recognition of Bosnia and Herzegovina subsequently conceded that
such a decision was wrong and premature and that it directly contributed to the
tragic chain of events that followed.
Numerous statements of other leading political figures, including former
President of the Conference on Yugoslavia Lord Carrington, special
representative of the Secretary-General Cyrus Vance, former Italian Foreign
Minister Gianni De Michelis, the Co-Chairman of the International Conference on
the former Yugoslavia, Lord OWen, as well as former United States Secretary of
State James Baker, the President of the European Union, Jacques Delora, and
former French Foreign Minister Roland Dumas, to mention but a few, have all
underlined the mistake of the premature recognition of the former Yugoslav
republics before an overall political settlement was reached, which indeed
triggered the civil war. Dr. Henry Kissinger, former United States Secretary of
State, said in a commentary to The New York Times of 25 February 1993, that
Bosnia was not a nation except in a geographical sense. He added that there
were no Bosnians per se and that it remained unclear why it should have ever
been thought that the same ethnic groups that had refused to coexist in a
relatively large Yugoslavia would be able to coexist in tiny Bosnia . These
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statements, though belated, confirmed the position that the Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia advocated from the very outset of the Yugoslav crisis.
The Federal Republic of Yugoslavia has been falsely accused of involvement
and territorial pretensions towards Bosnia and Herzegovina despite the fact that
it repeatedly acknowledged and clearly stated in the Declaration of the Assembly
of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia of 27 April 1992 that it did not harbour
any territorial pretensions towards any of the republics of the former Socialist
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia.
At the time when the sanctions were imposed against the Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia for alleged aggression, not a single member of the Army of Yugoslavia
was outside its territory.
The international community acknowledged soon after the imposition of
sanctions that the crisis in Bosnia and Herzegovina was not a consequence of the
involvement of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia but a true civil war with
elements of interethnic and interreligious conflict.
Unfortunately, all those facts were deliberately ignored. The sanctions
against the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia were not only kept in place but were
strengthened although the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia clearly supported all
major peace initiatives of the international community, a fact that was widely
recognized.
Even though the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia has never accepted the
reasons for which the sanctions have been imposed in the first place, it showed
full cooperation with the international community and has met all conditions
contained in the Security Council resolutions.
The Federal Republic of Yugoslavia has continually invested efforts with a
view to reaching a peaceful and negotiated solution to the crisis in Bosnia and
Herzegovina, firmly convinced that the only solution to the Bosnian crisis is a
peaceful one, that the war brings only suffering, victims and destruction and
that there can be no winners in the civil war. Yugoslavia is ready to accept
any solution agreed to by the warring parties on the basis of full equality and
respect of the legitimate rights of all three Bosnian peoples. Consequently, it
is ready to recognize the former Yugoslav republics after all outstanding issues
are resolved in negotiations among the parties concerned.
It should be recalled that the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia supported all
peace plans, starting with the so-called Cutileiro plan for the political and
territorial arrangement of Bosnia and Herzegovina, signed by all its three
ethnic communities before the onset of the tragic conflict. However, even
though the Muslim side accepted the plan at the beginning, it subsequently
withdrew its approval under the influence of certain foreign Powers. The
Bosnian Muslim leadership throughout the crisis and the civil war in Bosnia and
Herzegovina has in essence been rejecting a great majority of peace proposals
and has persisted in the war option. Moreover, by militarily provoking the
Bosnian Serbs while accusing the international community of alleged inaction, it
has sought to engage the North Atlantic Treaty organization (NATO) to wage the
war on the Muslim side against the Serbs.
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The Federal Republic of Yugoslavia has strongly condemned the practice of
"ethnic cleansing" committed by any side as a crime against humanity.
Throughout the crisis and the civil war in Bosnia and Herzegovina, ethnic
cleansing perpetrated against one side invariably triggered off ethnic cleansing
against the other. The Federal Republic of Yugoslavia is opposed to each and
every instance of ethnic cleansing. Unfortunately, drastic examples of crimes
committed against the Serbs have been largely ignored. For the sake of
historical truth, it should be pointed out that the first brutal examples of
ethnic cleansing were carried out in the Neretva valley in western Herzegovina ,
which is now virtually cleansed of Serbs. Historical monuments representing
landmarks of Serbian civilization have been razed to the ground throughout
Bosnia and Herzegovina.
The Federal Republic of Yugoslavia did all within its powers to have the
Serbs in Bosnia and Herzegovina accept the Vance-owen plan.
The Federal Republic of Yugoslavia has supported, and the Bosnian Serbs
accepted, the so-called owen-Stoltenberg plan, which actually replaced the
Vance-owen plan subsequently abandoned by its authors. That plan was also
rejected by the Muslim side. It has invested all its influence with the Serbs
in Bosnia and Herzegovina that they accept the plan of action of the European
Union based on the Juppe-Kinkel initiative, which they did.
The Federal Republic of Yugoslavia granted full support to the e f forts of
the Contact Group for Bosnia and Herzegovina in the searching for a peaceful
solution within the framework of the "Geneva declaration".
The Yugoslav Government as well as the leaders of its two republics have
publicly urged the Bosnian Serbs to accept the plan of the Contact Group as a
way of enabling the resumption of the peace process. The Federal Government has
asked the Bosnian Serb leadership to show its commitment towards peace and the
peace process by taking an unequivocal positive stand on the Contact Group's
proposal. In the choice between accepting a compromise peace or an escalation
of the war, the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia has never hesitated to choose the
option of peace. The sacrificing of peace was considered by the Government of
the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia to be leading to a new and even bigger
disaster.
Therefore, further insistence on the collective punishment of the people of
the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia - coupled with the insistence of certain
countries on the lifting of the arms embargo on Bosnia and Herzegovina - is an
absurd policy. It would inevitably further infl·ame the conflict with
unforeseeable consequences not only for Bosnia and Herzegovina but for the
region as a whole, which cannot be the goal of the international community and
those who are really in favour of a peaceful and comprehensive political
settlement.
What is now really needed is the complete lifting of all sanctions, which
the Security Council should consider as a matter of urgency. That would be the
quickest and best way of obtaining a final political solution of the crisis in
Bosnia and Herzegovina.
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The Federal Republic of Yugoslavia firmly believes in the ongoing peace
process and appeals to the Contact Group to continue its work so that a final
solution be reached as soon as possible, and one that would accommodate the
vital interests of all three peoples in Bosnia and Herzegovina. Any solution
that would not be satisfactory .to one of them could only further escalate the
conflict. Any other option is fraught with risks with unforeseeable
consequences, not only to the warring parties in Bosnia and Herzegovina, but to
the international community as a whole.
Despite the .fact that the international community has taken an unfounded
negative stand towards the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, the Government of the
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia will continue, as it has done so far, to make its
utmost contribution to the peace process in Bosnia and Herzegovina as well as to
the resolution of all outstanding questions in the territory of the former
Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, deeply convinced that there is no
alternative to peace.
I should be grateful if you would have the present letter circulated as a
document of the General Assembly under agenda item 39.
(Signed)

Dragomir DJOKIC
Ambassador
Charg6 d'affaires a.i.
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DE L'ATLANTIQUE NORD
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Dear Secretary-General,
Further to my letter of 7th October on the subject of
standards for air strikea, and the discussions. which have
subsequently taken place between us and between NATO and UN
delegations in New York, the North . Atlantic Council, at a meeting
today, bas approved the text of the document entitled "Discussions
between the united Nations and NATOn (copy attached}, which the
Council considers as the sole agreed outcome of the discussions.
I should be grateful' for confirmation of your agreement
to the attached text. The understandings set out in the text
should become applicable when they are transmitted to the NATO
military authorities and to UNPROFOR. For our part, we shall
transmit the necessary instructions as soon as I receive
confirmation of your agreement. The joint press releaae agreed
between the delegations, with which the North Atlantic Council is
also content, would be issued immediately upon transmission of the
necessary instructions to the NATO and TJN military authorities,
and I should therefore be grateful also for your confirmation that
the ON military authorities have received the necessary
instructions.
We are taking steps to inform the Russian Embassy in
Brussels of the outcome of today's Council meeting and! would
intend to provide the text of the agreement to them once I have
received conf~rmation of your agreement. At that time, we would
~ : t h e other troop contributing countries.
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His Excellency
Dr. Boutros Boutros-Ghali
Secretary General
United Nations
New York 10017
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Discussions

between the United Nations

and NATO

1.
In meetings on 17 and 25-27 October 1994 in New York betw•en
NATO and the united Nations, both sides confirmed once again the

excellent cooperation of the two orgenizationa in the
implementation of Security Council resolutions 836 (1993), 844
(1993) and 908 (1994). The application of existing proc•du.res,
includirnJ the "dual key" arranq-ent9 and the principle of
proportionality as reiterated in the decision of the North
Atlantic Council of 7 october 1994, waa reaffirmed. It was also
underlined that the cooperation between the United Nations ahd
NATO was based on the provisions of the above resolutions.
2.
Aa a ruult of tha glose oollaboratian between UNPROFOR and
NATO, the civilian populations o! Sarajevo and Gorazda, in
particular, have bean able to live in increased security. The
rirm position taken by NATO in support of the United Nations tu.a
enabled ONPROPOR, in pursuance of its mandate, to achieve raaults
which may otherwi•• not have been possible. In particular, th•
threat of shelling trom within the 20 km exclu■ ion zones around
Sarajevo and GOrazde has baen greatly reduce~. Both NATO and the
United Nations recognize that vigilance and firmness are required
to ensure that th••• achievemants continue to prevail. In this
context, the added protection accorded to UNPROFOR troops against
attacks by any party through the provision of NATO air power is
essential.

thia end, both organizations will continue to make every
effort to prevent any violations of the relevant Security council
reaolutiona. UNPROPOR will see to it that any tranagressiona by
the parties of the relevant arrangements will be 4ddres&ed
3.
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swittly ,
NATO.

including through the uge ct ~ir power provided by

4.
The United Nations and NA1'0 reaffirm their detar111inati0n
that uie proapect of tha effective use of air power, under the
authority of th• Security council and in accordance wit.h the
relevant North Atlantic Council decisions, should deter attacx•
against UNPll.OFOR and violations of the sacurity Council
resolutions on •safe areaa• and of the related agreemanta with
~e parties. In this context, the link between an air strike and
the offence or violation should be clear and the reaponaa should
be timely.
5,
Whenever air atriltes ara requuted, the FC UNPROFOR and
CINCSOUTH will salecc a number of targets from the agreed
NATO/OHPROFOR list in accordance with the principle of
proportionality. As a rule several targets, where possible three
or four, will be aelectad. It is recOCJnized, hOlfaver, that i t
may not always be pcasible to identify thia many, and that
s ometimaa more than tour targets may be saleeted. In aqreeaent
with the SRSG, the re will convey to CINCSOUTH the priority which
UNPROFOR attaches to each of the selected tarqeta. · Th• FC will
also expresa his preference concerning tha sequence in which
these targets are to be struck.
6.

'rhe FC UNPROFOR Will ba Kept informed throughou~ of the

progress of the air operation. The FC and CINCSOUTH will advi••
each other throughout of any additional information and/or
special conaiderations includinq any·cban9as in the priority or
sequence of ta.rqeta dictated by taaticaJ. considerations.
CINCSOUTH will take into consideration the views of th• tc, in so
tar as tactical considerations permit. An air strike will be
suspend.ad by the FC or aNCSOUTH if either detarminea that Ul1
forces, relief agencies or the UNPR070R mission would ba undU1y
put at risk by ccntinuing ~h• operation.
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7.

It ia accepted that, at the political level, a general

warning may be given to the offending party that unless it ceases

its offence or violation, an air strike will follow. At the
military level, however, to enaure the safety of NATO air craw,
tactical warning of imp•nding airatriltes will not normally be
given to the party which is to ba struck, unleaa the SRSG and th•
FC UNPROPOR, after consultation with CINCSOUTH, decide that such
warning ia necessary, in order to avoi<i unacceptable collatai:-al

damage or caaualties to the local population or to United Nations
personnel.

Na tactical warning will be given without th•

concurrence of CINCSOtJTff.
a.
The above underatandinga will become part. of the procedures
applical)le to the use of air power in support of the relevant
Security council resolutions.
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Letter dated 25 October 1994 from the Permanent Representative
of Bosnia and Herzegovina to the United Nations addressed to
the Secretary-General

I have the honour to transmit the attached statement from the
representative of parliamentarian parties of the Assembly of the Republic of
Bosnia and Herzegovina, dated 24 October 1994.
May I ask for your kind assistance in circulating this statement as a
document of the General Assembly, under agenda item 39, and of the Security
Council.
(Signed)
Muhamed SACIRBEY
Permanent Representative
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Statement dated 24 October 1994 by the representatives
of parliamentarian parties of the Assembly of the
Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina

The parliamentarian political parties of the Assembly of the Republic of
Bosnia and Herzegovina express their deep appreciation, results notwithstanding,
for United Nations efforts towards achieving peace in our region. They also
express their sincere gratitude for the overwhelming efforts of the
international community in delivering humanitarian aid, including the crucial
"air drops", that have enabled hundreds of thousands of civilians to survive.
We avail ourselves of this opportunity to convey, on behalf of the members and
citizens of the internationally recognized Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina,
our most sincere appreciation and gratitude to the members of the international
community.
In this respect, the conduct of Lieutenant General Sir Michael Rose,
Commander of the United Nations Protection Force (UNPROFOR) in Bosnia and
Herzegovina, in diverting the attention and resolve of the free world from
punishing criminal acts and fascism to peripheral issues is unacceptable.
His request for the withdrawal of the forces of the Army of the Republic of
Bosnia and Herzegovina, while simultaneously tolerating the threats of Serb
aggressors against the only overland communication route between Sarajevo and
the rest of the world, is yet another manifestation of such behaviour.
It is clear that units of the Bosnian Army have started their withdrawal.
Yet, nothing has been done to secure the route near Hrasnica, which is
constantly exposed to the aggressor's artillery fire .
The parliamentarian political parties request that the Assembly of the
Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina hold a dialogue on relations between the
Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina and UNPROFOR, based upon the consistent
implementation of all United Nations resolutions and decisions on Bosnia and
Herzegovina.
Furthermore, all efforts should be taken to bring to the knowledge
of the international community the wide range of flagrant violations of our laws
as well as international law by some members of the UNPROFOR forces.
We therefore request that Lieutenant General Sir Michael Rose relinquish
his current post and duties. We request an objective and impartial commander
who would carry out the implementation of United Nations resolutions on the
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ground, an individual who would serve legitimate United Nations interests,
rather than the interests of his/her national Government.
Party of Democratic Action
Croatian Democratic Community
Social Democrat Party
Union of Bosnian Social Democrats
Citizens' Democrat Party
Liberal Party
Liberal Bosniac Organization
Croatian Peasants' Party
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LETTE
~ED 20 OCTOBER 1994 FROM THE PERMANENT REPRESENTATIVE
OF BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA TO THE UNITED NATIONS ADDRESSED TO
THE PRESIDENT OF THE SECURITY COUNCIL

Especially in view of our letter to the Security Council contained in
document S/1994/1175 of 17 October 1994, addressing the problem of the dilution
of the Security Council mandate to the United Nations Protection Force
(UNPROFOR), we would like to re-emphasize our growing concern and impatience as
evidenced by recent actions , or more accurately non-actions by the UNPROFOR
command.
On Tuesday, 18 October 1994, "Bosnian Serb" forces opened fire on a United
Nations humanitarian convoy on the outskirts of the "safe area" of Gorazde. A
Bosnian driver employed under the Uni~ed Nations mandate was killed and another
seriously wounded . According to our information, the UNPROFOR Commander on the
scene immediately called in for NATO air action, only to be rebuffed by the
UNPROFOR Commander for the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Lieutenant
General Sir Michael Rose, who "enjoys cordial relations with General Mladic".
As repeated by The New York Times (18 October 1994), a local United Nations
spokesman indicated "the request was turned down by General Rose after a
conversation between him and the Bosnian Serb commander, General Ratko Mladic" .
The "Bosnian Serb" attack is by no means unique in scope of frequency, but
part of a systematic campaign of intimidation and the strangulation of Bosnian
cities, in particular the besieged eastern enclaves like Gorazde.
We must also
compare the response of the UNPROFOR commander in this instance to a similar
attack upon French peace-keepers on 22 Septemher 1994, which prompted a NATO
retaliatory airstrike. We would like to believe that the life of a Bosnian
employed under the United Nations mandate is not deemed of lesser value than of
non-Bosnians working under the identical mandate and for the same objectives.
Unfortunately , we have good reason to believe otherwise . While attacks on
non-Bosnians have prompted a more resolute response, this attack triggered a
telephone call to the commander of the murderers of this United Nations-mandated
employee and citizen of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina.
According to the same New York Times article , General Rose recently wrote a
letter to General Mladic saying:
"I fully agree with you that we must in the
future avoid all situations that necessitate the use of force , whether applied
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from the ground or the air. We can only do this through close liaison and
cooperation ... It is not part of our mission to impose any solution through
force of arms . We are neither mandated nor deployed for this."
We must inquire under which mandate General Rose believes he is acting
within, and why he has chosen to delegitimize mandates specifically provided
under Security Council resolutions 770 {1992), 824 {1993), 836 {1993),
913 {1994) and others. As we have become aware of other actions by General
Rose, including discussing alternatives to the Contact Group peace plan and
territorial settlements with "Bosnian Serb" leaders, we must wonder why the
Contact Group members have not responded to this undermining of civilian
authority by a military commander acting without mandate and presumably with no
other directive. As for the issue of the cordial relations between
General Mladic and General Rose, we will allow those who have accused
General Mladic of war crimes and provided evidence of his crimes to assess the
propriety of this relationship under any circumstances.
It is our view that, in most armies subject to civilian authority, General
Rose's actions would at least garner a review of a potential court martial. We
do not believe this assessment to be exaggerated, and instead we should question
why there is no such review when the United Nations, rather than national
authority, is involved. Regardless of General Rose's other qualifications, good
intentions or past courageous service on behalf of his nation, his actions now
do not do justice to the brave and committed individuals acting under United
Nations mandate to help provide our appreciative people and Republic with the
desperately needed relief and assistance. Alas, we must suspect that
General Rose should not bear the brunt of the responsibility for the erosion and
delegitimization of Security Council resolutions. Unfortunately, there may be
other factors and authorities responsible, especially outside of UNPROFOR.
General Rose may only be the awkward expression of these factors and
authorities.
The murderep driver's name was Dzemail Hendo, 37 years of age.
May I ask for you kind assistance in circulating this letter as a document
of the Security Council.

{Signed)

Muhamed SACIRBEY
Ambassador
Permanent Representative
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LETTER D~TED 21 OCTOBER 1994 FROM THE PERMANENT REPRESENTATIVE
OF OSNI AND HERZEGOVINA TO THE UNITED NATIONS ADDRESSED TO
THE PRESIDENT OF THE SECURITY COUNCIL

Once again in conjunction with our letter to the Security Council contained
in document S/1994/1175 of 1 7 October 1994, we are surprised to learn of the
developing theory that Mt . Igman does not fall within the "safe area" of
Sarajevo or that its occupation by the "Bosnian Serb" forces does not constitute
a threat to Sarajevo . This position is in direct contravention of resolutions
824 (1993), 836 (1993) and 900 (1994) as well as the circumstances that
initiated the concept of the "exclusion zone" around Sarajevo.
Mt . Igman overlooks the valley of Sarajevo . Its occupation by "Bosnian
Serb" forces would expose the city, including substantial civilian areas, to yet
another potential firing line. More importantly, Mt. Igman's occupation would
also mean the end of the "Blue Route", the "lifeline" to Sarajevo .
When Mt. Igman was under the initial attack of "Bosnian Serb" forces in
August 1993 , the then United Nations Protection Force (UNPROFOR) command
asserted that this was a mortal danger to Sarajevo .
This imminent threat to Sarajevo's survival caused alarm in many capitals
and encouraged President Clinton to state that he would not allow the
"strangulation" of Sarajevo. NATO air action was advanced as an option to
counter the "Bosnian Serb" offensive. This action was avoided by UNPROFOR's
getting agreement from the "Bosnian Serb" forces that they would withdraw from
the most threatening areas .
We must question why now the occupation of Mt. Igman by "Bosnian Serb"
forces no longer constitutes a threat to Sarajevo, especially in view of NATO's
reassertion in its communique of 9 February 1994, in support of resolutions
824 (1993) and 836 (1993), that the "Alliance reaffirmed their readiness, in
accordance with the Alliance decisions of 2 and 9 August 1993, to carry out
airstrikes in order to prevent the strangulation of Sarajevo".
The Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina stands ready to pull out all its
forces from the so-called "demilitarized zone" on Mount Igman established by
agreement on 14 August 1993, despite the fact that we believe this is not
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required by the terms of the agreement and that this is clearly not consistent
with resolutions 824 (1993), 836 (1993), 900 (1994) and other relevant
resolutions that are the basis for Sarajevo as a "safe zone"/"exclusion zone".
At the same time, we are only prepared to carry through with this offer if:
1.
The "Bosnian Serb" forces pull out from the same area as not only
called for by the agreement but also by Sarajevo's status as a "safe
zone"/"exclusion zone". The "Bosnian Serb" forces have used their present
position to attack the "Blue Route" and surrounding civilian targets directly
threatening Sarajevo's lifeline; and
2.
UNPROFOR is prepared to fulfil its existing mandate and use all the
mechanisms available to it to defend the "Blue Route" and surrounding areas
against violations of the safe area and the tightening strangulation of
Sarajevo.
We are undertaking these generous concessions in order to open the "Blue
Route" and reduce the restrangulation of Sarajevo .
It unfortunately appears that some within the UNPROFOR command are
committed to only partially implement the agreement of 14 August 1993 and
totally ignore the mandates of Security Council resolutions and the NATO
commitments. This certainly turns upside down the entire concept of Security
Council and civilian authority over the military.
It also appears that the
consequences are to allow the "Bosnian Serbs" to maintain their ever-tightening
stranglehold over Sarajevo.
The Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina and its people cannot any longer
afford implementation of relevant Security Council resolutions under Chapter VII
on the basis of Chapter VI of the Charter or changing convenience standards.
May I ask for your kind assistance in circulating this letter as a document
of the Security Council.

(Signed)

Muhamed SACIRBEY
Ambassador
Permanent Representative
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LETTER DATED 16 OCTOBER 1994 FROM THE PERMANENT REPRESENTATIVE
OF BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA TO THE UNITED NATIONS ADDRESSED TO
THE PRESIDENT OF THE SECURITY COUNCIL

A new mandate for the United Nations Protection Force (UNPROFOR) within the
Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina has been gradually adopted and crept into a
position of relative primacy. However, this mandate, rogue mandate, has never
been adopted or endorsed by the Security Council. The Government of the
Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina is concerned by the consequences of this
unauthorized mandate and requests the Security Council urgently to review the
situation.
This rogue mandate demands supremacy by dictating that all UNPROFOR
mandates and measures, including those specifically established by the Security
Council, should first pass a filter test that . would determine the extent of
implementation. Mandates and measures that might increase the risk of "Bosnian
Serb" reprisals will be either marginalized or ignored. By an extension of this
logic, if the UNPROFOR mandate or measure in question potentially could loosen
the "Bosnian Serbs'" military advantage or siege of Bosnia, and therefore alter
the status quo, then such mandate or measure would be marginalized as well for
fear of offending the Bosnian Serbs. This rogue mandate has been particularly
harmful and counterproductive in the manner in which it has been applied to the
situation around Sarajevo.
On the theory that the Army of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina
possesses a superiorly motivated and effective infantry, it was deemed that the
"Bosnian Serb" Army was reliant on its overwhelming firepower and the siege of
civilian areas in order to retain its overall military advantage. Before the
creation of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO)-implemented "exclusion
zone" around Sarajevo in February 1994, UNPROFOR not only avoided measures that
might risk reducing the Bosnian Serbs' firepower advantage, but also acquiesced
in the ongoing siege of Sarajevo.
(This Permanent Representative was told on
more than one occasion by UNPROFOR functionaries that Bosnian Serb tightening of
the siege of Sarajevo and even shelling of civilian areas of Sarajevo must be
understood as a countermeasure to pressure undertaken by the superior Bosnian
Army infantry in some other battle area within the Sarajevo area or beyond.)
It appears that UNPROFOR had adopted the Bosnian Serb view that the siege
of Sarajevo and status of its civilian population as hostages were legitimate
military countermeasures.
94-40254 (E)
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Fortunately, the implementation of the "safe zone" resolutions (Security
Council resolutions 824 (1993) and 836 (1993)), through the concept of a NATOenforced exclusion zone, appeared to alter this situation permanently.
Unfortunately, there has once again been a slide backwards to the same
discredited views that acquiesced in the victimization of Sarajevo and that are
the backbone of this new rogue mandate.
Under resolutions 824 (1993) and 836 (1993), all "Bosnian Serb" military
units and weaponry are to be removed from the safe-area cities and their
vicinities while the Army of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina specifically
was allowed to retain its infantry and weaponry. The NATO-enforced "exclusion
zone" gave teeth to the military deterrence and responsiveness envisioned by the
above resolutions.
In addition, as a commitment of its own good faith and as a
step that increased the likelihood of Bosnian Serb compliance with the NATO
ultimatum, the Army of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina also agreed to
remove or neutralize its own heavy weapons within the exclusion zone despite the
fact that resolutions 824 (1993) and 836 (1993) explicitly authorized the
Bosnian Army to retain its forces and weaponry within the exclusion zone.
Unfortunately , it appears that the "safe areas" mandate and exclusion zone
around Sarajevo have been redefined under the rogue mandate as follows.

1.
Because the "Bosnian Serbs" could not maintain their siege of Sarajevo
without the heavy weapons now excluded by the NATO exclusion zone, because
altering the status quo might risk "Bosnian Serb" reprisal on UNPROFOR and
because the siege therefore is viewed as a legitimate military countermeasure,
UNPROFOR would be deployed in such a fashion to preserve the status quo and
prevent the weakening of the Bosnian Serb siege positions. Any alleviation of
the siege could come about only as a consequence of bargaining and agreements
with the besiegers, otherwise UNPROFOR would risk taking sides and retaliation.
2.
Because the infantry of the Army of the Republic of Bosnia and
Herzegovina was deemed to be superior, its actions to defend the civilians,
sovereignty and territorial integrity of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina
within the exclusion zone were also viewed by UNPROFOR as a challenge to the
status quo that might in turn prompt a non-compliant "Bosnian Serb" party to
challenge UNPROFOR. Giving higher priority to any risk of Bosnian Serb
non-compliance and reprisal (including such that could be increased by NATO
enforcement action), some within the UNPROFOR command have chosen to
characterize any Bosnian military action as detrimental rather than as measures
to defend legitimate civilian and sovereign interests. Effectively, the
sovereign interests of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina were being
subjugated to any potential risks of retaliation by the Bosnian Serbs against
UNPROFOR.
3.
To justify this morally and legally flawed policy more effectively, it
would also be appropriate to delegitimize the status and objectives of the Army
of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina. The Army of the Republic of Bosnia
and Herzegovina, therefore, must be projected as being more or less on the same
moral and legal level of the "Bosnian Serbs". For this reason, while certain
UNPROFOR officials are conspicuously silent in their criticism with respect to
numerous opportunities offered by the actions of the Bosnian Serbs, they have
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been all too eager to find blame, real or fabricated, with respect to the Army
of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina. This was last exhibited by the
enthusiastic, but premature campaign of some UNPROFOR officials to allege,
recklessly and falsely, that the Bosnian Army engaged in the mutilation of
Bosnian Serb soldiers and therefore to project the image of indistinguishable
tribalism and barbarism.

4.
Finally, "Bosnian Serb" use of heavy weapons within the exclusion zone
is tolerated as necessary for the "Bosnian Serbs" to retain their military
advantage and the status quo. As a consequence, when the Bosnian Serbs
initiated an attack within the Sarajevo exclusion zone and relied upon heavy
weapons fire from within to areas within the exclusion zone, this action was
tolerated by UNPROFOR despite the fact that it was in clear violation of the
Sarajevo safe area and NATO ultimatum. Over 1,000 Serbian shells were fired in
the exclusion zone in just one day of the Bosnian Serb offensive without any
appropriate UNPROFOR response. On the other hand, certain elements of the
UNPROFOR command within the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina have vocally and
quickly criticized purely infantry actions of the Army of the Republic of Bosnia
and Herzegovina and, without a United Nations mandate, even threatened NATO air
strikes (when such actions of the Bosnian Army are in full compliance with
relevant Security Council resolutions).
This rogue mandate has driven us to a crisis point and the edge of
disaster.
It not only ignores but in effect reverses the status of the victim
and victimizer .
It neutralizes the intended benefits of United Nations-mandated
measures. But even putting aside the moral bankruptcy of this flawed rogue
mandate, it must be immediately rescinded because it:
(a) Is not endorsed by and, in fact, runs contrary to existing United
Nations resolutions and Security Council-adopted mandates including the "safe
area" and exclusion zone designations;
(b) Effectively acquiesces in, rather than challenges, the almost
1,000-day siege of Sarajevo, which once again is tightening as a consequence;
(c) Undermines the efforts and objectives of the Contact Group peace plan
by upholding the status quo and giving comfort to those who would hold out
against peace in favour of retaining their current, advantageous position;
(d) Is illegal and inconsistent with the sovereignty and territorial
integrity of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina, with the Charter of the
United Nations and with countless General Assembly and Security Council
resolutions reaffirming the above.
Once again, we wish to express our appreciation to the overwhelming
majority of the UNPROFOR and humanitarian forces for their well-intentioned and
directed efforts within the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina.
None the less,
unless corrective steps are undertaken urgently, the overall United Nationsmandated actions within the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina will be subverted
and become consumed by the consequences of an unauthorized mandate.
Sustaining
the unacceptable status quo is not the same as preserving the neutrality of
UNPROFOR, in fact, quite the opposite. Those responsible for acting outside and

I • •.
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in contradiction to Security Council resolutions mu st be brought into line or
appropriately addressed. For our part, the Government of the Republic of Bosnia
and Herzegovina will continue to maximize cooperation with UNPROFOR and other
mandated efforts.
Similarly, those who act in contravention to Security Council
mandates cannot continue to enjoy the privileges and legal status associated
with service in furtherance of United Nations mandates.
May I ask for your kind assistance in circulating this letter as a document
of the Security Council.

(Signed) Muhamed SACIRBEY
Permanent Representative
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Addressing the recent:·a:ctivities of- the unitedJ'Nati~ns i>rdtectlon Force ·
(UNPROFOR) at ' a press- tronf~:!"rence. thi!3 aftariloo~, Muhamed Saci'rbej:,::.;)?~rmanent
Represe~~ati ve o:f•Bosnia •rand Herzegovina/ ·: said he had d~li vered-~ _•,,i '.~-~~~lr"'.- to ·
the Sectirity· coum:,±:r today citing~· the,,~":inadequate and inappropriate '1.pp.r6ach
of the UNPRPFOR itfotnm·a:n,a. 11 to the ·situation d-n, his country. ,:t•:· '<'.' ·
'.. ~-: • ,I.

~' : . ·: ,._; ....

Mr. Sacirbey cited the Force's "new rogue mandate" ·, which dictated that
all UN1?F,OFOR man.~ tes must first pass a . "filter test " by which ai l actions ;-11_
which could ~tifar~j}~i ~he ·• t_t-isk of, Bo~n:ian $erp repr_lsals would ~ - ~arginalize_d!,,
or ignored. ' 'Iii:ri ~ l il-$nsion: of ~hat leigie, ·if the m,qp~OFOR ' ina:ndat~ .. or meas\!ire'1
in question · in1ght·:•l.o&sen the: Bosnian• serb!.s ' a;i.:ege · of Sarajevo; and thus alter
the statui!r qub, then ·such mea·su1.tes· must--'be 'llt~:rginalized as well, , for "fear of
offending, the Bosnian s_~frbs:, ; , 'l'hat;;_c; :r,bgue•,,mand_a te .,liad- been paFyicularly . harmful
in the way ~t . had been applied·-,a.it •ound~,:satajevo: ·'
· Jp,··•-' ,., ;·; u,-. : , \

-.. + '
~,ti •. :

.-' .

~-.-:, :-st_; _

He drew attention ' ti~: ·an, ;extensive', Serb . offen:s i ve ·.carried; out,<from within .
the Sarajevo exclui:don '·.z one :·.1 as,t week; . :which : involve.q>tha: fitin'g of over 1,,-9Q6 ' ·
shell_:s "i '\rt,i.thin one day. The Force's decision not to ~ espond at all ~~t the :, .... :
wrong message, at a time when the peace process was particularly jelp~rdized
by the continuing · iejectio:n, of :1:f~'e f:Cort't9<ct·:oroup' s peace plan •by th:e::'BOsniail '
Serbs .t;;~"rf ~as needed· was fit'nleifi adtidn1 by- the North Atlantic ·Treaty . ·
, .
Organiz~BR~L~(NATO)' and UNPR,OFOR ·;.i. niltheir dual-key approa'ch. , -At a time -:when ; , ,,+
UNPROFOR · an9, ~To- were meeting -in New• York tcf de.termine further: mea1:1ur.es, ·•· it ·•- , ,,. ;·_ :.
was essent.ia.1>-1:0 'call on the Force's corttihuing unwillin:gnes·s ,to: copf,;"ont the. :· ~,?·:
Bosnian Serb fcfrces . and
to implement Couneil 'resolutions ."
·· ·•
· · ,-.~.r · :_
'
.
\

Mr ·.d:sacirbey said his Government's understanding o.f the :.,nso-called
demilitarized ~one" around Mount _Igman was firmly backed up by the doc_u ments
signed in August 1993', which made _crlea1:'> th~t tl.'le _Bosnian army· did ·n ot have · to'
pull out of :that are'a .:.. Attempts to characteri.ze its presence there as ir1·l '.e ga1 - .
were . inaccurate·.
' ::•:: f_ ',l ,,,., :._ .
"
.
,. :_;_~~~

"-:'.:,)

':--,-~'

"\ -~ ·,; •_>_:

Asked why the- a~y,:,$,>·presehce thi?re ~~S,7 not- i=llegal, Mr. Sacirbey said
the zone was an ·area 'which was ' crea:tfE!_q _,t o blunt an illegal Serb offensive .into· ,
the Sarajevo ·,, sa~ area". I 't · was -dr:~:,~ t~~ ~s an are?- frQm 'which the Sertiian_1.: . .
'~· •. "It ,:-;. '\. ., .
:
.
.
forces would have to pull out. - I1, ~~S, rifver :even r e fe:ered to as a ·
' ·
demilitarized.. .zone.
The
Bosnian
:'fore.
e
s
~~~e
nc:>t
compelled
_
to
withdraw
from •
• ''
'
' '
,I '
•
'
.
those pq;Sttt-i?n··s , ·w hich they had hel~ pefore ~~h~ illegal ~£:fensi ve. , Saying the:
Bosnian ~/:;>rcea had -to pull out _i'fft° the zone w~uld be ,a way · of marginalizing :the ,c .··
"safe areas"
estab_
lished
by rss_
o l-;utions
824 (1993) ' and
836 (1993). Under. the
: •t ..'.
.
.. ·_ ..
·,
't...
'
.
"safe area!=J"
resolut:i.-ons,
the
Go-Ver,rµt\ent
was
allowed
to
retain·
its i:.orce-s ,..:,
·.
'
,
_• _:;it, ' ~..
.
wi thiti those areas .
· · - ·
0 · -

Asked for his view on NATqc' s pro~'Sals to be more aggressive, :on. a'ir
strikes, Mr. Sacirbey· s-aid that ·was 11 abs:01utely essential 1113: iµ view of _the
continuing retreat by UNPROFOR in carrying out the mandate given to it by the
(more)
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Security Council. ;rha~, :;i;-etreat had also involved precluding a forceful
response by NATO to Bosnian Serb violations of the exclusion zones.
A correspondent asked .;1Qou~-- a tettre.x ,,a.ant from A:lija :):~et~~govic,
President of Bosnia and Herz.e go,;ina;- io un::ited States President Bill Clinton .
Mr. Sacirbey said the letter had outlined his Government's commitment to the
peace RlAA developed by the Contact Group (France, Germany, Russian
Federat ion / Uril.ted Kingdom and United· States),' :o n the uncferstahdirig that ' it
was to He "considerecf"i fi~al . aiid irrevocable decision . .
bhcili~es in the
plan wo\ild be- seen:·- is''.e<::mtrary ·to th~ commitment given to hi~ Gb,;erim(erit'
which h~d mi·d it many comprontis~'s . for peace . . His Go,;e:rnment 'ezj,ecte~r•·its .
friends, including the United States, to defend the position· of those who had
made such concessions for peace.
0

Any

~··

; - :•

.

. -~;

,. :? ..,, :·:

Was ~if~·• agreement ~hat.fi~e lifting' o"i: the · arins embargo ~ou'1a"''t~k~ ~ffe,~t?
six morfths-· fiom ·· riow"''stili ·"stahding·/ a correspondent asked. Mr. Sacirpey said
that it ''Wafs'" ··rt" wa'il{ his ; tiriai"r"standing that there would be some clarificatiori
by the · Uni't ed:' 'St:ai'er:l _Gove~~~t · c:>ver the riext few ·d ay~. ' ' ~e trni ted State~ ·_ '
Administradoii _had mad·e a· commitment to the United States Co~gress to hring·
resoluti6n on :twe matter to the Security:' council within . t:'~o'•' weeie'· of .. th~ . .
15 October deadline. His Government wo'uld actively participat~'';1n- Ehe · ' , ,·
discussions on that resolution. It would also look forward to the General
Assembly;s ·a ebat~ on the _situation iii his country, wh:!-ch was scheduled fbr

a : '"'

2 November . ., .

·· .-i,.

· :', : '

,. . \

, :':<~•"::(_

.

;:;_ ~- :~· ;,:_:-~•: :r

Had the Bosnian G6vernment simpi~' postponetf the question ' 6f'" the arms
embargo ,'' a · cof respotiderl.t asked : : "W(r :are not·· c1~·1 aying the liftifi!;J of the a _riils :· ..·
embargo", Mr. " saci~bey said: ::"We~are seeking-_de jure i;~ting', · c6~sisterit'
- ~ith '·'
·°' :
. .· ,.
the timin:g ' of· 15 October to is•· Noveml:>er, but- delaying onl'y" impleme111::ar,:i9n -· _ '. ~ ::. ;
until, . let•
-~9 ,li~y';
'si:i:c Iriortths ': i nto · d1e future'.n ' That w.ia a c:omprom'i se~ _to ' • , ;; '
.
.. , ,. ,._,.
>
allow more time· for the efforts of the Contact Group to have·: an impact on the ··
Bosnian Serbs, as well as to avert immediate humanitarian repercussiorts and ' ·..·
danger to UN~~OFOR personne~.
,,., __ :'.
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Europe and - Russia · had f6:1=..cef~lly opposed toe· a:iJ-tomati<:! lifting· o~· ~he .·_. . ,.
a~s ~~at~o· ir: ~i~,:
t~e::uni fed States ha.r ~P,parent7y': c~me·J:o that: _.,
view, · a correspondent saieL - Asked to comment, Mr. Sacirbey said his . _,... ,
Government had never felt that the embargo should be lifted de facto ' under any
conditions. If the f?osnian Serbs accepted the Contact Group's peace plan,
there wo\;iHli be ~o :tefason to i:i,ft it~ . H¢,ever, the ~fubargo"' had been ' ,... ···••
counterproduct:i.ve ': einc:i~·had ttu~~tionabie'--"fE:igal statuf . ±i ~h~Ul~'· f,~ 1.ifted, at
least on a,de ·,1,ure ··ba.'e:i:s'; itiP appih~d•'to'. hi's country : ;
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Wasitt:rue, as ' stated· ret:ently by· President ~Iietbegovic, that
Sarajevo
-.r-,
·· . . -.
.
.
would rather not have ·ONPROFoR·'artd·' hav-e; instead; · the tig}?.t; to obta:i,n· weapons,
a correspon?~rt.~ asked i .:' Mr': ·':s~c~rbey . ~aJ ~-; it: wa{ t¼ue . flWE! haye ~~t
promises madei- ' to us o-t-er the last tw9 · ana a haif • years, arid we · can.' oifly .~~ly _~on our own ' rsifo~rces ifri. '-> takiri~ bB.a.t-ge ;• o:c ·o u;~- 0~ fate. 11 ' '. Six months ~as .a ' i:ong ;
time. It was possible that NATO and the international community · ~6tild s'B2..; · ·
that his Government's
scepticism
had
not
Qeen well-placed.
Nevertheless,
the
. •,. -:
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primary re~po~sibility : :f or , ~elf~defen¢e lay with the B~snian mil~ta:ry ~ ·
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Asked if that meant UNPROFOR should stay for the winter and then leave,
Mr . Sacirbey said his Government was not asking the Force to leave but,

rather, was asserting its right of self-defence. It also sought to remind
UNPROFOR that it could not pull out without fulfilling its obligations,
especially with regard to the protection of the eastern enclaves. His
Government was ready to defend those enclaves. However, if UNPROFOR should
decide to pull out, regard for the safety of the civilian population dictated
that the transition to Bosnian protection must ,be done in an organized fashion.
Mr. Sacirbey said the defenders of those enclaves had been disarmed by
UNPROFOR and their weapons destroyed, on the initiative of the Force. "We did
not ask to be disarmed, we did not ask to have our weapons destroyed. We
complied with what UNPROFOR had deemed at that time to be the basis for their
interjection in stopping a Serb offensive."

In response to another question, Mr . Sacirbey said there were three
eastern enclaves : Srebrenica, Zepa and Gorazde.

* *** *
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Note to the secretary-General
UN-NATO CONSULTATIONS ON THE USE OF AIR POWER
IN BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA

1.
Mr. Stoltenberg telephoned this evening from Vienna. He had
spent the day in Moscow. He said that he had found Foreign
Minister Kozyrev "more excited and angry" then he had ever seen
him. Mr. Kozyrev had asked him to convey to you the message that
if Russia was not more formally consulted it would withdraw its
troops from UNPROFOR forthwith. He had highly appreciated his
talk with you last week, but this was not enough. Russia, as a
Permanent Member of the Security Council and a troop contributing
country, had to be part of the decision-making process.
Otherwise it was not prepared to expose its troops to the dangers
of service in Bosnia and Herzegovina.
If, following the
forthcoming consultations, it was presented with a UN-NATO
agreement as a fait accompli, it would withdraw its troops.

2.
Mr. Stoltenberg said that he had been struck by the
virulence of Mr. Kozyrev's views. So had Lord Owen, who was
telephoning his concern to Mr. Hurd. Mr. Stoltenberg wondered
whether you might not wish to give the Russians the letter you
have received from NATO.
3.
I have discussed this conversation with Mr. Riza. We both
feel that it would be a mistake to give the Russians the NATO
document. We agreed that Mr. Riza would telephone Ambassador
Lavrov this evening to inform him of the arrangements for the
UN-NATO consultations next week, presenting this as a follow-up
to Mr. Annan's call to him on your instructions last Friday
evening. We will need to consider whether to consult the
Russians during the course of the consultations next week. My
. own view is that, at the very least, you should not commit
\ yourself to an agreement with NATO without first having consulted
the Security Council. As you have yourself observed, there is at
present an asymmetry between the position of the NATO
Secretariat, who have consulted their political masters, and the
United Nations Secretariat, who have not so far done so.

Marrack Goulding
12 October 1994
cc:

Mr. Gharekhan
Mr. Riza
Ms. Green

Ref: note12.10
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EOSG/CENTRAL
Dear Mr. Acting Secretary-General,
I have received your letter in which you inform me of a
decision taken by the North Atlantic Council today.
As you will be aware from the contacts which have taken
place between our military staffs, certain aspects of the
council's decision create problems for me. I therefore
welcome your suggestion of further consultations and would
be grateful if you could send a team to New York as soon as
possible to work with my staff to define standards which can
be accepted by both sides.
Please accept, Mr. Acting Secretary-General, the
assurances of my highest consideration.

Boutros Boutros-Ghali

His Excellency
Mr. Sergio Balanzino
Acting Secretary-General
North Atlantic Treaty Organization
Brussels
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CONFIDENTIAL
7th October 1994

DSG/94/653

Dear Secretary-General,

I am writing to you following today's meeting of the
In order m reinforce the efforts 0£
coth of our organizations to achieve peaca in BosniaHerzegovina, and in the spirit of your previous requests of
6th February and 18th April to Secretary General warner for
increased NATO protection of Safe Areas, the North At1antic
Council agreed that the following standards should apply to
the conduct of NATO air strikes:
North Atlantic Council.

strikes will be conducted in strict accordance with
existing NATO mandates and procedures, ~ncluding
dual-key arrangements and the principle of
proportionality;
strikes will be conducted on a timely basis - that
is, as soon as possible a~ter a violation 9r any
other event giving r~se to the need for an air

strike;

-

strikes will be conduc~ed without tactical warning

to

the offending par;tx;

be£ore any use of air power, target sets will be

agreed by CINCSOUTH and UNPROFOR; and
for each use of air ewer a minimum of four t
e author1sed b
ZNCSOUTH and Force Co
R, within the agreed target set, and

wi
tJN

respecting the princ1p1e of proportionality, for
attack by NATO aircraft: whiqh pf these targets are
actually attacked will be dete:rrntned h¥ tbe NATO Air
component commander according to tacticai
cdhsiderations .

. •I • •
His Exe llency

Dr Bou t ros Boutros-Ghali
Secretary-General
Unitad Nat ions
New York 10017·

USA

...
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At the request of tha Caunc.11., I am conveying thia
North Atlantic Council decision to you with a view to
obtaining aar.1.y agraeJDant to
~poaals. The Councj:J...
would Ilka ta see these standards impenumtad as soon as
poss1ble. As necessary, we would be pleased to consult with
you further.

th•••

I wish to emphasise that these standards are within
of_ ravious North A tlant1
e s1
n accordance with UN Securi
Counc.11. Resolutions. Existing
proce ures for targeting and execution, as agreed between
UNPROFOR and CINCSOUTH, would remain in effect.
the scope-

NATO will withhold any public declaration about
these proposals until after your response has been received.
Let me end by conveying to you the Council's grave
concern over the continued deterioration of the situation in
Sarajevo arid elsewhere In Bosnia-Herzegovina, as described in
the Statement by the President of the Security Counc1.l of 30th
September, and the increased obstacles to the accomp~ishmant
of UNPROFOR's mandate.

;

/

Yours s ~ cereiy,

/i

r;__

'

'

')~9u

ser6io )J~~anzino
Ac~ing Secretary General
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The incident that took place between the army of the Republic of Bosnia and
Herzegovina and Karadzic's Serbs in the morning hours of 6 September 1994 at the
locality of Proskok has led to various misinterpretations, including the neglect
of the important facts, and what concerns us the most is the fabrication of
non-existent elements of this event, whereby 20 members of the aggressor's
forces were killed.
The Government of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina is gravely
concerned because of statements delivered by the Secretary-General's Special
Representative, Mr. Yasushi Akashi, who announced that many of the victims were
mutilated, disfigured and burned. In this way, Mr. Akashi had falsely
represented the clash, despite knowing or at least being in a position to know
the facts on the ground, based upon which the United Nations Protection Force
(UNPROFOR) officials later dismissed such statements.
This has not been the first time that the Special Representative has placed
himself in such a situation to have one of his subordinates deny his previously
delivered statements. In this case, it is Mr. Tim Spicer, the United Nations
Spokesman in Sarajevo, who has withdrawn the allegations that Karadzic's troops
were massacred and mutilated.
Simultaneously with these unfounded and unfortunate accusations directed
against the Government of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Mr. Akashi
has, once again, made threats of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO)
air-strikes against it.
The Government of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina expresses its deep
regrets and disappointment that the United Nations Commander in Bosnia and
Herzegovina who has on a number of occasions energetically refused NATO
initiatives for the use of NATO air strikes against the deadly actions of
Karadzic's Serbs directed against civilians, and which have constituted
violations of Security Council resolutions 824 (1993) and 836 (1993), now seems
to be very much inclined to call in NATO forces and attack the army of the
Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina, who are attempting to defend the free
territories of our State.
94-39129 (E)
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In the above-mentioned fighting incident that claimed the lives of 20
members of Karadzic's terrorist forces, who have been besieging Sarajevo for
more than 30 months, and have been responsible for massacres and death of more
than 10,000 of its unarmed civilians, the army of the Republic of Bosnia and
Herzegovina used small arms, typical for infantry units, whereby they did not
violate any of the provisions of the exclusion zone. Furthermore, the clash
took place outside the demilitarized zone, a fact confirmed by the appropriate
authorities of UNPROFOR.
This group of Karadzic's terrorists, according to the reports of the
Government of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina, which are most probably
known to UNPROFOR officials as well, is part of a much larger formation that has
carried out numerous offensive actions south-west of Sarajevo, especially
targeting and systematically attacking the "blue routes" - the only route that
Sarajevo citizens could have used to enter or exit the city, carrying only the
most basic items.
My Government again reaffirms that war and offensive actions are not its
choice, but the choice of Karadzic's aggressor forces which have once again been
strengthened by their rejection of the Western Contact Group's Plan. We
certainly do not expect that the international community would deny the right of
the defensive forces of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina to protect its
population and territory from the aggressor's attacks, ethnic cleansing,
indiscriminate killings and wanton destruction of our towns and villages.
Therefore, misinterpretation of yesterday's clash at Proskok constitutes
another attempt to equalize the victim and the aggressor. Misrepresentation of
truth or neglect of it will not expedite the peace process. On the contrary, it
will only distance us from reaching any settlement because such
misrepresentations are useful only to those who have constantly been rejecting
peace.

May I ask Your Excellency, for your kind assistance in circulating the
present letter as a document of the Security Council.

(Signed)

Ivan Z. MISIC
Ambassador
Deputy Permanent Representative
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Monsieur le Secretaire General,
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Vous voudrez bien trouver ci...joint les conclusions provisoires
(subject to canadian reserve) du Sommet de l'OTAN.
Comme vous le verrez, ce ne sont que des propositions qui ne
seront pas rendues publiques tant que vous n'aurez pas donne votre accord.

Je vous prie de croire, Monsieur le Secretaire General,
!'assurance de ma tres haute consideration.

Jean-Bernard MERIMEE

Son Excellence
Monsieur Boutros BOUTROS-GRALi
Secretaire General des Nations Unies
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We are concerned once again that the report contained in the annex to
Security Council document S/1994/1124 of 3 October 1994 is further evidence of a
relentless rush, on the basis of preordained evidence, to secure a political
result without due consideration to the true facts, circumstances or
consequences.
We must question the authority of a report based upon a short duration of
monitoring and limited scope of investigation. It is inconceivable that a
monitoring team that has not yet nearly reached its mandated capacity, a
capacity which already falls well short of the necessary manpower and resources,
is i~ a position, factually or legally, to provide the enclosed author itative
assessment.
We are also puzzled by the assertion of the report, which reads "in the
absence of any contrary information from the air, whether airborne
reconnaissance system of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), or from
national technical means", that the border is closed. This statement overlooks
the fact that:
1.
To our knowledge, neither the Security Council nor the Co-Chairmen
have requested such information nor has there necessarily been sufficient time
to submit it without this request.
2.
The Government of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegoviria has in fact
provided some information reflecting ongoing violations of the border .
3.
The widely reported "helicopter flights" identified in the media and
by reports to the Council (pursuant to Security Council resolution 781 (1992) of
9 October 1992), including S/1994/5/Add.65, have not been investigated.
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4.
Even some high-level representatives of the Contact Group member
States, including United States Secretary of Defense, Mr. William Perry, have,
since the adoption of resolution 943 (1994) of 23 September 1994, cautioned
about continuing violations.
We firmly believe it would be most appropriate for the Secretariat and/or
the Security Council to investigate the above facts, among others, before
accepting the said report as authoritative. Otherwise, this entire procedure
will become a sham consumed in the service of unsatisfied political agendas.
May I ask for your kind assistance in circulating the present letter as a
document of the General Assembly, under agenda item 39, and of the Security
Council.
(Signed)
Ivan z. MISIC
Ambassador and Deputy
Permanent Representative
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Foreign Affairs of Turkey, H.E. Prof. Miimtaz ~oysal
.!

dnI [1 October
1994, in which
.

you underlined the importance you attach tot~~ "Actiqn jPian for the restoration of
ti

~rial se~~.~ -! ~~j~o•. During that m~ng
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it was announced by my Deleg-dtion during the Pledging Conference which was held
i '
in New York on 29 June 1994.
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In this context, I am pleased to inform y~u.that imy Government has
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decided to make a contribution of 1 million us.po~~ ~ sueeort of the Action
Plan. A breakdown of our pledge will be submitted in ell~ time.
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Please accept. Exc.ellency, the assurances of myihighest consideration.
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P~~aneht Representative

H.E. Mr. Boutros Boutros-Ghali
Secretary-General of the
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AIDE-MEMOIRE
Emploi de la force aerienoe en Bosnie-Herzegovine

---oOo--

Les gouvemements de la France, du Royawne-Uni et des Etats-Unis ont reflechi sur la
maniere de rendre plus vigoureuse, a l'interieur des parametres techniques et politi.ques
existant<;, !'option du recours ala force aericnne.
Nous avons l'intention, apres les avoir soumises Avotre examen, de proposer a l'OTAN
les modifications qui dcvraient etre apportees selon nous a la pratique actuelle (ces
modifications sont prescntees en annexe 1). Nous inforinerons les russes de ces propositions.
Nous proposons qu'une fois ces dispositions agreees, une declaration du Conseil de
l'Atlantique Nord ait lieu tres rapidement. Celle-ci pourra.it intervenir des mercredi.
Le but de ces propositions est de prendre avantage de la flcxibilite accrue que procure
la nouvelle attitude du gouvemement bosniaque concernant la levee de !'embargo sur les
annes, de maniere a maximiser la pression exercee sur lcs Serbes de Bosnie pour ·qu'ils
reexaminent leur decision vis-a-vis des propositions du Groupe de Contact.
Nous croyons en outre qu'il est important de travailler a uue comprehension commune
entre l'OTAN et la FORPRONU sur la nature des violations ~t sur les preoccupations
generates relatives a "l'etranglement", ainsi quc sur la gamme complete des reponses
possibles. Nous souhaitons revenir vers vous apropos de la maniere dont cette tache pourrait
etre reali~ec.
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Les normes suivantes devraient etre appliquees

ala conduite des operations de frappes

a\:riennes par l'OTAN :
- Les frappes seront realisecs en stricte conformite avec les procedures et les mandats
de l'OTAN, y compris les arrangements de doublt: cle couramment agrees.
- Les frappes seront realisees en prenant en compte le critere du temps, c'est-a-dire
aussitot que possible apres qu'une provocation ou qu'une violation ait

ete identifiee.

- Les frappes seront realis6es san.c; avertissement tactique de la partie responsable de la
provocation ou de la violation.
- Avant chaque utilisation de la force aerienne, des ensembles de cibles st:ront definis
d'un commun accord enlre CINCSOUTH et la FORPRONU.
- Pour chaque recours

a la force aerienne, un minimum de 4 cibles sera autorise, panni

!'ensemble de cibles agree, en vue d'une attaque par !es avians de l'OTAN. La cible qui fera
effectivement l'objet d'une attaque sera detenninee par le commandant de la composante air de
l'OTAN en fonctinn de considerations tactiques.
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Reunion des Ministres de la Defense de l'OTAN aSeville : depeches de l'AFP.
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Conaensus a 1'0TAN sur des ~rappes aerieimea plus viqoureuaea en Bos:aie

SEVU.,LE (Espagne>, 30 sept {AFP) - Les 16 JIWli.atre d-. la Defena• de l 'O'l'AN
a Seo,il1e (sud> aur la neceasite da r@!Courir ~n
Boanie a des fraPpt!& aeriennea "pluu fortes et p1ua rapides" pour sanc:ti.onncilea violations des resolutions de 1•0:rro.
"'l'ouu lea mnistres aouhaitent des ~c.isions plua fe:z::mea" contre les
Serbea de J3osn1.c, a 's oul.ign ' le s•c.ritaire gimeral adjoint de l'OTAN, se~io
Balanzino, au tcxme d'une reunion informel.le de deux jours.
Constatant l'ine£ficaoite des rioentes frappes aeriennea, "aymboliques et
11111111 oaractere d;i.ssuaa.:i.f", les Et&ta-Onia ~t la Franc:f!! notamment ont convaincu
la Grand.e-Breta.gne de durc.ir lea ripostes aerim=es.
"Jeud.i, il y avait desaceord pour reaouch-e le p?:oble1qe. Vendredi, nn
.:iccord a ete b:ouve", s'eat felicite le se0%e1:ai:re ame.ric.Lin a la Def~ae
Will.iUl Perry, qaal.if"iant la reunion da "rema.rquable".
Juaqu'a p~aent, l.es casquea bleus prevenaiant lea Serhea de Bosnie de
l.'imminence d"une attaque aerienne et de son. lieu et ne rec:e~uent pour toute
repon.ne qu'un "bra• d'honneur", ae1on un haut retspenaable ~ranyais.
Deaoz:maia, le• f'rappea sercnt menees "rapidement, sana preavi.s et pou:ront
atre multiples" e.t pas forcement ae p:rodui:re aur le l.ieu de l.'i.noident
ini.t.i:u., aelon pl.uaieurs soiniatres.
~ois d'enue eux --William Perey, Fran1roi11 Leotard (France) et Mal.c:olm
Ri.n1nd (Grande-Bret.1gne)-- ont i:edi~ ace aujet un "t:exte commun" ~
l'iutention du aeczetai.re general des Nations U:aiea, Boutros Boutroa-Ghal.:i., Ce
doc:,mmnt doit permettre aux Caaquee blcua d'i.ntegrar darul leur ge•tion du
confl.it l.'evontual.ite de frappes 4eriemiea "plus vig'O\U:euaea", •el.on un
di.plomat:e.
Cea ~rni.eres aemaines, des clive,:gencea sent apparuea entre la Force de
prob!etion de 1 1 0Nt1 en ex-!'ougoal.avie (FO!U'RONO) et: l'OTAN aur l.'appreciation
&!!s violations cbn• lea zones de a~curite et la riposte a leur dormer.
A la di£f"erence de Loncl%es et du l"'ommandant- das Casquea bl.cus en. ~ani.e,
J.e gazieral br.itamiique Michael. Roae, qui 02::ugnent un eng:enage en cai:s de
£rappes di.sprdpOrt.ionneea, Pa.ris et Washington ae sont inontras £:ivorables a un
piua ferffle :racours ~ la force.
Des rencon~s en petit comite dee, ministi:es des principalea puiaoances de
l'cnAN, en margo des seances pleniexea, ont pcxmia un rapprochement des paints
de vue.
"Des contacts plus intenaes sont en train de se develop~ entre l'O'l!AN et
l'ONO pour arrive2: a une JDQi.ll.eure c;,ompribension", a dec1are M. Bal.anzino, qui
prisidai:t lea debata. Selon lui, les minJ.ut:rea ae sont montrc!!s "preoocupea par
la o:cdi.biJ.ite" de l'OTAN dlu1II le conflit boani.aque.
se 11ont mi.a d'accord vendred.i.

La situation en Boanie ~ relegue au second p1an lea autrea aujets abordea:
1a seourite dans le baaai.n mecliterraneen, menacee par le fond.lmentaliam.e,
l'adapt.a.tion cli~ficile de l.'O'l'AN awe operations de paix et la c:,ooperation
m.ilita.12:e a"trec: 1es paya d'Eur~ c:entral.e et oriental.e. Sur 1a qa@stion de
l.'elargisaement de l.'O'l'AN, lea all.iea n'ont pas suivi l'Allemagne qui
demandA.it de dire rapi~nt quels pays dt!vront adherer a l'Ol'AN et dana quela
dela.ia.
Taus l.e a m:iniatrl!a Be sont rijouia de la presence de Fran9oi.s Leotard,
pxemier mini ntre £:;anya.i.s de la ~f"enae 3 participcr depuis 1966 --date du
retrait de 1~ France du commandenent m1lit:li~e integre sous do!IU.nation
americaine-- a une reunion de l.'Allianc:e.
Le president frany&is i'rZln9ois Mitterrand .:i,~v~ autoriae aa venue
not~nt parce qu•aux enjewc de la gue.r::e froi.dc ont succede des conflits
limit@s, c01aa1e en ex-Yougoslavie, ou la France. dcployc 6.000 sold.ats.
Si.gne que lea temps ont c:hang@, M. Leota.rd. a quitte Sevi.ll.e .i bord ~•un
avion .imerica.in, celui de Wil.liam Per?:y, qui offectue jusqu'i samed.i une
vis.tte en France.
prn-ocd/jh T
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u.o[I) Esp11gne-otan-8oan.i.e lead 09-30 0327
Bosnia: Aecom aur dea frappes aerif!!nnea plus v.i.go,ueuses
SEVILLE (E•pagne>, 30 sept (AFP) - Lea ministres AJIW!!ricain, bri.tanni.que et
f:z:an9ais da la Defense se sont mi.a d'ac:cord venclrec:li pour proposer a l.eurs
gouvernement.a et a l.'0Nt7 de recourir :idea £rappes ae:riennes pl.ua vigoureusea
en Bosn.i.e pour fai.xe oesse:r lea viol.ations dea zonoa de securitl!~ a irulique
vendredi un haut .reeponsable fran1rais.
Il a'agi.t de pouvoir z:ecourir a des frappc!a Jlllll.t;iplee clans des endroit:1
qui pourront etre cliffe2:ent:1 nu lieu de l'ineident initial, a ezpliqui! ce haut
respoDaabl.e, Juaqu'i. preeent, l.'Otan et l.'ONO 11e bo::naient a dee £rappea
aym'boliquea "11ana auoun ~agt:ere di.ssuaai£", a-t-il 11joute.
"La pratique allait meme jusqn'a avertir l.es Serbea de Boanie de
1 1 .iJmllinenoe d'une frappe acrienne en leur incliquant l.'objeotif ;cetenu", a
pourauivi c::e %C:Spon11able, en incliquant que eela allait caa•er.
La derni~l:e £rappe de l.'Oi:an a eu lieu le 22 septembre a~ un ch~ vi.de
des Serhea d@ Bosnie qui avaient au pre-al.able bl.ease dea Caaques bleua dana
dea attaquea delibereee.
Jeud.i, lo:r:a de la premi~re joumee de la ~union d@a miniatres de la
Da£enae de l'Ot:an i. Seville (sud), le min.i.atre britanuique, M:Llc:olm. Rifkind,
avai.t fai.t: part des ~t:ic:ences de I..ondres a de• frappes diaproportionnees avec
"de• i.naidents i•olea", qui pourraient mettre en danger la via des Caaques
b1•u•,

S•lon 1a reapanaab1e fril.n9Bia, M. IU.fki.nd •'eat rapproehe vcmd:r:edi. 1ora
d'une reun.ion en petit oomite du point de vue dea Fran9us et des luuericaina
qui eont f'&1ror:miea au reoow:111 i. ~a frappe• pius importantes pour faire
cess@r lea violati.on• l!!D Boan.ie.
Jeudi, .le aeo~taire amer.icain a la Defense, lfi.l.1iazn Per:y, avait cleftmdu
cette position aupres da •e• aolleguea de 1'0tan, Il ne faut pas ae liiaiter a
dea frappes aeriennea aw: dea objecti£s uniqu~s et aymboliqu@a, avait indique
M. Per.ry, cite par aon entourage.
prh-ccd/nev t
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Frappes: Lea min1atrea americain, fran9ais et hri tann.i.qw!'! CU!! la Defense ont
redige un t.Qxte pour M. Boutroa-Ghali

SEVILLE (Eapagne), 30 sept (AFP) - Les miniatzea de la De.tens• des
Eta.ta-Uni. is, de la Grande-Bretagne et de la France ont redi.g~, a. prcpoa
d'eventue.lle• .frappes aeriennea de .l'OTAN plus vigoureuses et lllllltiple.s , un
"textc co:mm,,n 11 ;\ l 'inb=ntion du aecritaire gene:ra1 de l.'OHO Boutros
Bout:ros-Ghal.i. afi.n que ce dernier nenvoie des inst%Uctiona aux naponaables
mil.itaJ.J:es" en place en Boisnie, a-1:-on appria vendredi. de a0UrCI!! di.plomatique.
MM. William Perry, Millcolm Rifkind et Fran9oia Leotard ae aont reunia en
peti t comi te ~ ma tin pour parler da la Boanie et ha:moni11er leurs
positions eur l..a question aa frappes aeriennea, en ma:rge d'une reunion
offieielle a. Seville des 16 min:i.etrcs de la Defense de l'O'l'AN,
Le t.%1:e con=un dea t:roia ministJ:es p.reciae qiie leu fubu:es frappee
aer1ennea - c:!.!clenchees selon un "1:1ysteme de douhle-cla£ (OW-O'fAN) qui est
garde" - aeront meneea "aana preavia" et pourront viaer dea "objectifa
mul.tiplaa", a-t-on ajoute de source di.plomatique .
~• frappes pourront etre meneea aille\U:a que aur le lieu. de la
p~ovo0&tion ou de l'incident, maia conaerveront touj011%'.s "tin lien" avac
caux--ei. "Ce n'eat p::us une campagne a.erienne. On £rappera un peu plus £ar t en
.z:eatant dans la meme l.OCJique da rapnaaillea", c'eat-a-clire "paa a f'roid" , a
e:icplique un di.plomate.
Juaqu'a present, lea fr.::i.ppcll aer.i.ennea de l'OTAN avaient @te symboliqu••
et les respona~les militai:reis aur le tcrrun prevenaient lea Setl>ea de Bosnie
de leur imminence et de leur lieu .
Le texte comamn fr.a.nco-americano-britannique a etc montri a Seville au
miniatze allamand al.a Defense Voller Ruehe (dont le pay,a eat: membre du
gronpe de cont.act) at a tous lea pays de l ' OTM ayant depJ.oye des Casques
bleus @n '& snie , aelon l.a mema source clipl0111atique .
prh/ pt
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I have the honour to transmit the following statement from the Office of
the President of the Presidency of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina, dated
1 October 1994.
May I ask for your kind assistance in circulating this statement as a
document of the General Assembly, under agenda item 39, and of the Security
Council.
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ANNEX

Statement issued by the Office of the President of the Presidency
of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina on 1 October 1994

Owing to various misinterpretations and speculations in the Western foreign
media in regard to our otherwise clear position with respect to the lifting of
the arms embargo, the Office of the President of the Presidency issues the
following statement.
The position of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina with respect to the
lifting of the arms embargo remains unchanged and is based on the inalienable
right of our peoples to self - defence. This position was clearly defined by
Mr. Alija Izetbegovic, President of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina, in
the conclusion of his speech before the United Nations General Assembly, on
27 September 1994.
With respect to this, we expect President Clinton to forward the announced
letter to the Security Council by the end of October 1994, with a request that
the arms embargo be lifted . In the event that this request is rejected, we
expect President Clinton to propose to the United States Congress the adoption
of decision on the unilateral lifting of the arms embargo .
In order to help reach an agreement in the Security Council, and to
facilitate the further stay of the United Nations Protection Force (UNPROFOR),
primarily because of the besieged territories on the river Drina (the towns of
Srebrenica and Zepa) , we have offered a deferred execution of the decision on
the lifting of the arms embargo for six months.
Bearing in mind the concession the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina has
thus offered, the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina expects that the
international community, in the meantime, will carry out the six-poin t programme
indicated in the speech of President Izetbegovic before the General Assembly, in
New York .
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THE SITUATION IN BOSNIA AND
HERZEGOVINA
Letter dated 30 September 1994 from the Permanent
Representative of Pakistan to the United Nations
addressed to the Secretary-General
I have the honour to forward herewith the text of the declaration issued by
the enlarged meeting of the Contact Group of the Organization of the Islamic
Conference (OIC) on Bosnia and Herzegovina, at the level of Foreign Minister,
held on 29 September 1994 at the United Nations. I also forward a copy of the
letter of the Foreign Minister of Pakistan, in his capacity as Chairman of the
Group, addressed to the President of the Security Council on behalf of the
States members of ore.
I would be grateful if the present letter and its annexes could be
circulated as an official document of the General Assembly under agenda item 39,
and of the Security council.
(Signed}
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ANNEX I
Letter dated 29 September 1994 from the Minister for
Foreign Affairs of Pakistan addressed to the President
of the Security Council
An enlarged meeting of the Organization of the Islamic Conference Contact
Group on Bosnia and Herzegovina, at the level of Foreign Ministers, was held
today at the United Nations to consider the deteriorating situation in Bosnia
and Herzegovina.
I have been authorized by this meeting to convey to you and through you to
the members of the Security Council, the deep disappointment and concern of the
Organization of the Islamic Conference States over the recent adoption by the
Security Council of resolution 943 (1994), on 23 September 1994, partially
easing the sanctions against the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia and
Montenegro). The hasty adoption of the said resolution constitutes a major setback to the international efforts to secure peace with justice in Bosnia and
Herzegovina. Ironically, it has come at a time when there has been a sharp
escalation in Serb-sponsored violence against the Bosnian people, renewed
strangulation of Sarajevo and the intensification of the ethnic cleansing
campaigns in Banja Luka, Bijeljina and Prejedor .
The Ministers also wish to convey their deep sense of regret at the fact
that the Security Council, despite the appeal made by OIC to defer the adoption
of the said resolution, did not find it possible to do so.
The Security Council has obviously responded to tactical moves by those
responsible for the initiation and prosecution of aggression and genocide
against the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina; overlooked the Serb rejection of
the five-nation peace plan; and disregarded the views of the international
community particularly of the States members of OIC on this issue. The easing
of sanctions is thus tantamount to rewarding aggression.
The minimum requirements for any reappraisal of the sanctions regime,
namely, the recognition by Serbia and Montenegro of the international borders,
sovereignty, independence and territorial integrity of the ~epublic of Bosnia
and Herzegovina, as well as of the Republic of Croatia and of all other States
of the Republic of former Yugoslavia and the establishment of an adequate and
effective international monitoring mechanism for interdiction of military
supplies across the borders from Serbia and Montenegro to the Bosnian Serbs,
have not yet been met.
We, therefore, highly regret this decision and would urge the Security
Council to withdraw the temporary exemptions granted to Serbia and Montenegro
under Security Council resolution 943 (1994).
While even today, some representatives of the five-nation contact group
member States report of continuing violations of the border of the Republic of
Bosnia and Herzegovina by Serbia and Montenegro, we are dismayed that the
suspension of the sanc_tions is proceeding under resolution 943 ( 1994) • It would
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be timely now for the Security Council to reconsider and to take measures to
suspe nd t he i mple ment ation o f reso lut i on 943 ( 1994).
In our v iew , any fu rt her rev i ew o f policy by the Council on this issue
should be taken after due deliberations and in consultation with all States
directly concerned, i ncluding the OIC Contact Group, as well as the Government
of Bosnia and Herzegovina.
While noting that the mandate of the United Nations Protection Force
(UNPROFOR) will be extended by another six months, we deplore the threats made
by certain countries to withdraw their troops from UNPROFOR, should the arms
embargo be lifted. The withdrawal of some troop contingents from UNPROFOR would
not end the role of the United Nations in Bosnia and Herzegovina. There are
over 50 resolutions pertaining to Bosnia and Herzegovina that have to be
defended and enforced by the Sec urit y Council. The OIC countries contributing
troops to UNPROFOR are willing to contribute additional troops to strengthen
UNPROFOR as we l l as to replace any withdrawal. We believe that the mandate of
UNPROFOR should be strengthened in order to enable it to discharge fully its
responsibi l itie s.

(Signed) Sardar Aseff Ahmad ALI
Foreign Minister of Pakistan and
Current Chairman of the
Islamic Conference of Foreign Ministers
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ANNEX II
Declaration of the enlarged meeting of the Contact Group
of the Organization of the Islamic Conference on Bosnia
and Herzegovina at the level of Foreign Ministers. held
at the United Nations on 29 September 1994

1.
An enlarged meeting of the Contact Group of the Organization of the Islamic
Conference (OIC) on Bosnia and Herzegovina at the level of Foreign Ministers and
the Secretary-General of the Organization of the Islamic Conference was held on
29 September 1994 in New York, to review the deteriorating situation in the
Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina resulting from the Serb rejection of the
Peace Plan.
2.
The Foreign Ministers reaffirm the provisions of all OIC declarations and
resolutions pertaining to Bosnia and Herzegovina as well as their commitment to
safeguarding the political independence, territorial integrity, sovereignty and
unity of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina.
3.
The Foreign Ministers note with consternation the adoption of Security
Council resolution 943 (1994) concerning the easing of sanctions against the
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia and Montenegro).
In this context, they
express their deep regret and disappointment over the hasty fashion, not
warranted by the current situation, in which the Security Council proceeded to
adopt the resolution, notwithstanding the joint demarche of the States members
of the Contact Group to the President of the Security Council in this regard.
4.
The Foreign Ministers conclude that the adoption of resolution 943 (1994)
was unjustified, untimely and not conducive to efforts for promoting a just
peace in Bosnia and Herzegovina.
It sends a wrong signal, especially in view of
the sharp intensification of Serb-sponsored violence and the drastic
strangulation of Sarajevo, Srebrenica, Zepa, Gorazde and other Bosnian cities
and continuous violations of the safe areas by the Bosnian Serb side.
5.
The Foreign Ministers note that the most important conditions that should
have preceded the adoption of any such resolution have not been met, namely the
demand for the recognition by the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia and
Montenegro) of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina as well as of the Republic
of Croatia and other States of the former Republic of Yugoslavia, within their
internationally recognized borders and the establishment of an effective bordermonitoring system that could appropriately facilitate the consideration of such
matters before the Council.
6.
While appreciating the commitment of members of the monitoring team, the
Foreign Ministers reiterate their serious concern that the actual system of
monitoring has not been appropriately supplemented. The Foreign Ministers
seriously question the capability of this team to carry out its duty
accordingly, owing to the ineffective deployment and lack of necessary
resources.
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7.
The Foreign Ministers are appalled at the reports of continuous ethnic
cleansing perpetrated by the Bosnian Serbs. In this regard, they take note of
resolution 941 (1994) and yet reiterate, as a matter of urgency, the need for a
more resolute response to such a deplorable practice. They condemn this
abominable practice and call for an immediate and unconditional deployment of
UNPROFOR troops to deter any further expulsion by the Bosnian Serbs.
8.
The Foreign Ministers strongly condemn recent actions by the Bosnian Serbs
that have led to the further strangulation of Sarajevo by cutting off gas, water
and electricity supplies and communication lines, and the closure of the "blue
routes" and the closure of the airport in view of threats by the Bosnian Serb
side. They call for securing full compliance by Serbs with relevant resolutions
on "safe areas"/exclusion zones and demand a strong response to such violations,
including the use of air power by the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO).
9.
The Foreign Ministers deplore the threats made by certain countries to
withdraw their troops from UNPROFOR should the arms embargo be lifted. The
withdrawal of some troop contingents from UNPROFOR does not end the role of the
United Nations in Bosnia and Herzegovina. There are over 50 resolutions
pertaining to this issue that have to be defended and enforced by the Security
Council. They express their readiness to contribute their troops to UNPROFOR to
offset any shortfall created by the eventual withdrawal of existing contingents
and to augment UNPROFOR troop requirements. Stressing the need for
strengthening the mandate of UNPROFOR in order to implement fully its task, they
call for the strong protection and extension of the safe areas as enunciated in
Security Council resolutions 824 (1993) and 836 (1993) and in accordance with
provisions of article 6 of the five-nation contact group plan, and paragraph 4
of the NATO communique of 9 February 1994.
10. The Foreign Ministers reaffirm their call for the lifting of the de facto
arms embargo unjustly imposed against the Government of the Republic of Bosnia
and Herzegovina. They welcome the offer made by His Excellency
Alija Izetbegovic, President of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina in a
statement before the General Assembly on 27 September 1994, for an immediate
de jure lifting of the arms embargo imposed upon the Government of the Republic
of Bosnia and Herzegovina by the Security Council. They consider that this
offer represented a significant compromise made by the Government of the
Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina in its efforts to achieve peaceful settlement
in the context of its territorial integrity and sovereignty.
In the context of
the offered compromise, the Foreign Ministers also welcome the call of the
President of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina for a unilateral response by
members of the international community, in the event that the compromise
proposal is not effectuated by members of the five-nation contact group.
11. The Foreign Ministers emphas i ze the need for close, concerted efforts and
the establishment of an action- oriented working relationship between the OIC
Contact Group and the five-nation contact group and express their readiness to
work together with the five-nation contact group with a view to ensuring peace
with justice in Bosnia and Herzegovina.
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12. The Foreign Ministers decide to coordinate their efforts for the submission
of an appropriate resolution on the situation in Bosnia and Herzegovina for
adoption by the current session of the General Assembly as well as in other
forums of the United Nations system.
13. The Foreign Ministers also call upon the Security Council to enforce the
relevant decisions of the International Court of Justice and to implement
appropriately all existing Security Council and General Assembly resolutions.

